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Performance analysis of parallel programs continues to be challenging for programmers. Programmers have to account for several factors to extract the best possible performance from parallel programs. First, programs must have adequate parallel computation that is evenly distributed to keep all processors busy during execution. Second, programs must reduce secondary effects caused by interactions in hardware, which can degrade performance. Third, performance problems due to inadequate parallel computation and secondary effects can get magnified when programs are executed at scale. Fourth, programs must ensure minimal overhead from other sources like runtime schedulers, lock contention, and heavyweight abstractions in the software stack. To diagnose performance issues in parallel programs, programmers rely on profilers to obtain performance insights. Although profiling is a well-researched area, existing profilers primarily provide information on where a program spends its time. They fail to highlight the parts of the program that matter in improving the performance and the scalability of a program.

This dissertation makes a case for using logical parallelism to identify parts of the program that matter in improving the performance of task parallel programs. It makes
the following contributions. First, it describes a scalable and an efficient technique to compute the logical parallelism of a program. Logical parallelism defines the speedup of a program in the limit. Logical parallelism is an ideal metric to assess if a program has adequate parallel computation to attain scalable speedup on any number of processors. Second, it introduces a novel performance model to compute the logical parallelism of a program. To enable parallelism computation, the performance model encodes the series-parallel relations in the program and fine-grain work performed in an execution. Third, it presents a technique, called what-if analyses, that uses the parallelism computation and the performance model to identify parts of a program that matter in improving the parallelism. Finally, it describes a differential analysis technique that uses the performance model to identify parts of the program that matter in addressing secondary effects.

Using the techniques proposed in this dissertation we have developed TaskProf, a profiler and an adviser for task parallel programs. The performance insights gained from TaskProf have enabled us to design concrete optimizations and increase the performance of a range of applications. The techniques presented in this dissertation and our profiler TaskProf demonstrate that by designing rich abstractions that enable analyses to measure parallelism, expose secondary effects and evaluate how performance changes when regions are optimized, one can identify parts of the program that matter in improving the performance of task parallel programs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The end of Moore’s law \cite{122, 123} has made parallel and heterogenous architectures ubiquitous in general purpose computing. With the proliferation of parallel hardware, parallel programming has become mainstream. Now every programmer has to write parallel programs to take advantage of the hardware features. However, designing parallel programs that have good performance is challenging. The programmer has to, first, come up with a parallel algorithm that produces correct results when executed concurrently. Typically, programmers start with a sequential algorithm and incrementally add parallel computation to it. Then, the programmer has to tune the program to ensure that the program has scalable performance. This is particularly challenging since the performance of a parallel program can be influenced by several factors, some due to inefficiencies in the program and others caused by adverse interactions during execution on hardware. The programmer has to consider all of these factors to obtain the best possible performance.

A parallel program should have sufficient computation that can be executed in parallel. A program that does not have sufficient parallel computation will have large sections that will be executed serially. The speedup of the program will be limited by the serial sections of the program (i.e., from Amdahl’s law \cite{13}). Hence, programmers must strive to reduce the serial computation and add sufficient parallel computation to obtain optimal performance.

Even if a program has sufficient parallel computation, the computation should be evenly distributed among all processors. Uneven distribution of computation causes load imbalance where some processors remain idle while other processors execute their computation. This increases the overall execution time of a parallel program. Ensuring that the parallel computation is evenly distributed is a deceptively hard problem. At
the level of the program source code, a parallel computation may appear to be evenly distributed. However, during execution the individual computations can execute for different amounts of time and thereby introduce load imbalance in the program.

A program with sufficient parallel computation that is evenly distributed can expect to have good performance. However, the parallel execution can experience secondary effects that adversely impact the performance of a program. Modern computer systems are highly complex with a large number of processor cores. These systems employ deep memory hierarchies comprising multiple levels of caches and memory [18]. Furthermore, many modern systems are multi-socket NUMA systems wherein, instead of having all cores integrated on a single socket, they are split on to multiple sockets with each socket having a directly attached memory to increase memory bandwidth. In addition, modern systems are further complicated by custom hardware accelerators that have their own memory hierarchy. Although modern systems are built to perform execution in parallel, contention for hardware resources or frequent data movement across the deep memory hierarchy, sockets or accelerators can cause secondary effects which degrade the performance of a program. Performance issues caused by secondary effects are particularly challenging to diagnose since a programmer has to somehow obtain insights into the execution of a program on hardware.

To highlight the challenges involved in parallel programming, let us consider designing a parallel program using a thread-based parallel programming model (for e.g., using pthreads [129], Windows threads [118], or Java concurrency [97]). In such a model, the programmer explicitly creates each parallel thread and assigns it a computation to execute. The creation of threads and constant context switching between threads are expensive operations. Hence, a reasonable strategy is to create as many threads as the number of processors on the machine. The operating system scheduler then takes care of mapping these threads to the processors and executing their respective computations in parallel. The threads can communicate by updating shared data and the programmer can coordinate the updates using synchronization.

While designing the program, the programmer must account for all the factors that influence the performance of the program. Let us consider that the program being
designed takes an array of integers as input. The program iterates through the input array, checks if each entry is a prime \[141\], and performs a computation on the prime integer. Since the primality test for each entry can be performed independent of the other entries in the input array, the program has sufficient computation that can be performed in parallel. To divide the computation evenly among the threads, a reasonable approach would be to split the input array of integers into as many chunks as the number of threads and assign each chunk to a separate thread. Figure 1.1 (a) shows the mapping of chunks of the input array to the execution threads. However, even though the input array has been split evenly, the amount of computation performed in each chunk may not be similar since the time taken by the primality test will not be the same for different integers. Hence, the computation can still have load imbalance.

Even if the computation is somehow load balanced, the performance of the program can be affected by the presence of secondary effects. For instance, parallel threads accessing entries of the input array that are allocated on the same cache line can cause secondary effects due to false sharing \[32\]. The programmer has to carefully design the program while ensuring potential secondary effects are minimized or totally eliminated.

All of these factors are further amplified when the program is executed at scale on machines with greater processor core count. A program may not have any performance issues when it is executed in a small scale setting on a machine with a small number of processors. Performance issues may manifest only when the program is executed on large scale machines with a greater number of processors. Ideally, the programmer would benefit from identifying the performance problems that may occur on large scale machines even while executing the program in the small scale setting.

1.1 Task Parallelism

Task parallelism \[20, 29, 64, 96\] addresses the problem of load imbalance in parallel computations by automatically readjusting the load during execution. In the task parallel framework, the programmer expresses parallel work in terms of light-weight structures known as tasks. Then, a runtime scheduler takes care of mapping the tasks
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the parallel executions of a program that takes an input array of integers and performs some computation on all the prime numbers in the array. Figure (a) shows an execution of the program using threads where the input array is divided into as many chunks as the number of threads and each chunk is processed by a single thread. Figure (b) shows the execution with tasks, where the array is divided into larger number chunks than the threads and each chunk is assigned to a task. The task runtime balances the load in the computation by dynamically assigning the tasks to the threads that become idle.

to the threads. Creating tasks is orders of magnitude less expensive than creating threads \[139\]. As a result, a task parallel program can afford to create more tasks than the number of processors on the execution machine. A common technique that is used in many task runtime schedulers to assign tasks to idle threads is the randomized work stealing technique \[15\, 22\, 29\, 30\, 64\]. The work stealing technique provides an efficient method to evenly balance the load among all the executing threads, as long as there is sufficient parallel computation expressed as tasks. Task parallel frameworks have grown in popularity and there are a number of task parallel frameworks, such as Cilk \[29\, 46\, 52\, 64\, 99\], Intel TBB \[49\, 139\], OpenMP \[17\, 132\], Habanero \[20\, 37\], X10 \[40\], Java Fork/Join concurrency \[96\], and Task Parallel Library \[98\], that have become mainstream now. Section 2.1 in Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of task parallelism and the mechanisms that enable task parallel programs to achieve load balancing.

Figure 1.1 (b) illustrates the execution of a task parallel program that takes an input array of integers and performs a computation on all the prime integers similar to thread-based program described above. In contrast to the thread-based program, the
input array in the task parallel program can be split into a larger number of chunks than the number of processors on the machine. We then create as many tasks as the number of chunks with each task performing the computation on a single chunk of integers in the input array. We must take care that the chunks are large enough so that the computation in the tasks is sufficient to amortize the cost of creating the tasks. Since the program has more tasks than threads, the task runtime scheduler continuously assigns tasks to threads whenever threads become idle, thereby ensuring that the computation is sufficiently load balanced.

The above example highlights another important aspect of task parallel programs. The task runtime scheduler can balance the load as long as there are sufficient number of tasks that can be assigned to threads when they become idle. Therefore, like thread-based parallel programs task parallel programs must have sufficient parallel computation in order for the runtime to perform load balancing. Further, since tasks can execute in parallel, task parallel programs can also have performance issues due to the presence of secondary effects. Hence, despite the progress made in task parallel programs to address performance problems due to load imbalance, the programmers have to still deal with performance and scalability issues.

1.2 Inadequacy of Existing Performance Profilers

Profilers play a vital role in the performance debugging of parallel programs. When programmers observe that a program is not exhibiting the expected performance, they rely on profilers to identify performance bottlenecks in the program. An effective profiler must provide insights into the performance of the program and guide optimizations to improve the performance of the program.

A common approach to profiling programs is to measure various metrics that reflect the utilization of resources during execution and attribute the metrics back to the program source code. The intuition is that parts of the program that utilize the most amount of resources are the performance bottlenecks in the program. Hence, by measuring the resource utilization in various parts of the program, profilers can highlight the
performance bottlenecks in the programs. For example, profilers can measure the time or the CPU clock cycles spent by each function during execution. The functions that execute for the most time or consume the most cycles are the bottlenecks in the program and the programmer has to focus on optimizing these functions. This technique is also known as "hot spot analysis". There are numerous profilers that perform variants of hot spot analysis [10, 48, 50, 65, 72, 90, 150, 151, 158, 168].

Hot spot analysis is a useful technique to understand the performance of various parts of the program. However, the parts of the program that execute for the most amount of time may not be the parts that must be optimized to improve the performance of the program. For instance, consider a function that is highlighted by one of the profilers as taking the most time. If the function is not being executed on the critical path of the program, then optimizing the function to reduce the time it takes will not reduce the overall running time of the program. Hence, beyond techniques that identify parts of a program that take the most time, there is a need for techniques that can identify the parts of a program that must be optimized to increase the performance of the program.

To identify parts of a program that matter in increasing the performance, one approach is to identify the parts of the program that execute on the critical path. If the parts of the program which take the most time are also the parts that execute on the critical path, then optimizing the regions can improve the performance of the program. This idea forms the basis for numerous techniques that have used different ways to identify code that executes on the critical path [11, 35, 42, 82, 120, 134, 147, 138, 170]. Another approach to identify parts of a program that matter for increasing the performance, is to predict the improvement in performance on optimizing certain sections of code [47, 51, 144].

The techniques that either identify code executing on the critical path or predict performance improvements are based on a specific execution on a particular machine with a given number of threads. They do not account for the changes in performance and the critical path across different executions when parts of the program are optimized or when the program is executed at scale with a greater number of threads. Hence, the performance of the program may not improve even after optimizing regions highlighted by such techniques.
In summary, while prior profilers have made significant progress in identifying performance bottlenecks in parallel programs, they have the following drawbacks. Although existing profilers measure various metrics to identify parts of a program utilizing the most resources, they are not effective in identifying the parts of the program that matter in improving the performance. Further, most profilers highlight performance issues that manifest in a particular execution of a program. They do not indicate if a program can have scalable performance when executed on machines with greater number of processors.

1.3 Thesis Statement

This thesis develops a set of techniques that identify parts of the program that matter in improving the parallelism and the speedup of the program.

1.4 Our Contributions

This dissertation seeks to develop techniques that are necessary to understand the causes of low parallel computation and secondary effects that affect the performance of task parallel programs. In the process, we attempt to answer the following specific questions.

1. Does a program have sufficient parallel computation to enable scalable execution on machines with a larger core count?

2. Perhaps more importantly, what are the parts of a program that a programmer must focus on to increase the parallel computation in a program?

3. What parts of the program are experiencing secondary effects and why?

In the rest of this section, we describe our contributions to estimate the amount parallel computation, identify regions that matter for improving the parallel computation, and highlight regions experiencing performance degradation due to secondary effects. We discuss each technique in greater detail in subsequent chapters.
1.4.1 A Case for Measuring Logical Parallelism

We know from Amdahl’s law [13] that the execution time and thereby, the speedup of a parallel program is limited by the maximum amount of computation that has to be executed serially in the program. Ideally, lesser amount of serial work in a program will result in lower execution time of the program and greater possibility of the program exhibiting scalable speedup. Hence, if we can characterize the amount of serial work in the program, then we would be able to determine if a program has sufficient parallel work to achieve scalable speedup.

Logical parallelism is a metric that characterizes the amount of serial work in a program. *Logical parallelism* defines the speedup of the program in the limit, *i.e.*, the maximum speedup the program could ever attain given infinite processors, an ideal machine, and no runtime overhead. It is constrained by the critical path of the program, which is the longest (in terms of work) sequence of instructions that execute serially considering the series and parallel constructs expressed in the program. Logical parallelism is the ratio between the total work performed in the program and the work on the critical path of the program. Since logical parallelism defines the maximum speedup, it is an ideal metric to determine if a program will exhibit scalable speedup when executed on any machine with any number of processors. Specifically, for a program to have scalable speedup on a particular machine with a given number of processors, the logical parallelism must significantly exceed the number of processors on the machine [64, 146].

Computing the logical parallelism in a task parallel program requires a method to determine the total work in the program and the work on the critical path of the program. To determine the work on the critical path of the program, we need a way to measure work in the parts of the program that execute serially according to the series and parallel constructs expressed in the program. In any particular execution of a program, tasks that are supposed to execute in parallel according to the parallel constructs in the program can get mapped to the same thread and execute serially. Hence, we cannot measure the work on the critical path by merely tracking a program’s execution and identifying the

---

1Work is the total time of a sequence of instructions. It can be also be expressed in terms of other metrics like, for *e.g.*, hardware execution cycles.
parts of the program that occur serially in the execution. Instead, we need a mechanism to determine the series and parallel relations expressed in the program.

The Dynamic Program Structure Tree (DPST) is a structure that records the logical series and parallel relations expressed in a program from a given execution of the program. At a high level, the DPST represents the code fragments between task runtime constructs that create tasks (spawn) and synchronize tasks (sync). For example, a code fragment begins after the creation of a new task using the spawn statement and extends up to the subsequent spawn or sync statement. The DPST, then, captures the series or parallel relation between the code fragments. We can use the series and parallel relations encoded in the DPST to compute the logical parallelism of the program. Chapter 2 describes the DPST representation in detail.

In addition to determining the logical series-parallel relations, we need to record the work performed in the program to compute logical parallelism. We record the work by performing fine-grain measurement of the work in code fragments between task runtime constructs and attributing the measurements to the DPST, which represents the code fragments. The logical series-parallel relations in the DPST along with fine-grain work attributed to the DPST is a performance model of the program that enables us to compute the logical parallelism. We can compute the total work in the program by computing the aggregate of the fine-grain work of all the code fragments attributed to the performance model. At the same time, we can compute the work on the critical path by using the logical series-parallel relations and the fine-grain work to identify the code fragments that execute serially and perform the maximum work.

While the performance model enables us to compute the logical parallelism of a program, it cannot be efficiently stored in memory or on disk for long running applications. For such applications storing the entire performance model in memory and computing the logical parallelism over the entire performance model would not be feasible. A key contribution of this dissertation is an on-the-fly technique that computes the parallelism as the program executes by maintaining only parts of the performance model that represent the active tasks. Chapter 3 describes in extensive detail our technique to
compute the parallelism using the entire performance model, as well as our technique to compute the parallelism on-the-fly.

As we were designing the parallelism computation technique, we realized that in addition to enabling parallelism computation, the performance model can be used to perform further analyses to identify performance issues in task parallel programs. We demonstrate the utility of the performance model by designing two novel analyses to identify parts a program that matter for increasing logical parallelism and addressing secondary effects. Next, we provide a brief overview of these analyses.

1.4.2 What-If Analyses to Identify Regions that Improve Parallelism

The parallelism computation is useful in identifying if the program has sufficient parallel work to achieve scalable speedup. Along with measuring the parallelism of the entire program, the parallelism computation technique measures the parallelism at various parts of the program. This enables the programmer to identify the parts of the program that have low parallelism. If a program has low speedup and inadequate parallelism, then the programmer can consider parallelizing the parts of the program that have low parallelism. However, parallelizing a part with low parallelism may not improve the parallelism or the speedup of the entire program, if that part of the program is not performing any significant work on the critical path of the program. Further, even if the part of the program is performing work on the critical path, the critical path itself may shift to a different path resulting in the parallelism and the speedup remaining almost the same. Hence, just measuring the parallelism of the program will not be sufficient to identify the parts of a program that matter for increasing the parallelism of the program.

Our performance model to compute parallelism represents the various code fragments in the program and has information about the work in each fragment and the series-parallel relations between fragments. Using the performance model, what if we can check if parallelizing a code fragment in the program increases the parallelism in the program? If the parallelism increases, it implies that actually implementing a parallelization strategy for the code fragment will increase the parallelism of the entire program. Using such a technique the programmer would be able to determine if a part of a program matters
in increasing the parallelism of the program. We call this technique to estimate the improvement in parallelism as *what-if analyses*.

Our what-if analyses technique mimics the effect of parallelizing a code fragment by reducing the code fragment’s contribution to the critical path work of the program. Our performance model stores enough information to enable what-if analyses. To perform what-if analyses we compute the parallelism of the program using the performance model by computing the total work and the critical path work. However, while computing the critical path work we reduce the work of the code fragment selected for what-if analyses and subsequently compute the critical path work. The parallelism computed from the reduced critical path work will reflect the effect of parallelizing the code fragment. Hence, the what-if analyses technique is useful in identifying if a region of code matters in improving the parallelism of the program.

Using what-if analyses, we design an iterative technique to automatically identify a set of regions that matter for increasing the parallelism of the program. In each step of the iterative process, we identify a code fragment that is performing the highest work on the critical path. Then, we perform what-if analyses to estimate the parallelism of the program on parallelizing the code fragment. We repeat this process until the estimated parallelism increases to a pre-defined level. The set of regions considered for what-if analyses in each iteration are the regions that can be parallelized to increase the parallelism of program. Chapter 4 describes our what-if analyses technique in greater detail and presents our algorithm to identify regions that matter in increasing the parallelism of a task parallel program.

1.4.3 Differential Analysis to Identify Secondary Effects

Even if a program has sufficient parallelism to achieve scalable speedup on a particular machine, it may not achieve the speedup due to the presence of secondary effects of parallel execution. It is hard to concretely detect such secondary effects without having incisive insights into the execution of the program on hardware. Our intuition is that a program that is experiencing performance degradation due to secondary effects shows an inflation in the work in the parallel execution compared to an oracle execution that
is not experiencing secondary effects. If we observe the parallel execution showing an inflation in the work, then it is likely that the program is experiencing secondary effects.

To identify an inflation in the work, we need a mechanism to compare the work in the parallel execution with the work in an oracle execution. One approach is to measure the entire work in both the parallel and oracle executions and compare the work to identify the presence of secondary effects. While such an approach may indicate the presence of secondary effects in the program, it would not be sufficient to identify the parts of the program experiencing secondary effects. The performance model that we designed for computing parallelism measures fine-grain work performed in various code fragments in the program. If we perform a fine-grain comparison of the performance model for the parallel execution with the performance model of the oracle execution, the code fragments in the two models that are experiencing secondary effects will have higher work in the performance model of the parallel execution than in the performance model for the oracle execution. We call this analysis to compare the performance models to identify regions experiencing secondary effects as differential analysis.

Task parallel programs can experience secondary effects in any part of the program. However, not all secondary effects impact the speedup of the program. For instance, a region in a program may be experiencing significant secondary effects. But, if it is performing a small fraction of the total work or the work on the critical path, then it is likely that the secondary effects will not affect the speedup of the program. Hence, along with highlighting code fragments that are experiencing work inflation, our differential analysis technique also highlights code fragments that are having inflation in the critical path work and performing significant fraction of the total work and the critical path work. As a result, our differential analysis technique is able to highlight parts of the program that matter for addressing secondary effects. Chapter 5 describes our approach to perform differential analysis in detail.

1.4.4 Putting It Together in TaskProf

We have designed TaskProf, a profiler and an adviser for task parallel programs that implements all of the above techniques. As a profiler, TaskProf executes a task parallel
program, constructs the performance model, and computes the logical parallelism using the performance model. From the parallelism information in the performance model, TaskProf generates a profile called the *parallelism profile*, that specifies the parallelism of the entire program and at various static code locations in the program. Along with the parallelism, TaskProf also measures the task runtime overhead in the program to identify sources of excessive parallelism (see Chapter 3), and reports it as a part of the parallelism profile. The programmer can use the parallelism profile to first, determine if a program has sufficient parallelism to achieve scalable speedup, and then identify parts of the program that have low parallelism or high task runtime overhead.

As an adviser, TaskProf reports to the programmer the program regions that matter for increasing the parallelism and addressing secondary effects. Using what-if analyses, TaskProf automatically identifies a set of static regions that matter in increasing parallelism of the program. The programmer can focus optimization efforts on these regions to improve the parallelism of a program. Alternatively, if the programmer has an intuition about parts of the program that can be parallelized, then TaskProf provides a method to check if parallelizing the identified parts matters in increasing the parallelism of the program. The programmer specifies a region that can be parallelized using annotations. TaskProf perform what-if analyses and generates a profile called the what-if profile, which specifies the parallelism after hypothetically parallelizing the annotated region.

TaskProf’s adviser feature also includes the differential analysis technique to highlight regions experiencing secondary effects. To perform differential analysis, TaskProf first constructs the performance model from the parallel execution of a program. For the oracle execution, TaskProf uses the serial execution of the parallel program where tasks execute without any interference. Hence, it constructs the oracle performance model from the serial execution of the program. Then, TaskProf compares the two performance models and generates a profile called the *differential profile* that specifies the work inflation in the entire program and at various code regions in the program. The programmer can use the differential profile to identify regions experiencing secondary
Figure 1.2: Illustration of a typical performance analysis workflow using TaskProf.

effects. Figure 1.2 shows a detailed workflow depicting the use of TaskProf’s parallelism profiling, what-if analyses, and differential analysis in performance analysis and debugging of a task parallel program.

We have used our tool TaskProf to profile over twenty three task based applications. Using the performance insights gained from TaskProf, we have been able to design concrete optimizations and increase the performance of eleven applications. Our evaluation of TaskProf in Chapter 6 describes how TaskProf enabled us to identify performance bottlenecks in all these applications. Overall, the techniques we developed in TaskProf provide crucial insights into the performance of task parallel programs and guide optimizations to improve the performance.

1.5 Papers Related to this Dissertation

The ideas and techniques presented in this dissertation are drawn from the following published papers written in collaboration with my advisor Santosh Nagarakatte, Aarti Gupta, and Nader Boushehrinejadmoradi.

1. “A Fast Causal Profiler for Task Parallel Programs” [174], which introduces TaskProf and describes the technique to compute parallelism and perform what-if analyses.

2. “Parallelism-Centric What-If and Differential Analyses” [175], which extends the what-if analyses technique to automatically identify regions to parallelize and
presents the differential analysis technique to highlight program regions experiencing secondary effects.

3. “A Parallelism Profiler with What-If Analyses for OpenMP Programs” [33], which proposes an on-the-fly technique to compute the parallelism and perform what-if analyses.

4. “Atomicity Violation Checker for Task Parallel Programs” [173] and “Parallel Data Race Detection for Task Parallel Programs with Locks” [177], where we developed the initial technique to adapt the DPST for task parallel programs without serial semantics, albeit in the context of concurrency bug detection for task parallel programs.

1.6 Dissertation Organization

The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief background on task parallelism and techniques to maintain series parallel relations in task parallel programs. Chapter 3 describes our technique to compute parallelism and assess task runtime overhead. Chapter 4 presents our what-if analyses technique and describes a method to automatically identify regions to parallelize using what-if analyses. Chapter 5 discusses our differential technique to highlight secondary effects. Chapter 6 presents the evaluation of TaskProf on a suite of benchmarks and provides insights on how TaskProf was used to identify optimization opportunities in the benchmarks. Chapter 7 discusses the prior related work in the context of this dissertation. Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and also discusses some potential topics to be explored in the future.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we provide a brief primer on task parallelism, with a particular emphasis on the logical series-parallel properties of task parallel programs. We then provide background on a previously proposed data structure for maintaining logical series-parallel properties, called the Dynamic Program Structure Tree [138], which forms the basis for all of the techniques that we propose in this dissertation.

2.1 Task Parallelism

Task parallelism is an effective abstraction for writing parallel programs. In a task parallel program, the programmer expresses the parallel work in the program in terms of light-weight structures known as tasks. As the task parallel program executes, a runtime system automatically creates threads and efficiently maps the tasks that are created in the program to the threads.

Task parallelism simplifies the development of parallel programs. In traditional thread-based parallel programming, the programmer creates threads that can execute in parallel and divides the parallel work in the program evenly among all the threads. To avoid the overhead from the creation and the context-switching of excessive threads, programmers typically create as many threads as the number of processors on the execution machine. Now, if the thread-based program has to be executed on a different machine with a different number of processors, then to obtain scalable performance the programmer will again have to divide the parallel work based on the number of processors available on that machine. Hence, developing thread-based parallel programs that are performance portable is challenging. In task parallel programs, the programmer does not manually divide the parallel work evenly among the threads. The programmer
can express all the parallel work in the program in terms of tasks. The task runtime will take care of creating as many threads as the number of processors on the execution machine and mapping the tasks to the threads for execution. Hence, task parallelism provides the promise of performance portability in parallel programs.

In addition to performance portability, task parallelism simplifies parallel programming by automatically balancing the load in parallel computations. The primary challenge in developing parallel programs using threads is to divide the parallel work evenly among the threads to ensure that the computation is sufficiently load balanced. In contrast to threads, tasks are light-weight structures. Once a task is mapped to a thread, the task is executed to completion on the thread. Since tasks cannot be preempted, the task runtime does not need to maintain per-task resources like a stack and register state. As a result, creating tasks has significantly lesser overhead than creating threads. A task parallel program can create more tasks than the number of processors on the execution machine. Whenever a thread becomes idle, the task runtime assigns a task to the thread and thereby ensures that the computation is sufficiently load balanced. Task runtimes usually use an effective scheduling technique known as work stealing to efficiently map tasks to idle threads [15, 22, 29, 30, 64]. Hence, along with the promise of performance portability task parallelism provides the promise of automatic load balancing of the parallel computation.

Parallel programming frameworks provide task parallelism as programming language extensions (for e.g., Cilk [64], Habanero Java [37]), compiler directives (for e.g., OpenMP [17, 132]) or library functions (for e.g., Intel TBB [49, 139], Microsoft Task Parallel Library [98]). In the task programming model, tasks are created and managed using a small, yet succinct set of constructs (functions in library based frameworks). To create a new task, the task programming model provides the spawn construct (or the spawn function in library based frameworks like Intel TBB). Semantically, spawning a new task specifies that the code immediately following a spawn construct and extending up to a sync construct can execute in parallel with the newly spawned task.
Figure 2.1 shows a simple example of a task parallel program that uses the `spawn` construct to create tasks. The program spawns two tasks - one task that executes the function B in line 3 and another that executes the function D in line 5. According to the semantics, the function B can execute in parallel with the code immediately following the creation of the task until the next `sync` which includes the functions C, D, and E. Similarly, the function D can execute in parallel with the function E which is part of the code that follows the spawning of function D.

The task programming model also provides the `sync` construct to synchronize tasks that may have dependencies. The semantics of the `sync` construct specifies that a task executing a `sync` construct will wait for all its child tasks that were spawned before the `sync` to complete execution. The semantics of the `sync` construct implies that the code before the `sync` construct has to execute in series with the code following the `sync` construct. In the simple task parallel program shown in Figure 2.1, the `sync` construct occurs in line 7. According to the semantics, the functions A-E, which occur before the `sync` construct, have to execute in series with the function F which executes after the `sync` construct.

Apart from the `spawn` and `sync` constructs, many task parallel frameworks provide high-level parallelization patterns like, for e.g., parallel loops (`parallel_for` in Intel TBB and `cilk_for` in Cilk) and parallel reductions (`parallel_reduce` in Intel TBB). Such generic parallel algorithms can be implemented by parallel divide-and-conquer recursion over the loop iterations using `spawn` and `sync` constructs.

The `spawn` construct defines a parallel relation between the newly spawned task and the code following the `spawn` construct until the next `sync` construct. However, in any particular execution of the task parallel program, the newly spawned task and the code

```c
void main() {
    A();
    spawn B();
    C();
    spawn D();
    E();
    sync;
    F();
}
```

Figure 2.1: A simple example of a task parallel program that creates tasks and waits for tasks to complete using `spawn` and `sync` constructs, respectively.
following the *spawn* can be mapped to the same thread by the runtime, and thereby execute in series. For instance, in an execution of the program in Figure 2.1, the functions B and C can get mapped to the same thread and execute in series even though the *spawn* construct that creates a task to execute the function B defines a parallel relation between the functions B and C. To compute the logical parallelism, which is the speedup of a program in the limit, we need to consider the series and parallel properties expressed in the program, rather than the series and parallel relations observed in any given execution. There are numerous representations that can capture the series and parallel properties of the program from a dynamic execution of the program for a given input, like SP-parse tree [63], SP-bags [63], ESP-bags [137], SP-Order [21], WSP-Order [161], Offset-Span Labeling [73, 117], OpenMP series-parallel graph [33], and Dynamic Program Structure Tree [138]. We use the Dynamic Program Structure Tree representation, which can be constructed in parallel, thereby enabling us to profile a program while executing it in parallel.

### 2.2 Dynamic Program Structure Tree

The Dynamic Program Structure Tree (DPST) [136, 138] encodes the logical series and parallel relations expressed in a task parallel program. We use it as a part of the performance model that we have designed to compute the logical parallelism (see Chapter 3) and perform what-if (see Chapter 4) and differential analyses (see Chapter 5). The DPST was originally proposed for explicit async-finish task parallel programs. We have adapted it for task parallel programs without explicit finish constructs.

The DPST is an ordered rooted tree that encodes the logical series and parallel relations in a dynamic execution of a task parallel program for a given input. The nodes of a DPST can be of three types: (1) *step*, (2) *async*, (3) *finish* nodes. Each of these nodes represent some part of the dynamic execution. The edges in the DPST represent the parent-child relations between the nodes. Figure 2.2(d) shows the complete DPST constructed from a dynamic execution of the program in Figure 2.1.
Step Nodes

A step node in a DPST represents the maximal sequence of dynamic instructions that does not include a task runtime construct (like a `spawn` or a `sync` construct). This implies that step nodes represent fragments of the dynamic execution that begin immediately after a task runtime construct (for e.g., `spawn` and `sync`) and end at the last instruction before another task runtime construct. Similarly, step nodes can also represent fragments that begin at the first instruction of a newly created task and end at the last instruction of the task if the task does not include task runtime constructs. The step nodes are always the leaf nodes of the DPST. In Figure 2.2 (d), the nodes S0-S5 are step nodes. These nodes represent the code fragment in each of the functions A-F, respectively (S0 represents the fragment in A, S1 represents the fragment in B, and so on) in the example program in Figure 2.1. We assume that functions A-F do not contain `spawn` and `sync` constructs.

Async Nodes

An async node represents the creation of a new task using the `spawn` construct. An async node captures the parallel relation between the newly spawned task and the code immediately following the `spawn` construct extending up to the subsequent `sync` construct. The execution within a newly spawned task is represented by nodes in the sub-tree under the corresponding async node. The execution of the code following the `spawn` construct extending up to the subsequent `sync` construct is represented by the sibling nodes that are to the right of the async node and their descendants. Hence, async nodes have the property that nodes in the sub-tree under an async node will be in parallel with sibling nodes that are to the right of the async node and their descendants. Every dynamic instance of a `spawn` construct is represented by an async node in the DPST. The async nodes are always part of the non-leaf internal nodes in the DPST. In Figure 2.2 (d), the nodes A0 and A1 are the async nodes in the DPST, which represent the `spawn` constructs in line 3 and line 5, respectively, in the example program in Figure 2.1.

1 A Node R is to the right of a node L if R occurs after L in the depth-first traversal of the DPST.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the DPST construction for a trace of the program in Figure 2.1 with the following sequence - (a) program start, (b) the first spawn statement: spawn \texttt{B()}, (c) a subsequent spawn: spawn \texttt{D()}, and (d) a \texttt{sync} statement. The nodes that are newly added in each step are highlighted in bold.

**Finish Nodes**

Unlike step and async nodes, finish nodes do not explicitly represent a concrete fragment in the dynamic execution. Instead, finish nodes capture the series relation introduced by the \texttt{sync} construct. Specifically, a finish node captures the series relation between the code executed before the \texttt{sync} construct and the code executed after the \texttt{sync} construct.

The code executed before the \texttt{sync} construct starting from the first \texttt{spawn} after a previous \texttt{sync} is represented by the nodes in the sub-tree under the finish node. The execution after the \texttt{sync} construct is represented by the sibling nodes to the right of the finish node and their descendants. Hence, similar to async nodes, the finish nodes have the property that nodes in the sub-tree under a finish node will be in series with sibling nodes that are to the right of the finish node and their descendants. The finish nodes are also a part of the non-leaf internal nodes of the DPST. In Figure 2.2 (d) the nodes F0 and F1 are the finish nodes in the DPST.

### 2.2.1 DPST Construction

In this section we describe a high-level procedure to construct the DPST from an execution of a task parallel program. Nodes are added to the DPST when a program begins execution and when the task runtime constructs, \texttt{spawn} and \texttt{sync}, are executed.
Program Start

When a program begins execution, a finish node is created as the root node of the DPST, since the program has to wait for all tasks that are created in the program to complete before it completes. A step node is then added as the child of the root finish node to represent the starting computation in the program before the first task runtime construct is encountered.

Figure 2.2 shows the nodes that are added to the DPST as instructions are encountered in the execution trace of the program in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 (a) shows the addition of the root finish node and a step node as a child of the root node to the DPST when the program begins execution.

Task Spawn

To capture the series property introduced by a sync construct, all the nodes representing the code starting from the first spawn after the previous sync are enclosed in the sub-tree under the finish node. However, when a program executes the first spawn construct, we would not know if there will be a future sync construct in the execution trace. Hence, we need to anticipate that the task may execute a sync construct.

When the first task is spawned, a finish node is added anticipating that a sync construct would be executed in the future. The finish node is added as a child node of the node corresponding to the task that executed the spawn construct. A finish node needs to be added not only on the first spawn construct of the program, but also for the first spawn after every sync construct. On subsequent spawn constructs the finish node is not added since the first spawn would have already anticipated the sync and added the finish node.

To represent the newly created task, an async node is added as the child of the of the node corresponding to the task that executed the spawn construct. Then, a step node is added as the child of the async node to represent the initial computation within the newly spawned task. Finally, a step node is added as a sibling to the async node to represent the computation after the spawn construct.
Figure 2.2 (b) shows the additions to the DPST after the first spawn construct in line 3 of the example program in Figure 2.1 is encountered. A finish node, F1, is added as the child of the node F0 since it is the first spawn construct. The async node A0 is then added as the child of the finish node F1 to represent the newly spawned task. Step node S1 is added as a child of the async node A0 to represent the computation within the task. Step node S2 is added as a sibling of A0 and represents the computation after the spawn construct.

Figure 2.2 (c) shows the additions to the DPST after the spawn construct in line 5 of the example program in Figure 2.1 is encountered. The key difference here is that the spawn at line 5 is not the first spawn. Hence, the async node representing the spawn, A1, can be directly added as the child of F1. The step nodes S3 and S4 are added as child and right sibling of async node A1 to represent the computation within the newly spawned task and the computation after the spawn construct, respectively.

Task Sync

On a sync construct, the DPST should already contain the finish node that encloses all the nodes that represent the code before the sync construct. Hence, the only addition to the DPST on a sync construct is a step node as the right sibling of the finish node that is added to represent the series property of a sync construct. The newly added step node represents the computation after the sync construct.

Figure 2.2 (d) shows the addition to the DPST after the sync construct in line 7 of the example program in Figure 2.1 is encountered. A step node, S5, is added as the right sibling of the finish F1 to represent the computation after the sync construct.

2.2.2 Properties of the DPST

In this section, we highlight the key properties of the DPST that enable us to design efficient techniques to compute logical parallelism and perform what-if and differential analyses. The properties of the DPST are;
• The parent-child relations between nodes in a DPST do not change once set during node creation.

• All the leaf nodes of a DPST are step nodes. All the non-leaf internal nodes are either async or finish nodes. The root node of a DPST is a finish node.

• The children of a node in the DPST are ordered left-to-right to reflect the serial execution of various fragments of the task represented by that node.

• All nodes in the sub-tree under an async node can logically execute in parallel with all sibling nodes to the right of the async node and their descendants.

• All nodes in the sub-tree under a finish node are in series with all sibling nodes to the right of the finish node and their descendants.

• Two step nodes can logically execute in parallel if the child of the least common ancestor of the step nodes, which is also an ancestor of the left-most step node, is an async node.

• The DPST and the series-parallel relations encoded in the DPST do not change across different schedules of a program for a given input provided the program does not contain races that cause non-determinism in the creation of tasks.

Let us illustrate some of the properties of the DPST using the DPST in Figure 2.2 (d). The leaf nodes in the DPST comprise of only the step nodes S0-S5. The internal nodes comprise of the async nodes A0 and A1 and finish nodes F0 and F1. Finish node F0 is the root node of the DPST. To illustrate the parallel property of an async node, consider for instance async node A0. According to the property of the async node, step node S1 which is in the sub-tree under A0 will execute in parallel with step nodes S2, S3, and S4 which are the right siblings and descendants of the right siblings of A0. Similarly, to illustrate the series property of a finish node, consider for instance the finish node F1. According to the property, the nodes in the sub-tree under F1, which includes step nodes S1-S4 execute in series with step node S5, which is a right sibling of F1.

We can clearly identify if two step nodes logically execute in parallel using the DPST. Step nodes S1 and S3 in Figure 2.2 (d) logically execute in parallel since their least
common ancestor is F1 and the immediate child of F1 on the path to S1, which is the left-most among S1 and S3, is an async node (i.e., A0). In contrast, nodes S2 and S3 in Figure 2.2 (d) execute serially because the immediate child of their least common ancestor (i.e., F1) on the path to S2 (left-most among S2 and S3) is not an async node.

Since the parent-child relations do not change in the DPST, it enables us to construct the DPST in parallel as the program executes. The series and parallel properties represented by the async and the finish nodes are key to computing the parallelism of the program and performing what-if analyses. Since the DPST does not change across different executions of the same input we have been able to use it determine if a program has adequate parallelism for a machine with a given number of processors even while profiling the program on a different machine with a different number of processors. In the subsequent chapters, we make use of the DPST to design novel analyses to identify performance and scalability issues in task parallel programs.
Chapter 3
Parallelism Profiling

This chapter describes a profiling technique to measure logical parallelism and task runtime overhead in task parallel programs. Parallelism and task runtime overhead are common factors that influence the speedup of task parallel programs. Parallelism quantifies the amount of parallel work in a dynamic execution of a program for a given input and is key to determining if a program has sufficient parallel work to achieve scalable speedup. Task runtime overhead captures the overhead from creating parallel work and is useful in determining if the parallel work in a program is too fine-grain to be worth executing in parallel. Hence, the goals of our parallelism profiling technique are to (1) evaluate if the program has adequate parallel work to obtain speedup on a machine, (2) assess if the program can scale to machines with larger processor count, and (3) identify parts of a program that have low parallelism and high runtime overhead.

3.1 Motivation and Overview

Parallel programs can exhibit scalable speedup when they have adequate parallel work and the parallel work is distributed evenly among the threads. Task parallelism ensures the second aspect by using an efficient work-stealing scheduler to distribute the parallel work equally among the executing threads. However, task parallel programs must still have adequate parallel work that can be distributed to achieve scalable speedup.

When a program does not have adequate parallel work, it leads to load imbalance and introduces serialization in parts of the execution. Excessive serialization reduces the speedup of the program since the speedup is limited by the serial sections in a program (according to Amdahl's law [13]). Load imbalance causes threads to wait on one or more parallel threads to complete execution, thereby increasing the overall execution
time of the program. Furthermore, a program may not experience load imbalance or serialization in an execution with a particular thread count. But, it may experience load imbalance and serialization when executed with a larger thread count, thus inhibiting the scalability of the program.

While a task parallel program must have adequate parallel work, the parallel work must be sufficiently coarse-grain. If the parallel work is too fine-grain, then the overhead from the task runtime to create the parallel work will become significant with respect to the work itself. The program will spend a major portion of the execution creating the parallel work rather than executing useful computation, which can affect the speedup of the program. Hence, for a task parallel program to have scalable speedup and optimal performance, it requires a careful balance of adequate parallel work and low task runtime overhead.

3.1.1 Logical Parallelism and Task Runtime Overhead

To help programmers quickly analyze programs that do not have scalable speedup, we need a mechanism to assess the parallel work and the task runtime overhead in task parallel programs.

**Assessing Parallel Work**

Intuitively, a program can expect to have scalable speedup if there is adequate parallel computation expressed in the program. Quantifying the parallel computation expressed in the program can provide a way to assess if a program can have scalable speedup. One possible way to quantify the parallel computation is if we can determine the maximum possible speedup that the program can have considering the parallel computation expressed in the program. If the maximum possible speedup is not adequate enough, then the program does not have sufficient parallel computation to exhibit scalable speedup.

*Logical parallelism* is a metric that quantifies the speedup of the program in the limit. It defines the maximum speedup the program could possibly attain from the parallel computation expressed in the program. Logical parallelism is constrained by the critical path of the program, which is the longest (in terms of work) sequence of code that
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the parallelism computation for a program with 4 tasks, denoted T1, T2, T3, and T4. The tasks execute in parallel according to the parallel constructs expressed in the program. The work performed in each task is shown inside the rectangular boxes denoting the tasks.

executes serially considering the series and parallel constructs expressed in the program. It can be computed by calculating the ratio between the total work and work on the critical path of the program.

We illustrate the parallelism computation using a simple example containing four tasks shown in Figure 3.1. The four tasks execute in parallel according to the parallel constructs specified in the program. The parallelism can be computed by aggregating the total work and the work on the critical path of the four tasks. The total work is the sum of the work from the four tasks. Since all the four tasks execute in parallel, the work on the critical path is work performed by the task that performs the highest work, which is work on task T2.

Since logical parallelism quantifies the maximum speedup in a program, it is an ideal metric for assessing if a program has adequate parallel work to exhibit scalable speedup. Specifically, for a program to have scalable speedup with an execution on a given number
of processors, the parallelism of the program should be significantly higher than the number of processors to account for overhead from other sources like the task runtime and parallel execution on hardware. At the same time, if a program has parallelism that is less than number of processors used for the execution, then the program will not have scalable speedup.

Another key aspect of logical parallelism is that it can be used to evaluate if a program has adequate parallel work to achieve scalable speedup on any number of processors. Since logical parallelism defines the speedup in the limit, it is a property of the program for a given input. Logical parallelism remains the same for a given input irrespective of the number of processors used to execute the program or how tasks get mapped to threads in any particular execution. This enables us to compute the parallelism from a particular execution, and use the parallelism to evaluate if the program can achieve scalable speedup for the same input on a completely different execution with a different processor count.

Assessing Task Runtime Overhead

A task parallel program incurs overhead from the task runtime when it creates new tasks and when the runtime scheduler assigns tasks to threads. Our goal is to identify if the parallel work in the program is too fine-grain with respect to the work performed to create the parallel work. Hence in assessing if the overhead from the task runtime is high, we only consider the overhead from creating tasks and not the overhead when the runtime scheduler assign tasks to threads.

A significantly high logical parallelism in a program indicates that the program is creating many tasks. However, if the program is performing sufficient work in each of the parallel tasks, then the overhead from the creation of the tasks is not significant with respect to the parallel work in the program. Therefore, a significantly high parallelism alone does not indicate that the overhead from the task runtime is also high. Instead, by comparing the work performed in creating tasks with the work performed in the tasks, we can identify if the overhead from the task runtime is dominating the execution.
Hence, we express *task runtime overhead* as the ratio between the total task creation work and the total work in the program.

### 3.1.2 Overview of our Approach

We propose a technique to compute the logical parallelism and the task runtime overhead in task parallel programs. To compute the logical parallelism we need a mechanism to measure the total work performed in the program and the work on the critical path of the program considering the series and parallel constructs expressed in the program.

An execution of a task parallel program can be visualized as a set of code fragments, which are separated by task runtime constructs like, *spawn* or *sync*. According to the task runtime constructs expressed in the program, some of the code fragments execute in series and other code fragments can execute in parallel. In any particular execution of a program, code fragments that are supposed to execute in parallel according to the task runtime constructs in the program can get mapped to the same thread and execute serially. However, to measure the logical parallelism of the program we need to determine the logical series and parallel relations expressed in the program and not series and parallel relations that actually manifest in a given execution. In addition to determining the logical series-parallel relations, we need to record the work performed in the program and the work performed in the task runtime when tasks are created to compute logical parallelism and the task runtime overhead.

The Dynamic Program Structure Tree (DPST) [LR8] that we described in detail in Section 2.2 encodes the logical series-parallel relations in a program from a given execution of the program. The step nodes in the DPST represent the parts of the program where computation is performed. The async nodes in the DPST represent locations in the program where a task is spawned. Hence, our technique constructs the DPST and performs fine-grain measurement of work at each step node and the cost incurred to create tasks at each async node. The DPST, enriched with fine-grain measurements of computation and task creation work, is a performance model of the program for computing the logical parallelism and the task runtime overhead in the program. Figure 3.2 (b) shows a sample performance model. Beyond parallelism
computation, the performance model has enabled novel analyses to identify parts of a program that matter for parallelization and pinpoint regions experiencing secondary effects. We discuss the two analyses in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.

We have implemented a concrete instantiation of our technique to measure parallelism and task runtime overhead in TASKPROF, a profiler for task parallel programs. TASKPROF executes the input task parallel program, constructs the performance model, and performs the parallelism analysis using the performance model to compute the parallelism and the task runtime overhead in the entire program. In addition to computing the parallelism and task runtime overhead of the entire program, our goal is to identify parts of the program that have low parallelism or high task runtime overhead. Hence, TASKPROF attributes the parallelism and runtime overhead from the performance model to the program source code and provides feedback to the programmer in the form of a profile called the parallelism profile. The parallelism profile specifies the parallelism of the entire program and parallelism at each spawn site in the program. The parallelism profile quantifies the total task runtime overhead as a percentage of the total work in the program. In addition to the total task runtime overhead, TASKPROF attributes the task runtime overhead to the corresponding spawn sites in the program. Along with the parallelism and the task runtime overhead, TASKPROF attributes the work on the critical path of the program to the corresponding spawn sites. Figure 3.2 (c) shows a sample parallelism profile. The programmer can use the parallelism profile to identify spawn sites in the program that have low parallelism or high task runtime overhead and perform significant work on the critical path.

3.1.3 Contributions

We make the following contributions in assessing the logical parallelism and the task runtime overhead in task parallel programs.

\footnote{A spawn site is a location in the program source code where a task is created.}
1. We propose a novel performance model for measuring logical parallelism that records
the series and parallel relations in the program and fine-grain work performed in
the program and in the creation of tasks (see Section 3.2).

2. We design a technique that uses the performance model to compute the logical
parallelism and the task runtime overhead (see Section 3.3).

3. We develop an on-the-fly technique to construct the performance model and
compute the logical parallelism during program execution (see Section 3.3.2).

4. We design a technique to attribute the parallelism and the task runtime overhead
from the performance model to the program source code that enables programmers
to assess the parallelism and the task runtime overhead in the entire program and
at various parts of the program (see Section 3.4).

3.2 Performance Model

TaskProf measures the logical parallelism and the task runtime overhead of a task
parallel program by constructing a performance model that encodes the logical series-
parallel relations in the program and the fine-grain work performed in the execution of
the program. In this section, we describe the contents of performance model in detail
and present our approach to construct the performance model from an execution of the
program.

To measure the logical parallelism, TaskProf has to measure the work in the parts
of the program that execute in series according to the series and parallel constructs
expressed in the program. The Dynamic Program Structure Tree (DPST) is a data
structure that captures the logical series-parallel relations that have been expressed
in the program from a given execution of the program. The step nodes in the DPST
represent the code fragments between task runtime constructs. The async and finish
nodes in the DPST capture the logical series-parallel relations between the step nodes.
The logical series-parallel relations encoded in the DPST are specific to a given input,
and do not change across different executions with the same input, irrespective of the
number of processors used to execute the program or the mapping of tasks to threads. TASKPROF uses the logical series-parallel relations encoded in the DPST to identify the parts of the program that execute in series according to the series and parallel constructs expressed in the program.

In addition to determining the series-parallel relations, to compute the parallelism TASKPROF has to measure the total work performed in the program and the work on the critical path, which consists of code fragments that logically execute in series and perform the highest work. TASKPROF performs fine-grain measurement of work in the sequence of instructions represented by step nodes in the DPST, and attributes the measured work to the corresponding step nodes. By performing fine-grain measurement of work in the step nodes and maintaining logical series-parallel relations between the step nodes, TASKPROF measures the total work in the program as well as the work on the critical path. To measure the total work, TASKPROF computes the aggregate of the fine-grain work of all the step nodes in the DPST. Similarly, to compute the critical path work, TASKPROF identifies the logically serial set of step nodes that perform the highest aggregate of work among all such logically serial sets of step nodes.

To pinpoint sources of high task runtime overhead, TASKPROF has to compare the work performed to create tasks with the total work performed in the tasks. The step nodes of the DPST contain fine-grain work information which is sufficient to compute the total work performed in the tasks. Since the async nodes in the DPST represent locations in the program where a task is spawned, TASKPROF measures the work performed in the runtime to create a task and attributes the task creation work to the corresponding async nodes in the DPST. Using the task creation work in the async nodes and the work in the step nodes, TASKPROF computes the task runtime overhead in the program.

The series-parallel relationships encoded as a DPST along with the fine-grain measurement of work in the step nodes and task creation work in the async nodes is a performance model that enables the computation of logical parallelism and task runtime overhead. Figure 3.2 (b) illustrates the performance model of the program in Figure 3.2 (a). It

---

2Series-parallel relations remain the same for a given input only under the assumption that there are no races in the program that cause non-determinism in the creation of certain tasks.
void compute(int* a, int low, int high)
{
  if(high-low <= GRAINSIZE) {
    for(int i = low; i < high; i++)
      a[i] += serial.compute(a[i]);
  } else {
    int p = (low + high)/2;
    spawn compute(a, low, p);
    spawn compute(a, p, high);
    sync;
  }
}

int odd_reduce(int* a) {
  int o_sum = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < SIZE; i++)
    if(a[i] % 2 != 0)
      o_sum = odd_serial(a[i]);
  return o_sum;
}

int even_reduce(int* a) {
  int e_sum = 0;
  for(int i = 0; i < SIZE; i++)
    if(a[i] % 2 == 0)
      e_sum = even_serial(a[i]);
  return e_sum;
}

int main(int argc, char** argv) {
  int* a = create_array(SIZE);
  compute(a,0,SIZE);
  int o_sum = spawn odd_reduce(a);
  int e_sum = spawn even_reduce(a);
  sync;
  print o_sum + e_sum;
}

Figure 3.2: (a) An example task parallel program. (b) The performance model for an execution of the program in (a). The numbers in the rectangular and the diamond boxes represent the work performed in the step nodes and in the runtime to create tasks in the async nodes, respectively. (c) Parallelism profile reported by TASKPROF.

shows the series-parallel relations encoded as the async, finish and step nodes of the DPST. Nodes A0-A15 are the async nodes, F0-F8 are the finish nodes, and S0-S15 are the step nodes in the DPST. Each step node shows the amount of work attributed to it. Each async node shows the work performed to create the task spawned at the async node.

In summary, TASKPROF’s performance model to compute logical parallelism and task runtime overhead consists of three components: (1) the series-parallel relationships encoded as the DPST, (2) the fine-grain measurement of computation at each step node, and (3) the fine-grain measurement of task creation work at each async node. In the rest of this section, we will describe our approach to construct the performance model from an execution of a task parallel program.
3.2.1 DPST Construction

To construct the performance model as a task parallel program executes, we need to construct the DPST along with measuring the work performed in regions of the program represented by the step nodes. We need to ensure the work measurements are not skewed by the construction and maintenance in memory of the DPST. Hence our goal is to construct the DPST without perturbing the program execution. This poses two key challenges - (1) The DPST for an entire execution can be significantly large. The DPST construction approach should not maintain the entire DPST to ensure a small memory footprint that does not perturb the execution. (2) Frequent synchronization to access the DPST nodes can perturb and slow down the program execution. Hence, the DPST construction approach should minimize synchronization while adding and removing nodes from the DPST.

TaskProf executes in the context of the program and constructs the DPST by intercepting calls to the task runtime. We address the challenge of perturbation due to frequent synchronization by making use of the properties of task parallel programs and the DPST. In a task parallel program, once a task is assigned to execute on a particular thread, it executes to completion on the same thread and cannot be preempted. This implies that the corresponding nodes in the DPST will not be accessed by multiple threads. In addition, the parent child relations will not change once they are set in the DPST. Using these properties TaskProf avoids synchronization and maintains the DPST nodes in a per-thread data structure. Further, in a task parallel program execution, a task does not complete execution until all the descendant tasks complete. In the context of the DPST, a node corresponding to a task will complete only after all of the nodes in its sub-tree complete. Hence, TaskProf maintains the nodes of the DPST in per-thread stacks. TaskProf creates a stack for each thread that is created by the runtime. Each per-thread stack maintains the nodes in the DPST that correspond to the tasks executed by the thread. The nodes of the DPST are pushed to and popped from the per-thread stacks on program start, execution of a spawn construct, execution of a sync construct, task begin, and task completion. Maintaining the nodes in the
per-thread stacks ensures a small memory footprint since at any point in the execution
the stacks contain only the nodes that represent the active tasks.

**Algorithm 1**: Updates to the DPST when a program begins execution.

```
1 procedure OnProgramStart(tid, Stacks)
2     F ← CreateNode(FINISH)
3     Stacks[tid].Push(F)
4     S ← CreateNode(STEP)
5     S.parent ← F
6     Stacks[tid].Push(S)
```

**Program Start**

Algorithm 1 shows the updates to the DPST when the program begins execution.
**TaskProf** first creates a finish node as the root of the DPST and adds it to the
executing thread’s stack. **TaskProf** then creates a step node as the child of the root
finish node to represent the fragment of execution before the first task spawn. The step
node is also added to the executing thread’s stack. Figure 3.3(a) illustrates the updates
to the DPST and the per-thread stacks when a program begins execution.

**Algorithm 2**: Updates to the DPST when a task is spawned.

```
1 procedure OnTaskSpawn(tid, Stacks)
2     Stacks[tid].Pop() ▷ Pop Step node
3     P ← Stacks[tid].Top()
4     if first_spawn then
5         F ← CreateNode(FINISH)
6         F.parent ← P
7         Stacks[tid].Push(F)
8         P ← F
9         A ← CreateNode(ASYNC)
10        A.parent ← P
11        S ← CreateNode(STEP)
12        S.parent ← P
13        Stacks[tid].Push(S)
```
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the DPST construction for a program with the following sequence of instructions - (1) the first spawn statement: spawn A0, (2) a subsequent spawn: spawn A1, and (3) a sync statement. The program is executed with two threads (T0 and T1). The per-thread stack for each runtime thread along with the changes to the state of the stack as the sequence of instructions execute is shown. The nodes that have completed and removed from the per-thread stack have been grayed out.

Task Spawn

Algorithm 2 shows the updates to the DPST when the program spawns a task. On the execution of a spawn statement, the code fragment being executed by the thread before the spawn statement completes execution. Hence, TaskProf pops the step node at the top of the executing thread’s stack since it represents the code fragment that completed.

When the program executes a spawn statement, TaskProf does not know at that moment whether there will be a future sync statement in the execution. TaskProf anticipates that the task may execute a sync statement. Hence, when the first task is spawned, TaskProf creates a finish node as the child of the node at the top of the executing thread’s runtime stack. TaskProf also pushes the newly created finish node to the top of the per-thread stack. TaskProf needs to add a finish node not only for the first spawn in the program but also for the first spawn after every sync statement. On subsequent spawns, TaskProf does not need a finish node as it has already anticipated a sync with the previous spawn statement. In Figure 3.3(b), F1 corresponds to the newly created finish node on the first spawn and it is also pushed to T0’s per-thread stack.

To represent the newly created task, TaskProf creates an async node as the child of the finish node at the top of the executing thread’s per-thread stack. This async node is not pushed to any per-thread stack because the newly created task is still in the work queue maintained by the runtime. In Figure 3.3(b), A0 is the async node that is added to
the DPST. It is associated with the task in the work stealing queue of the task parallel runtime. TaskProf also adds a step node to the DPST as a child of the finish node at the top of the executing thread’s per-thread stack and pushes it on to the stack. The step node represents the computation performed in the task after the task spawn. In Figure 3.3(b), the step node S2 represents the computation after spawning the task.

Algorithm 3: Updates to the DPST when a task begins execution.

```
1 procedure OnTaskExecute(tid, Stacks, P)
2    Stacks[tid].Push(P) ▷ Push async node
3    S ← CreateNode(STEP)
4    S.parent ← P
5    Stacks[tid].Push(S)
```

Execute Task

When a spawned task begins to execute, the async node corresponding to the task is added to the executing thread’s per-thread stack, as shown in Algorithm 3. TaskProf adds a step node as the child of the async node to represent the execution of the code within the task. For instance in Figure 3.3(d), A0 executes on thread T1 and TaskProf adds it to T1’s per-thread stack.

Algorithm 4: Updates to the DPST when a task completes execution.

```
1 procedure OnTaskReturn(tid, Stacks)
2    Stacks[tid].Pop() ▷ Pop Step node
3    Stacks[tid].Pop() ▷ Pop Async node
```

Complete Task

When the task finishes its execution, TaskProf pops the step and async nodes from the top of the executing thread’s per-thread stack, as shown in Algorithm 4. Figure 3.3(e) shows the per-thread stacks after the step and async nodes corresponding to the tasks A0 and A1 have been popped following the completion of the two tasks.
Algorithm 5: Updates to the DPST on a sync statement.

1. procedure OnTaskSyncEnter(tid, Stacks)
   2. \( \text{Stacks[tid].Pop()} \)  ▷ Pop Step node
3. procedure OnTaskSyncExit(tid, Stacks)
   4. \( \text{Stacks[tid].Pop()} \)  ▷ Pop Finish node
   5. \( P \leftarrow \text{Stacks[tid].Top()} \)
   6. \( S \leftarrow \text{CreateNode(STEP)} \)
   7. \( S.parent \leftarrow P \)
   8. \( \text{Stacks[tid].Push}(S) \)

Task Sync

Algorithm 5 shows the updates to the DPST when the program executes a sync statement. On a sync statement, TaskProf first pops the step node that represents the code fragment before the sync statement. On completion of the sync statement, TaskProf pops the finish node that was added to the top of the executing thread’s per-thread stack in the anticipation of a sync statement. In Figure 3.3(f), the finish node F1, that was added in anticipation of a future sync earlier, is popped from the per-thread stack of the executing thread (i.e., T0). TaskProf also adds a step node to represent the computation after the sync statement. It is added to the DPST as a child of the node on the top of the executing thread’s per-thread stack.

In summary, TaskProf maintains the nodes of the DPST in per-thread stacks, which ensure that no synchronization is required while constructing the DPST. Further, as the program executes and makes calls to the task runtime, the DPST nodes are added to the per-thread stacks. As tasks complete execution, the nodes corresponding to them in the DPST are popped from the per-thread stacks. At the end of the program only the root finish node remains in the per-thread stacks (as shown in Figure 3.3(g)). By removing the nodes from the stacks after completion, TaskProf maintains a slice of the DPST, whose size is bounded by the number of active tasks in the task runtime.

3.2.2 Fine-Grain Measurement of Computation

To accurately measure the work performed in the program, we must ensure that only the computation in the source program is measured and not the computation in the
task runtime. Hence, TaskProf measures the computation performed in fragments of execution between task runtime calls. It records the work measurement in the corresponding step nodes of DPST that represent the fragment. TaskProf starts the measurement after a step node is added to the DPST and stops the measurement before the step node is removed from the DPST after it executes. Specifically, TaskProf starts the measurement immediately after the calls to functions OnProgramStart, OnTaskSpawn, OnTaskExecute, and OnTaskSyncExit shown in Algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 5 respectively. It stops the measurement before the calls to functions OnTaskSpawn, OnTaskReturn, and OnTaskSyncEnter shown in Algorithms 2, 4, and 5 respectively.

Along with computation in the step nodes, TaskProf measures the work performed in the task runtime to create tasks, to provide feedback about the parts of the program that have high task runtime overhead. Since our goal is to identify parts of the program that have high task creation work in comparison with the actual work performed in the task, we only measure task creation work and not the work performed in stealing or scheduling tasks. TaskProf attributes the task creation work to the corresponding async node in the DPST.

To perform lightweight measurement, TaskProf uses hardware performance counters to measure work in code fragments corresponding to step and async nodes. Modern processors have performance monitoring units (PMU) that can be programatically accessed to measure various hardware performance counter events during program execution. TaskProf can measure work in terms of any hardware performance counter event that is supported on the execution machine. However, by default TaskProf uses execution cycles to measure the work. While the hardware PMUs internally employ low-latency sampling to record event counts, TaskProf records precise work information and does not use sampling.

The DPST, along with fine-grain work measurements in the step and async nodes is a performance model of the program for a given input. Figure 3.2(b) shows the performance model of the example program in Figure 3.2(a) for a given input generated from a single execution of the program. The performance model consists of the DPST with step nodes S0-S15, async nodes A0-A15, and finish nodes F0-F8. The performance
model also depicts the work in the computation represented by each step node and in the task creation represented by each async node.

**TaskProf** constructs the performance model and uses it to measure the parallelism in the program. In the offline mode, **TaskProf** writes the performance model to a profile data file and performs the parallelism analysis as a post-mortem process after reconstructing the performance model. Specifically, as each node is about to be popped from the per-thread stack, **TaskProf** writes the information corresponding to the node to a profile data file. If the node being written is a step node, the information includes the work performed in the step node. Similarly, if the node is an async node, **TaskProf** writes the task creation work to the profile data file. In the on-the-fly mode, **TaskProf** does not write the performance model to a file, but instead, performs the parallelism analysis on-the-fly as nodes are added and removed from the performance model.

### 3.3 Profiling for Parallelism and Task Runtime Overhead

In this section, we describe **TaskProf**’s approach to compute the parallelism and the task runtime overhead. We design this analysis in two ways. One, as an offline post-mortem analysis, and the other as an on-the-fly analysis. In both the approaches, we use the performance model to compute parallelism and task runtime overhead.

The offline analysis constructs the performance model from an execution of the program and writes the performance model to a profile data file. Subsequently, the offline analysis reconstructs the performance model from the profile data file and computes the parallelism and the task runtime overhead. In contrast, the on-the-fly analysis does not write the performance model to a profile data file. Instead, it performs the parallelism computation as the program executes and as nodes are added to and removed from the performance model.

The primary rationale for designing two approaches was to profile long running applications and also provide the ability to perform multiple analyses on the stored profile data for smaller applications. The offline analysis is best suited for short running programs where the entire performance model can be stored on disk or in memory.
Further analyses (for e.g., what-if and differential analyses discussed in Chapters 4 and 5) can be performed using the profile data and does not require re-execution of the program. The on-the-fly analysis is well suited for long running applications, but requires re-execution of the program to perform further analyses.

We first describe our approach as an offline analysis using the entire performance model. In section 3.3.2, we describe our approach to perform the computation on-the-fly.

### 3.3.1 Offline Parallelism and Task Runtime Overhead Analysis

TaskProf would have constructed the performance model for the program execution and produced a profile data file. In the offline analysis phase, TaskProf re-constructs the performance model of the program from the profile data file and computes the parallelism and the task runtime overhead. Given the entire performance model, it computes the parallelism by computing the work and critical path work at each internal node in the performance model. Along with the work and critical path work, TaskProf also computes the set of step nodes that execute on the critical path. This enables us to accurately attribute the critical path work to the static spawn sites in the program. Section 3.4 describes our approach to attribute the critical path work to the static spawn sites. To quantify the task runtime overhead, TaskProf computes the total task creation work at each internal node. To attribute the task creation work to the static spawn sites in the program, TaskProf also computes the task creation work that is exclusively performed by each internal node. Overall, TaskProf computes five quantities with each internal node in the performance model: (1) work \((w)\), (2) critical path work \((s)\), (3) set of step nodes on the critical path \((l)\), (4) total task creation work \((t)\), and (5) exclusive task creation work \((et)\).

The above five quantities can be computed at each internal node in the performance model based on the nodes in the sub-tree rooted at the internal node. Hence, TaskProf performs a depth-first traversal of the performance model and computes the above five quantities at each internal node in a bottom-up manner. After the traversal of the entire performance model, the root node will hold the work, the critical path work, the
task creation work and the set of step nodes on the critical path of the entire program. Algorithms 6 and 7 describe TaskProf’s approach to compute the parallelism profile.

Algorithm 6: Generate the parallelism profile given a performance model $T$.

```plaintext
function PARALLELISMPROFILE($T$)
    foreach $N$ in depth-first traversal of $T$ do
        $C_N \leftarrow$ CHILDNODES($N$)  \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Return all child nodes of } N$
        $N.w \leftarrow \sum_{C \in C_N} C.w$
        $\langle N.s, N.l \rangle \leftarrow$ CRITICALPATHWORK($N$)
        $A_N \leftarrow$ ASYNCCHILDNODES($N$)  \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Return async child nodes of } N$
        $F_N \leftarrow$ FINISHEDCHILDNODES($N$)  \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Return finish child nodes of } N$
        $N.t \leftarrow \sum_{A \in A_N} A.c + \sum_{C \in C_N} C.t$
        $N.et \leftarrow \sum_{A \in A_N} A.c + \sum_{F \in F_N} F.et$
        AGGREGATEPERSPAWNSITE($N$)  \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Aggregate at spawn site}$
    end
end

GenerateParallelismProfile()  \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Produce profile}$
```

Computing Work, Critical Work, and Set of Step Nodes on the Critical Path

The total work at an internal node in the performance model is the sum of the work of all the step nodes in the sub-tree rooted at the internal node. As TaskProf performs the depth-first traversal, it tracks the total work at an internal node (variable $w$ in Algorithm 6) as the sum of work in all child nodes of the internal node (line 4 in Algorithm 6).

To compute the critical path work, we need a strategy to identify the critical path at each internal node. Among all the step nodes in the sub-tree under an internal node, some subset of step nodes have to execute serially. There could be multiple such subsets. To identify the critical path we have to select the subset that has the highest aggregate of the work from all the step nodes in the subset.

In the absence of async and finish children at an internal node, all the step children have to execute sequentially. Hence, all the step children of an internal node form one subset of step nodes that execute sequentially. If an internal node contains a finish child, then according to the property of a finish node, the nodes in the sub-tree under the
finish node execute in series with the step node siblings of the finish node. Hence, step nodes on the critical path at the sub-tree rooted at a finish child and the step node children form a subset of step nodes that execute sequentially. Finally, if an internal node contains async children, then each async node will introduce a separate subset since the nodes in the sub-tree under the async node execute in parallel with the right siblings of the async node. Each such subset will contain the step nodes in the critical path under the async node and the step nodes to the left of the async node, which execute in series with the async node. These left step nodes are the left step node siblings and step nodes on the critical path of left finish node siblings of the async node.

Consider, for example, the sub-tree rooted at node A14 in the performance model shown in Figure 3.2(b). Since A14 has a single step node S14 as its child, the critical path at A14 contains a single step node, S14. Similarly, node F8 contains two async children, A14 and A15, which introduce two separate subsets of step nodes, S14 and S15, in the sub-tree rooted at F8. Since the subset containing S15 performs the higher work, the critical path at F8 is made up of a single step node S15.

Algorithm 7 describes TaskProf’s approach to compute the critical path work, $s$ and the set of step nodes on the critical path, $l$ of a given input node. The algorithm initially selects the step node children and step nodes on the critical path of the finish node children as the set of step nodes on the critical path of the input node. It also sets the work from this initial set as the critical path work (lines 4 and 5 in Algorithm 7). Now if the input node has async children, the algorithm has to check if the serial subset of step nodes at each async child forms the critical path at the input node. Hence, the algorithm examines the serial subset of step nodes created by each async node and chooses the path with the maximum critical path work. Similarly, the set of step nodes on the critical path ($l$) is also updated whenever the critical path work is updated (lines 6-12 in Algorithm 7).

---

3Node A is to the left of node B if A occurs before B in the depth-first traversal.
Algorithm 7: Compute the critical path work \( s \) and the list of step nodes on the critical path \( l \) for a given input node \( N \).

```plaintext
function CriticalPathWork(N)
    \( S_N \leftarrow \text{StepChildNodes}(N) \) \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Step child nodes of } N
    \( F_N \leftarrow \text{FinishChildNodes}(N) \) \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Finish child nodes of } N
    \( s \leftarrow \sum_{S \in S_N} S.w + \sum_{F \in F_N} F.s \)
    \( l \leftarrow (\bigcup_{F \in F_N} F.l) \cup S_N \)
    \hspace{1cm} for each \( A \in \text{AsyncChildNodes}(N) \) do
        \( LS_A \leftarrow \text{LeftStepSiblings}(A) \) \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Step siblings to the left of } A
        \( LF_A \leftarrow \text{LeftFinishSiblings}(A) \) \hspace{2cm} \triangleright \text{Finish siblings to the left of } A
        \( lw \leftarrow \sum_{S \in LS_A} S.w + \sum_{F \in LF_A} F.s \)
        if \( lw + A.s > s \) then
            \( s \leftarrow lw + A.s \)
            \( l \leftarrow (\bigcup_{F \in LF_A} F.l) \cup LS_A \cup A.l \)
        end if
    end for
    return \( \langle s, l \rangle \)
```

Computing Task Runtime Overhead

\textsc{TaskProf} quantifies the task runtime overhead in a program by computing the total task creation work and expressing it as a fraction of the total work in the program. To accurately identify the tasks that have high task runtime overhead, we need to attribute the task creation cost to the task that is spawning a new task rather than the newly spawned task. Further, to clearly separate the tasking overhead of a task from that of its descendants, we need to compute the task creation work from spawning only the immediate child tasks and not their descendants. Hence, along with the total task creation work, \textsc{TaskProf} also computes the exclusive task creation work incurred from spawning the immediate child tasks at each node in the performance model.

Each async node in the performance model, contains the task creation work incurred to spawn the new task (variable \( c \) in Algorithm 6). From the task creation work, \textsc{TaskProf} computes the total task creation work (variable \( t \) in Algorithm 6) and the exclusive task creation work (variable \( et \) in Algorithm 6) at each internal node in the performance model. The total task creation work at an internal node is the sum of the
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the offline parallelism and task runtime overhead computation using the sub-tree rooted at A6 in Figure 3.2 (b). Figures (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the updates to the five quantities as nodes A12, A13, F7, and A6 are traversed in depth-first order, respectively. The node being visited in each figure is highlighted with a double edge.

Task creation work of all async children and the total task creation work of all children, including the async children (line 8 in Algorithm 6). Similarly, the exclusive task creation work at an internal node is the sum of the task creation work of all the async children and the exclusive task creation work of the finish children (line 9 in Algorithm 6). After the traversal of the entire performance model, the root node will contain the total task creation work in the entire program, and the internal nodes will contain the exclusive task creation work incurred from spawning the immediate child tasks.

Offline Algorithm Illustration

Figure 3.4 illustrates using the sub-tree rooted at A6 in the performance model shown in Figure 3.2 (b), TaskProf’s approach to track the work, the critical path work, the set of step nodes on the critical path, and the total and the exclusive task creation work with each internal node. The algorithm updates the six quantities as nodes A12, A13, F7, and A6 are traversed in depth-first order. The sub-tree rooted at node A12 contains a single step node S12. Hence the algorithm updates the work ($w$) and the critical path work ($s$) at A12 to the work from S12 and adds S12 to the set of step nodes on the critical path ($l$) of A12 (Figure 3.4 (a)). The algorithm updates the quantities at node A13 similarly, since A13 contains a single step node S13 in its sub-tree (Figure 3.4 (b)).
At node F7 the algorithm checks if the critical path work from either of the two async children, A12 and A13, is the critical path work at F7. Since the critical path work at A13 is greater than A12, the algorithm updates the critical path work and the set of step nodes on the critical path at F7 with the corresponding quantities of A13. Further, the algorithm updates the total and the exclusive task creation work ($t$ and $et$) at F7 to the sum of the task creation work of the two async children (Figure 3.4(c)). Finally, since node A6 does not contain any async children, the algorithm updates the critical path work at A6 with the sum of the work from the child step node (S7) and critical path work of the child finish node (F7). It also propagates the task creation work from F7 to A6 (Figure 3.4(d)).

3.3.2 On-the-fly Parallelism and Task Runtime Overhead Analysis

In the on-the-fly parallelism analysis mode, TaskProf does not write the performance model to a profile data file. Unlike the offline analysis, TaskProf’s on-the-fly analysis has to perform the parallelism and the task runtime overhead computations as the nodes are added to and removed from the performance model. Performing the computations on-the-fly poses four main challenges.

First, as nodes are removed from the performance model after they complete execution, the parallelism and task runtime overhead computation at a node will not have access to other nodes, which have already been removed from the performance model. Hence, the analysis has to compute the parallelism independent of the nodes in the performance model that have completed.

Second, as the program executes in parallel, the nodes in the performance model will be added and removed as soon as parallel execution begins and ends. The parallelism and the task runtime overhead computation must be consistent irrespective of the order in which nodes are added to and removed from the performance model.

Third, as the computations are performed on-the-fly, they must not interfere with the measurement of work at step nodes or in task creation at async nodes. Hence, the on-the-fly analysis must ensure that the computation of parallelism and task runtime
overhead is performed only when TaskProf is not profiling the execution to measure work.

Finally, to attribute the critical path work to the spawn sites in the program (described in Section 3.4), the offline analysis tracks the step nodes that execute on the critical path. But, tracking the step nodes on the critical path is possible only when the entire performance model is available. The on-the-fly analysis needs a mechanism to identify the parts of the program that execute on the critical path even when step nodes that execute on the critical path are removed from the performance model after execution.

We address the challenge of tracking information about the nodes that have completed by summarizing the information at their parent. To compute the critical path work at a node in the performance model, we only need the work and critical path work of the left step and finish siblings, respectively (lines 7-8 in offline analysis Algorithm 7). Since the left step and finish siblings execute serially with the node, they are guaranteed to have completed and removed from the performance model. Hence, for every step and finish node that has completed, we track the work and the critical path work at the parent node. Further, we can use this information to initialize the serial work from the left siblings at each node. This enables us to independently determine if a node is on the critical path by checking if the critical path work of the node and the serial work from its left siblings forms the critical path in the sub-tree rooted at its parent node.

We address the challenge in attributing the critical path work to the static spawn sites in the absence of the entire performance model by maintaining the set of static spawn sites that correspond to the step nodes that perform work on the critical path. Specifically, with each internal node in the performance model, we track the set of static spawn sites representing the step nodes on the critical path and the critical path work that can be attributed to each static spawn site.

Algorithm 8 presents our on-the-fly technique to compute the parallelism and the task runtime overhead. With each node in the performance model, we track six quantities. (1) The total work \( w \) performed in the sub-tree under the node. (2) The set of spawn sites that perform the work on the critical path (\( CS \)) in the sub-tree under the node. (3) The set of spawn sites that perform the serial work from step and finish children (\( SS \)). (4) The
set of spawn sites that perform the serial work in the left step and finish siblings (LS). The set of spawn sites are tracked as a set of tuples, where each tuple consists of the spawn site and the work attributed to the spawn site. (5) The total task creation work (t) under the sub-tree of a given node. (6) The exclusive task creation work (et) to attribute the task runtime overhead to specific spawn sites.

TaskProf updates these six quantities when nodes are added to and removed from the performance model. To ensure that the computation does not interfere with the measurement, TaskProf updates these quantities only after a node has completed or before a node is added since the work measurements are performed only when a step node or async node is executing.

Algorithm 8: On-the-fly parallelism and task runtime overhead computation performed when parent node P creates child node N and when N completes.

1. procedure OnNodeCreation(N, P)
2. N.w ← 0 ▷ work
3. N.t ← 0 ▷ total task creation work
4. N.et ← 0 ▷ exclusive task creation work
5. N.CS ← Ø ▷ set CS tracks critical path work
6. N.SS ← Ø ▷ set SS tracks serial work
7. N.LS ← P.SS ▷ set LS tracks left serial work

8. procedure OnNodeCompletion(N, P)
9. P.w ← P.w + N.w
10. if ∑ L.w + ∑ C.w > ∑ S.w then
11. P.CS ← N.LS ⊎ N.CS
12. if N is an ASYNC node then
13. AggregatePerSpawnSite(N) ▷ Aggregate at spawn site
14. P.t ← P.t + N.c + N.t
15. P.et ← P.et + N.c
16. else
17. P.SS ← P.SS ⊎ N.CS
18. P.t ← P.t + N.t
19. P.et ← P.et + N.et

When a node is added to the performance model, TaskProf initializes the left serial work (LS) of the node with the serial work (SS) of the parent node (line 7 in Algorithm 8). When a new node is created the serial work (SS) of the parent node will reflect the serial work of the left step and finish siblings of the new node. To determine if the newly
created node is on the critical path under the parent node, TaskProf requires the serial work of the left siblings of the new node. By initializing the left serial work (LS) of the new node with the serial work (SS) of the parent node, TaskProf can independently determine if the new node is on critical path when the new node completes execution.

When a node completes, TaskProf summarizes the node’s work, critical path work, and task creation work at the parent node. TaskProf first adds the work of the node to its parent node (line 9 in Algorithm 8). Then it checks if the node contributes to the critical path under the parent node. Specifically, TaskProf checks if the serial work done by the left siblings and critical path work in the sub-tree under the node is greater than the work on the critical path for the parent node (line 10 in Algorithm 8). If the node indeed contributes to the critical path under the parent node, TaskProf updates the set of spawn sites that perform the work on the critical path (CS) under the parent node with spawn sites performing the left serial work (LS) and the critical path work (CS) of the child node (line 11 in Algorithm 8). Finally, if the node is a finish or a step node, TaskProf has to update the serial set (SS) of the parent since the step and finish children perform the serial work under the parent node (line 17 in Algorithm 8). The serial set (SS) is useful to initialize the left sibling work (LS) for future children of the parent node. If the node is an async node, TaskProf aggregates the work, critical path work, and task runtime overhead to the static spawn site in the program (line 13 in Algorithm 8).

In the on-the-fly analysis, TaskProf computes the total task creation work and the exclusive task creation work based on the type of the given node. It adds the total task creation work under the sub-tree of the async node to the total task creation work of the parent (line 14 in Figure 8). It adds the cost of task creation to the exclusive task creation work of the parent (line 15 in Figure 8). If a finish node completes, TaskProf propagates the total task creation work and the exclusive task creation work to the parent (lines 18-19 in Figure 8).

At the end of the execution of the program, only the root node of the performance model will remain while all the other nodes would have completed. The root node will have the total work in the program in the \( w \) variable, the spawn sites executing on the
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the on-the-fly parallelism and task runtime overhead computation using the sub-tree rooted at A6 in Figure 3.2 (b). Figures (a) shows the initial sub-tree. Figures (b), (c), and (d) show the updates to the sub-tree and the six quantities after the completion of step node S13, async node A13, and finish node F7. The nodes that have completed and their corresponding entries have been greyed out.
critical path of program in the set $CS$, the critical path work as the aggregate of the work in the spawn site entries in the set $CS$, the total task creation work in the variable $t$, and the exclusive task creation work of the root node in the variable $et$. TaskProf uses the information from the root node to generate the parallelism profile similar to Figure 3.2 (c).

**On-the-fly Algorithm Illustration**

Figure 3.5 illustrates the on-the-fly algorithm using the sub-tree rooted at A6, similar to Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the initial sub-tree after all the nodes have been added and step node S6 has completed. The algorithm updates the work $(w)$, and the set of spawn sites performing critical path work $(CS)$ and serial work $(SS)$ of node A6 after the completion of S6. It also sets the left serial work $(LS)$ of F7 using the serial work of A6, when F7 is added to the performance model. When step node S13 completes, the algorithm updates the work, and the set of spawn sites performing critical path work and serial work of node A13 (Figure 3.5 (b)). When async node A13 completes, the algorithm checks if the critical path under A13 performs the critical path work under F7. Since the critical path work at A13 is the highest critical path work under F7 when A13 completes, the algorithm updates critical path work of F7 (Figure 3.5 (c)). The algorithm performs a similar check when A12 completes. It is important to point out here that irrespective of the order in which A12 and A13 complete the on-the-fly algorithm will select the highest of the two paths as the critical path, which is the path through A13 in this scenario. Finally, when finish node F7 completes, the algorithm updates the critical path work of the parent node A6 and propagates the total and the exclusive task creation work (Figure 3.5 (d)).

**3.4 Programmer Feedback**

After the parallelism and task runtime overhead analysis, either on-the-fly or offline, the performance model contains information about the total work, the critical path work, and the task runtime overhead of the entire program. The programmer can use this
information to determine if there is adequate parallel work in the program to achieve scalable speedup. If the program has low parallelism or high task runtime overhead, the programmer would benefit from knowing the specific parts of the program that have low parallelism and high runtime overhead. Hence, in addition to computing the parallelism and the runtime overhead of the entire program, we compute the parallelism and the runtime overhead at various static code locations in the program.

The performance model during the on-the-fly parallelism analysis or after the offline parallelism analysis contains valuable information about the parallelism and the task runtime overhead in the entire program, and at various parts of the program. To provide actionable feedback to the programmer, TaskProf attributes the parallelism and the task runtime overhead from the performance model to the program source code. Specifically, TaskProf attributes the parallelism and the task runtime overhead to each spawn site in the program, which is the static location in the program where a task is spawned. To attribute the parallelism and the task runtime overhead to spawn sites, TaskProf has to store additional information with the performance model to identify the spawn sites. TaskProf stores the name of the file that contains the spawn site and the specific line number in the file where the spawn site is located. Since the async nodes in the performance model represent the spawn sites in the program, TaskProf records the spawn site information along with the async nodes in the performance model. Figure 3.2(b) shows the performance model with static source code location recorded with each async node for attribution.

In the offline analysis mode, TaskProf aggregates the parallelism and task runtime overhead information after the node has been processed while traversing the performance model (line 10 in Algorithm 6). In the on-the-fly mode, TaskProf aggregates the information when a node completes execution and after work and critical path work have been computed at the parent node (line 13 in Algorithm 8). TaskProf uses a hash table indexed by the spawn site for aggregation. Each entry in the hash table contains the total work, the critical path work, and the exclusive task creation work corresponding to a spawn site in the program. If a node that is processed corresponds to a spawn site, TaskProf add the total work, the critical path work, and the exclusive
task creation work from the node to the entry corresponding to the spawn site in the hash table. Once TaskProf traverses the entire performance model in the offline mode, or the program completes execution in the on-the-fly mode, the hash table will contain the total work, the critical path work, and the exclusive task creation work performed at each spawn site in the program. TaskProf uses the information from the hash table to generate the parallelism and tasking overhead profile.

When aggregating the work and critical path work at each spawn site, TaskProf has to ensure that it does not double count work from recursive task spawns. In the presence of recursive spawns, a descendant of an async node in the performance model will have the same spawn site information as the async node. If we naively add the descendant’s work, it leads to double counting as the work and critical path work of the current async node already considers the work and critical path work of the descendant async node. Hence, when TaskProf encounters an async node in a bottom-up traversal of the DPST, it checks whether the ancestors of the async node have the same spawn site information. When an ancestor with the same spawn site exists, TaskProf does not add the work and critical path work information to the entry in the hash table. For instance, the async node A4 is a recursive task spawn since its ancestor A0 has the same spawn site (line L9) as A4. Hence, TaskProf does not add the work and the critical path work from A4 to the hash table entry corresponding to line L9. In contrast, the async node A5 is not a recursive call since none of its ancestors have the same spawn site (line L10) as A5. Hence, TaskProf adds the work and critical path work from A5 to the hash table entry corresponding to line L10.

For each spawn site in the program, the parallelism and tasking overhead profile presents the work, the critical work, the parallelism, the percentage of critical work performed by the spawn site, and the percentage of the task runtime overhead attributed to the spawn site. Figure 3.2(c) shows the profile for the program in Figure 3.2(a) produced from the performance model shown in Figure 3.2(b). It shows that the program has a low parallelism of 3.26 and a high tasking overhead of 27.63% for the entire program (see the tasking overhead percent in the last line of Figure 3.2(c)). The profile also indicates that the two spawn sites (line 9 and line 10 in Figure 3.2(a)) together
account for almost 75% of the task runtime overhead. We can reduce tasking runtime overhead by decreasing the parallelism until the work done by the step nodes is reasonably higher than the average task creation overhead. At the same time, if a spawn site has low parallelism and performs a significant proportion of the critical path work, then parallelizing the task spawned by the spawn site may increase the parallelism in the program. This profile information provides a succinct description of the parallelism and the task runtime overhead in the entire program and at various parts of the program.

3.5 Summary

Sufficient parallel work and low runtime overhead are two important factors that are essential for a task parallel program to have scalable speedup. In this chapter, we have presented an effective profiling technique to determine whether programs have insufficient parallel work or high task runtime overhead and pinpoint parts of the program that are experiencing these pathologies.

Our technique measures the logical parallelism and the total task creation in the program and uses these metrics to quantify the parallel work and the task runtime overhead in the program. A key enabler of the parallelism and task runtime overhead computation is a performance model that encodes logical series-parallel relations and fine-grain work performed in the computation and task creation. We have developed a concrete instantiation of this technique in TASKPROF, a profiler we have designed for task parallel programs. Using the parallelism and task runtime overhead computation in the performance model, TASKPROF produces a profile that provides the programmer insightful feedback on the parts of the program that have insufficient parallel work and high task runtime overhead.

The parallelism and the task runtime overhead performance metrics are intuitive. If a program does not have sufficient parallelism on a given execution machine, then it will not exhibit scalable speedup. The programmer can use the parallelism profile to identify spawn sites that are having low parallelism. Similarly, if a program has high
task runtime overhead, then the profile will highlight the spawn sites that are responsible for the high overhead.

We have shown that by attributing the parallelism and the task runtime overhead to the program source code the programmer can obtain valuable insight into the performance of a task parallel program. A strength of our work is that by measuring the logical parallelism, we can identify if a program has sufficient parallelism to obtain scalable speedup on any machine with any processor count. The performance model itself has enabled further avenues for identifying parts of the program that matter for improving the performance and speedup of programs.
Chapter 4
Parallelism-Centric What-if Analyses

Profiling for parallelism is an important first step in understanding if a program has sufficient parallel work to achieve scalable speedup. If a program has low parallelism, then the programmer would want to address the bottlenecks in the program to increase the parallelism. However, parallelizing parts of a program with low parallelism may not increase the overall parallelism or the speedup of the program if the work performed on the critical path remains the same. In this chapter, we explore the question - what parts of the program should a programmer focus on to improve the parallelism in the program?

4.1 Motivation and Overview

As modern machines are progressively adding parallel execution units, programmers can improve performance by adding more parallelism to their applications. However, manually identifying the parts of a program that have to be parallelized to improve the performance is an arduous task. Instead, programmers rely on profilers to identify parts of the program that must be parallelized. While numerous profilers have been proposed [10, 47, 48, 51, 65, 90, 150, 151, 158, 168], most of them identify the “hotspots”, i.e., they measure utilization of various resources (e.g., execution time, cycles, etc.) and attribute them to the program source code. The idea is to identify parts of the program where resources are most utilized and parallelize the identified parts to increase the performance of the program.

Merely measuring where the program performs the most work is not sufficient to identify parts of the program that must be parallelized. Consider for example, a profiler that reports the percentage of work performed in various parts of a program.
Figure 4.1 shows a profile generated by such a profiler for the example task parallel program in Figure 3.2(a). The profile highlights the region between lines 4 and 6 as the region that performs the most work in the program. However, parallelizing the region does not improve the speedup of the program since most of the work is performed in parallel and only a small fraction of the work is performed on the critical path.

To identify parts of the program that must be parallelized, it therefore appears that the programmer must identify code that performs significant work on the critical path. But optimizing the code that performs work on the critical path may not increase the speedup of the program if the critical path shifts to another parallel path that performs slightly lesser work than the original critical path. For instance, TaskProf’s parallelism profile in Figure 3.2(c) shows that the spawn site at line 34 performs the highest work on the critical path. But parallelizing the task spawned at line 34 causes the spawn site at line 35 to execute on the critical path. As a result, the parallelism and the speedup of the program will remain almost the same.

Along with measuring the parallelism of a program, the programmer needs to identify code that executes on the critical path and project how the critical path changes when parts of the program are parallelized. The programmer can manually parallelize regions of code and check if the parallelism or the speedup of the program improves as a result. However, designing concrete parallelization strategies can require considerable effort. What if we could identify the parts of the program that have to be parallelized before even designing a concrete parallelization strategy?

We propose what-if analyses, a technique to estimate the parallelism of the program on hypothetically parallelizing a region of code. To perform what-if analyses, TaskProf uses the performance model and mimics the effect of parallelizing a region by reducing the region’s contribution to the critical path work of the program by some factor.
then re-computes the parallelism of the program using the reduced critical path work. If
the estimated parallelism is greater than the original parallelism of the program, then
parallelizing the region will increase the parallelism of the program. Parallelizing the
region will likely increase the speedup of the program, unless the parallelism is so high
that the task runtime overhead dominates the execution. Section 4.2 details our approach
to perform what-if analyses in both the offline and the on-the-fly contexts.

To use what-if analyses for performance debugging, one approach is that the program-
mer would identify a set of regions in the program as candidates for what-if analyses.
The regions identified can either be based on the parallelism profile or the program-
mer’s intuition on parallelizing the regions. However, such an approach requires the
programmer to manually identify the regions. Instead, we can use what-if analyses
to automatically identify a set of regions that have to be parallelized to increase the
parallelism of the program. Hence, TaskProf is both a parallelism profiler and an
adviser for task parallel programs.

To automatically identify regions to parallelize, TaskProf finds the region performing
the highest work on the critical path and performs what-if analyses to estimate the
parallelism on parallelizing the region. TaskProf repeats this process until the estimated
parallelism increases to a pre-defined level specified by the programmer. The set of
regions considered for what-if analyses in each iteration are the regions that are presented
to the programmer. Section 4.3 presents an algorithm and describes our approach to
automatically identify regions that have to be parallelized.

Overall, TaskProf provides two interfaces to the programmer to perform what-if
analyses. First, it identifies a set of regions that have to be parallelized to increase the
parallelism of the program. The programmer can explore strategies to parallelize the
regions reported by TaskProf. Second, it provides a method to estimate the parallelism
of the program after parallelizing a region of code in the program. If the programmer has
intuition about the parts of the program that can be parallelized, then the programmer
can use TaskProf to check if parallelizing the regions increases the parallelism of the
program.
A key aspect of TaskProf’s what-if analyses is that it enables the programmer to ascertain if parallelizing parts of the program matters even before designing a concrete parallelization strategy. Since parallelism is a property of the program for a given input and is independent of a given execution, we can execute the program on one machine and identify regions that must be parallelized to achieve a parallelism that is necessary for scalable speedup on a completely different machine. Hence, what-if analyses enables us to predict from a single execution, the program regions that must be parallelized to achieve scalable speedup on any machine.

4.2 Profiling for What-if Analyses

To parallelize a serial piece of code, a common approach is to perform the same overall computation as the serial code, but split the computation into parallel threads of execution. For instance, consider a piece of code that contains a serial for-loop performing $N$ iterations. To parallelize the for-loop, we can split the $N$ iterations among $T$ threads with each thread performing $N/T$-th fraction of the computation in parallel. In other words, the parallel code performs the same amount of work as the serial code, but the work is performed in parallel.

When a region of code is parallelized, the performance model used by TaskProf to compute the parallelism also changes. Therefore, we can use the performance model to determine the effect of parallelization on the parallelism of the program. Consider, for example, the performance model shown in Figure 4.2(a). If the region corresponding to step node S3 is parallelized by spawning two parallel tasks, the step node S3 is replaced by a sub-tree containing two async nodes as shown in Figure 4.2(b). On computing the parallelism in Figure 4.2(b) we find that the total work remains the same, but the critical path work is reduced, and the parallelism has increased since the series-parallel relations have changed as a result of parallelizing the region corresponding to S3.

In Figure 4.2(b), the parallelism of the program increased after parallelizing the region at S3 because S3 executes on the critical path of the program. But, if a region does not perform any work on the critical path, parallelizing the region will not increase
Figure 4.2: Illustration of how the performance model changes when a region of code corresponding to a step node is parallelized. Figure (a) shows the initial performance model with the work performed in each step node shown next to the step node in rectangular boxes and the work ($w$) and critical path work ($s$) of the program shown at the root node F1. Figure (b) shows the performance model along with the work and critical path work if region of code corresponding to step node S3 in Figure (a) is parallelized. Similarly, Figure (c) shows the performance model if step node S1 is parallelized. The sub-tree corresponding to the region that is parallelized has been highlighted by greying out the rest of the nodes.

The parallelism. For example, even after parallelizing the region at step node S1 in Figure 4.2(a) the work and critical path work remain the same since S1 does not perform any work on the critical path, as shown in Figure 4.2(c).

TaskProf’s what-if analyses technique does not explicitly modify the performance model. Instead, it mimics the effect of parallelization by reducing the contribution to the critical path work. It takes as input a set of static program regions to parallelize and a corresponding parallelization factor for each region, which determines the degree of parallelization for each region. The programmer can specify the regions and the parallelization factor as annotations in the program. TaskProf provides two annotations, WHAT_IF_BEGIN and WHAT_IF_END, to demarcate the regions for what-if analyses. The programmer can also specify the parallelization factor along with the annotations. If the programmer does not specify the parallelization factor, TaskProf assumes a default value. The annotated regions need not cover the entire source code region represented by a step node. Instead, it can even be a small segment of code with the region represented by a step node. Further, there can be multiple such annotated regions within a single step node. TaskProf performs what-if analyses on all dynamic executions of the statically...
annotated regions. Figure 4.3(a) shows the use of these annotations to demarcate source code regions for what-if analyses.

Similar to parallelism profiling, TaskProf performs what-if analyses either as an offline or an on-the-fly analysis. In the offline analysis, TaskProf executes the program, constructs the performance model, and measures work performed in the regions designated for what-if analyses. It writes the performance model and the what-if analyses regions to a profile data file. Then, in an offline post-mortem execution, TaskProf performs what-if analyses to estimate the parallelism on parallelizing the regions designated for what-if analyses. With the offline what-if analyses, the program does not need to be re-executed if the annotated region covers an entire step node. This is helpful in the analysis to identifying regions to parallelize, where TaskProf iterates over the performance model to automatically identify regions to parallelize. If the annotated region for what-if analyses is a small segment in the region represented by a step node, TaskProf would need to re-execute the program to record the work information for the annotated region.

For long running programs where storing the performance model on disk or in memory would not be feasible, TaskProf can perform what-if analyses on-the-fly as the program executes. Unlike the offline analyses, TaskProf would need to re-execute the program for what-if analyses. After what-if analyses in either the offline or the on-the-fly mode, TaskProf generates a profile called the what-if profile which specifies the estimated parallelism for the entire program from hypothetically parallelizing the annotated regions. Figure 4.3(c) shows a sample what-if profile.

In the rest of this section, we describe in detail our approach to perform what-if analyses using the performance model. First, we describe the enhancements to the performance model that enable what-if analyses in Section 4.2.1. Subsequently, we present our approach to perform what-if analyses as a part of TaskProf’s offline parallelism analysis in Section 4.2.2. In Section 4.2.3, we present our approach to perform on-the-fly what-if analyses.
4.2.1 Performance Model for What-If Analyses

TaskProf’s performance model for parallelism computation contains series-parallel relations encoded in the Dynamic Program Structure Tree (DPST), fine-grain work performed in computations represented by step nodes, and task creation work represented at async nodes. To perform what-if analyses, we need additional information in the performance model about the work performed in the regions annotated for what-if analyses. According to the semantics of the DPST, every region of code in the program between task management constructs is represented by a step node. Hence, one possible approach is to record the work performed in the regions annotated for what-if analyses in the corresponding step nodes in the performance model. There can be multiple such annotated regions within the same step node. In such a scenario, TaskProf has to store a list of regions along with the work performed in the regions with corresponding step nodes in the performance model. However, such an approach would require iterating through the list of regions to perform what-if analyses. Instead, we create a separate step node in the performance model for every execution of an annotated region.

Algorithm 9: Updates to the performance model on WHAT_IF_BEGIN and WHAT_IF_END annotations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>OnWhatIfBeginAndEnd(tid, Stacks, Region)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>procedure OnWhatIfBeginAndEnd(tid, Stacks, Region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RECORD_WORK_AND_REGION(Region) ▷ Add work, region to step node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stacks[tid].Pop() ▷ Pop Step node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>P ← Stacks[tid].Top()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>S ← CreateNode(STEP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>S.parent ← P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Stacks[tid].Push(S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When TaskProf encounters the WHAT_IF_BEGIN annotation during profile execution, it terminates the executing step node and creates a new step node. This new step node represents the region starting from the WHAT_IF_BEGIN annotation to the WHAT_IF_END annotation. TaskProf records the static region information and the work performed in the region at the step node. In the case where the annotated region covers the entire region represented by the step node, TaskProf does not create a new step node, but instead records the region information and the work along with the existing step node.
Figure 4.3: (a) An example task parallel program with the region between lines 16 and 19 annotated using WHAT_IF_BEGIN and WHAT_IF_END annotations for performing what-if analyses. (b) The performance model for the program in (a) containing additional information about the static region of code represented by each step node. (c) What-if profile reported after TaskProf’s what-if analyses for the annotated region between lines 16 and 19 in (a).

In contrast to iterating through a list of regions, creating a separate step node for each annotated region enables TaskProf to check if the step node region is one of the regions selected for what-if analyses. Algorithm 9 shows the changes to the performance model, on encountering WHAT_IF_BEGIN and WHAT_IF_END annotations.

In summary, the enhanced performance model of TaskProf to perform what-if analyses has four components: (1) series-parallel relations encoded as the DPST, (2) fine-grain computation work with step nodes, (3) fine-grain task creation work with async nodes, and (4) static source code region information with each step node. Further, TaskProf creates a new step node for each execution of an annotated region. Figure 4.3(b) shows the enhanced performance model generated for the program in 4.3(a). The annotated region in 4.3(a) represents the entire step node S2 in the performance model.
model in Figure 4.3(b). The performance model holds sufficient information that enables TaskProf to perform what-if analyses in both offline and on-the-fly profiling.

### 4.2.2 Offline What-if Profiling

In the offline what-if analyses mode, TaskProf records the performance model along with the regions that have been annotated for what-if analyses in the profile data file. In a post-mortem analysis, TaskProf reconstructs the performance model and produces the what-if parallelism profile that estimates the parallelism on hypothetically parallelizing the regions annotated for what-if analyses.

To estimate the parallelism of the program for what-if analyses, TaskProf computes the parallelism similar to the offline parallelism analysis described in Section 3.3.1. Given the entire performance model, TaskProf computes the following four quantities at each internal node by traversing the performance model in a depth-first manner. The quantities are - (1) work, (2) critical path work, (3) set of step nodes on the critical path, and (4) total task creation work. The total task creation work is used by TaskProf for automatically identifying the regions to parallelize (see Section 4.3).

TaskProf computes the total work using the work information of all the step nodes before they are reduced for what-if analyses. The total work at an internal node is the sum of the work of all the step nodes in the sub-tree rooted at the internal node. Hence the total work computed by TaskProf while performing what-if analyses will be the same as the total work computed in the parallelism computation without what-if analyses. The critical path work, and the list of step nodes on the critical path can change while performing what-if analyses.

To perform what-if analyses, TaskProf mimics the effect of parallelization and reduces the critical path work. Specifically, before computing the critical path work at an internal node, TaskProf reduces the work of all the step nodes in its sub-tree that represent regions that have been annotated for what-if analyses. Once the work in the step nodes has been reduced, TaskProf computes the critical path work and the list of step nodes on the critical path by identifying the subset of step nodes that execute sequentially and have the highest aggregate work.
To provide a concrete example of what-if analyses, consider the sub-tree rooted at node A6 in the performance model in Figure 4.3(b). The total work at A6 is the sum of the work of all the step nodes in its sub-tree, which is 430. The critical path work at A6 is 230, since the critical path comprises of the step nodes S6 and S13. Consider for instance, the programmer annotates the region between lines 4 and 6 in Figure 4.3(a) for what-if analyses with a parallelization factor of 2. To perform what-if analyses, TASKPROF computes the total work by taking into consideration the original work of the step nodes in the sub-tree under A6, which is 430. Before computing the critical path work, TASKPROF mimics parallelization by reducing by a factor of 2, the work of the two step nodes S12 and S13 in the sub-tree under A6, which represent the region between lines 4 and 6. Finally, TASKPROF computes the critical path work at A6 as 120, which is the aggregate of the work of the two step nodes S12 and S13 that form the critical path. After what-if analyses the total work under the sub-tree remains the same, but the critical path work reduces.

Algorithm 10: Offline What-if analyses given a performance model $T$, and regions annotated for what-if analyses $RG$.

1 function WHATIFPROFILE($T$, $RG$)
2    foreach $N$ in depth-first traversal of $T$ do
3        $C_N \leftarrow$ CHILDNODES($N$)
4        $N.w \leftarrow \sum_{C \in C_N} C.w$
5        $S_R \leftarrow \{S | (S \in C_N \land S.r \in RG)\}$ \hspace{1cm} \(r\) holds the source code region
6        foreach $S \in S_R$ do
7            $R \leftarrow \{R | (R \in RG \land S.r == R)\}$
8            $S.w \leftarrow S.w / R.f$
9        endfor
10       $\langle N.s, N.l \rangle \leftarrow \text{CRITICALPATHWORK}(N)$
11       $A_N \leftarrow \text{ASYNCCHILDNODES}(N)$
12       $F_N \leftarrow \text{FINISHCHILDNODES}(N)$
13       $N.t \leftarrow \sum_{A \in A_N} A.c + \sum_{C \in C_N} C.t$
14    endfor
15    AGGREGATEWHATIFPROFILE($T$)
16    return $\langle T.w, T.s, T.l, T.t \rangle$
Offline What-if Analyses Algorithm Description

Algorithm 10 outlines our approach to perform what-if analyses. It takes as input the performance model, and the list of regions annotated for what-if analyses. In a depth-first traversal of the performance model (line 2 in Algorithm 10), it computes the work ($w$), the critical path work ($s$), the set of step nodes on the critical path ($l$), and the total task creation work ($t$) at each internal node. The algorithm first computes the work from all the child nodes in the sub-tree rooted at the node (line 4 in Algorithm 10). Then, before computing the critical path work, the algorithm checks if there are any child step nodes that represent regions that are also present in the input list of regions annotated for what-if analyses (line 5 in Algorithm 10). If there are step nodes with annotated regions for what-if analyses, the algorithm reduces the work in the step nodes by the parallelization factor (line 6-8 in Algorithm 10). After reducing the work of the step nodes, the algorithm continues to compute the critical path work and the list of step nodes on the critical path (line 9 in Algorithm 10) using Algorithm 7. After the traversal of the entire performance model, the algorithm attributes the work, the critical path work, and the list of step nodes on the critical path to the spawn sites and generates the what-if profile that specifies the estimated parallelism of the program and at various spawn sites in the program after hypothetically parallelizing the regions identified for what-if analyses (line 13 in Algorithm 10).

Offline What-if Analyses Illustration

Figure 4.4 provides a concrete illustration of the what-if analyses algorithm on the performance model in Figure 4.3(b) with the region between lines 16 and 20 annotated for what-if analyses and a parallelization factor of 2. The figure shows the changes to the work, the critical path work, and the list of step nodes on the critical path as the algorithm traverses the nodes A2, A3, F2, and F0 in depth-first order. When the algorithm reaches node A2 while traversing the performance model, it has already processed node F1 which occurs before A2 in the depth-first traversal. This is reflected in the Figure 4.4(a) where the work, the critical path work, and the step nodes on the
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the offline what-if analyses algorithm for the performance model in Figure 4.3(b) given annotated region L16-L20 and parallelization factor 2. The sub-tree under node F1 is not shown. Figures (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the updates to the work, critical path work, and list of step nodes on critical path as nodes A2, A3, F2, and F0 are traversed in depth-first order, respectively. The node being visited in each figure is highlighted with a double edge.

critical path of F1 have been computed. At node A2, the algorithm computes the total work from the work in the child step node S2. Before computing the critical path work at A2, the algorithm checks if of any of its step node children represent regions that have been annotated for what-if analyses. Since, S2 represent the region between lines 16 and 20 which has been annotated for what-if analyses, the algorithm reduces the work at S2 by a factor of 2 (parallelization factor) and then computes the critical path work and the list of step nodes on the critical path at A2. After traversing the async node A3 (Figure 4.4(b)), the algorithm updates the work and the critical path work at A3 from the work of the step node child S3. But, it does not have to perform what-if analyses since there are no child step nodes of A3 that represent regions annotated for what-if analyses. Similarly, the algorithm updates the work and the critical path work at nodes F2 and F0 and does not have to perform what-if analyses since no other step node in the performance model represents regions annotated for what-if analyses (Figures 4.4(c) and (d)). It is important to note that, as a result of reducing the critical path work of node S2, the critical path of the program shifted from passing through the node S2 to passing through the node S3. Hence, the critical path work of the entire program
reduced by a negligible amount, which resulted in a minor increase in the program's parallelism.

4.2.3 On-the-fly What-If Profiling

In the on-the-fly mode, TaskProf performs what-if analyses as it constructs the performance model during profile execution. At the end of the profile execution, TaskProf produces the what-if parallelism profile that estimates the parallelism on hypothetically parallelizing the regions annotated for what-if analyses.

In the absence of the entire performance model, the key challenge in profiling for parallelism on-the-fly is to compute the parallelism even as nodes in the performance model that have completed are deallocated and removed. TaskProf addresses the challenge by summarizing the work and the critical path work of each node that completes at the parent node of the node. Similarly, to perform what-if analyses on-the-fly, TaskProf has to summarize the effect of performing what-if analyses for a node at its parent node.

When a step node completes execution, TaskProf has to check if the path through the completing step node forms the critical path in the sub-tree under the parent node. If the step node has been annotated for what-if analyses, then TaskProf mimics the effect of parallelizing the step node by first reducing the work of the step node and subsequently checking if the path through the completing step node forms the critical path in the sub-tree under the parent node. Specifically, when a step node that represents a region that has been annotated for what-if analyses completes, TaskProf has to update the work of the parent node using the entire work of step node, but update the critical path work of the parent after reducing the work of the step node by the parallelization factor. This has the same effect of performing what-if analyses when the entire performance model is available, where TaskProf performs what-if analyses on all the child step nodes that have been annotated for what-if analyses (lines 5-8 in Algorithm 10).
On-The-Fly What-If Analyses Algorithm Description

Algorithm 11 describes TaskProf’s approach to perform what-if analyses on-the-fly as the program executes. It extends the on-the-fly parallelism computation algorithm shown in Algorithm 8 to perform what-if analyses. With each node in the performance model, the algorithm tracks five quantities, similar to the on-the-fly parallelism and task runtime overhead computation described in Algorithm 8. The quantities are, (1) the total work \( w \), (2) the set of spawn sites that perform the work on the critical path \( CS \), (3) the set of spawn sites that perform the serial work from step and finish children \( SS \), (4) the set of spawn sites that perform the serial work in the left step and finish siblings \( LS \), and (5) the total task creation work \( t \). TaskProf tracks the total task creation work since it uses the task creation work while automatically identifying the regions to parallelize (see Section 4.3).

**Algorithm 11:** On-the-fly what-if analyses given the set of regions annotated for what-if analyses \( RG \).

```
1 procedure OnNodeCreation(N, P)
2     N.w ← 0
3     N.t ← 0
4     N.CS ← ∅
5     N.SS ← ∅
6     N.LS ← P.SS
7 procedure OnNodeCompletion(N, P, RG)
8     P.w ← P.w + N.w
9     if N.r ∈ RG then
10        R ← \{ R | (R ∈ RG ∧ N.r == R) \}  \( \triangleright \) r holds the source code region
11        N.w ← N.w/R.f
12     if \( \sum_{L ∈ N.LS} L.w + \sum_{C ∈ N.CS} C.w > \sum_{S ∈ P.CS} S.w \) then
13        P.CS ← N.LS ⊖ N.CS
14     if N is an ASYNC node then
15        AGGREGATEPERSPAWNSITE(N)
16        P.t ← P.t + N.c + N.t
17     else
18        P.SS ← P.SS ⊖ N.CS
19        P.t ← P.t + N.t
```
When a node is added to the performance model, the algorithm copies the serial work of the parent node (SS) to the left serial work of the newly created node (LS) (line 6 in Algorithm 11). The newly created node can use the serial work from its left step and finish siblings to independently determine if it forms the critical path under its parent. When a node completes execution, the algorithm summarizes the work and the critical path work at the parent node, while performing what-if analyses if the completing node is a step node that has been annotated for what-if analyses.

First, it adds the work from the node to the parent node (line 8 in Algorithm 11). Then, before summarizing the critical path work the algorithm checks if the region represented by the node (variable \( r \)) has been annotated for what-if analyses (line 9 in Algorithm 11). It is implied that only step nodes in the performance model will have concrete regions represented in variable \( r \). If the completing node represents a region identified for what-if analyses, the algorithm reduces the work of the region by the parallelization factor specified with the input region (lines 10-11 in Algorithm 11). Using the reduced work, the algorithm summarizes the critical path work at the parent node. It checks if the aggregate of the left serial work (LS) and the critical path work (CS) at the completing node is greater than the critical path work (CS) of the parent node. If so, the algorithm updates the spawn sites that perform the work on the critical path (CS) under the parent node with spawn sites performing the left serial work (LS) and the critical path work (CS) of the child node (line 13 in Algorithm 11). This updated critical path work in the parent reflects the reduced critical path work in the case where what-if analyses has been performed on the completing node. Finally, the algorithm updates the serial set of the parent node if the completing node is a step or a finish node (line 18 in Algorithm 11). If the completing node is an async node, the algorithm aggregates the work and critical path work at the static spawn site, which is eventually used to generate the what-if profile once the profile execution completes.

**On-the-fly What-If Analyses Illustration**

Figure 4.5 illustrates the on-the-fly what-if analyses algorithm on the performance model in Figure 4.3(b) with the region between the lines 16 and 20 annotated for what-if
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the on-the-fly what-if analyses algorithm for the performance model in Figure 4.3(b) given annotated region L16-L20 and parallelization factor 2. The sub-tree under node F1 is not shown. Figures (a) shows the initial sub-tree after S0 and F1 have completed and sub-tree under node F2 have been added. Figures (b), (c), and (d) show the updates to the work, the spawn sites tracking the critical path work, the serial work, and the left serial work after the completion of step node S2, async node A2, and step node S1. The nodes that have completed and their corresponding entries have been greyed out.
analyses and a parallelization factor of 2. The figure depicts the changes made to the four quantities - work (w) and spawn sites performing critical path work (CS), serial work (SS), and left serial work (LS) as the nodes S2, A2, and A1 complete execution. After step node S2 completes execution (Figure 4.5(b)), the algorithm first adds the work from S2 to the parent node A2. Before performing the computation for the critical path work, the algorithm reduces the work of S2 by a factor of 2 (parallelization factor), since S2 represents the region between the lines 16 and 20 that has been selected for what-if analyses. After reducing the work, the algorithm summarizes the critical path work under the parent node A2 by updating the spawn sites performing the critical path work with the reduced work from S2. When the async node A2 completes (Figure 4.5(c)) the algorithm updates the work at the parent node F2 and checks if the critical path under A2 performs the critical path work under F2. Since the critical path work at A2 is the highest critical path work under F2 when A2 completes, the algorithm updates spawn sites performing the critical path work at F2. Similarly, the algorithm updates the work and critical path work as nodes S2, A3 and F2 complete. Finally when the last step node S1 completes, the algorithm updates the critical path work of the root node F0 with the spawn sites performing the critical path work and the left serial work of S1(Figure 4.5(d)).

4.3 Identifying Regions to Parallelize with What-If Analyses

A key feature of what-if analyses is that the programmer can determine if parallelizing a region of code increases the parallelism, even before designing a concrete method to parallelize the region. The programmer may have some intuition on what regions of the program may potentially be parallelized. The programmer can use what-if analyses to check if the parallelism of the program will improve from potentially parallelizing those regions. Identifying regions that increase the parallelism enables the programmer to focus parallelization efforts on regions that matter.

In many cases, the programmer may have no intuition about the parts of the program that can potentially be parallelized. In such cases, the programmer would like to identify the regions that must be parallelized to attain a parallelism that is necessary to achieve
scalable speedup on the execution machine. To identify regions that can increase the parallelism, one approach is to identify regions that are performing the highest amount of work in the entire program. But, recall from the discussion in Section 4.1 and Figure 4.1 parallelizing the regions performing the highest work may not increase the parallelism of the program if the regions are not executing on the critical path. To increase the parallelism of the program, the programmer has to parallelize regions that reduce the work on the critical path of the program.

The programmer can use the parallelism profile to identify a region that likely executes on the critical path and perform what-if analyses to estimate the parallelism on parallelizing the region. But this may not reduce the work on the critical path if the identified region is not executing on the critical path, or the critical path shifts to another parallel path that performs slightly lesser work than the original critical path. Even if the work on the critical path reduces, the estimated parallelism may not be sufficient to attain scalable speedup on the execution machine. In either case, the programmer has to continue to identify regions that likely execute on the critical path, and perform what-if analyses to estimate the parallelism from hypothetically parallelizing the regions.

Consider for example, the what-if profile in Figure 4.3(c) that specifies the estimated parallelism after performing what-if analyses using the region between lines 16 and 20. After what-if analyses, the parallelism of the program increased by a negligible amount. This means that the programmer has to continue to find other regions in the program and perform what-if analyses to identify all the regions that must be parallelized to reduce the work on the critical path of the program. The entire process can be challenging and time consuming, especially while profiling large programs. Further, while the parallelism profile provides information on the spawn sites that execute on the critical path, the programmer has to use ingenuity to identify the specific regions within the spawn sites that execute on critical path. Hence, a natural question that arises here is - *is it possible to apply what-if analyses and automatically identify a set of regions that must be parallelized to increase the parallelism in the program?*

Using what-if analyses, we design a technique to automatically identify a candidate set of regions in the program, that have to be parallelized to increase the parallelism in
the program. The programmer can focus parallelization efforts on the regions reported by TaskProf to increase the parallelism. To automatically identify regions in the program that must be parallelized, we must first clearly define what constitutes a region. While profiling a program for what-analyses, the regions specified by the programmer as input could constitute the entire part of the program between task management constructs that are represented by step nodes in the performance model, or even smaller chunks of code within the parts represented by step nodes. However, without programmer intervention, it would not be possible to define regions as small chunks of code within parts represented by step nodes that can potentially be parallelized. To automatically identify regions to parallelize, we use TaskProf’s performance model where we have step nodes that represent sequence of instructions in the program bounded by task management constructs. The parts of the program represented by step nodes provide a natural way to define a region. TaskProf identifies the parts of the program between task management constructs that must be parallelized to increase the parallelism in the program.

To automatically identify regions to parallelize, we have designed an iterative process where in each step we attempt to increase the parallelism by selecting a region to perform what-if analyses. We continue the iterative process until we reach a parallelism level that is sufficient to expect scalable speedup on a given execution machine. This anticipated parallelism is set by the programmer. One approach to increase the parallelism of the program is by reducing the critical path work of the program. Hence in each step of the iterative process, we identify the dynamic region that performs the highest amount of work on the critical path. In the performance model, the dynamic region is the step node that performs the highest work on the critical path. Then, we perform what-if analyses to parallelize the region corresponding to the highest step node on the critical path, and estimate the parallelism of the program. If the estimated parallelism is lesser than the anticipated parallelism specified by the programmer, we repeat the process. We again find the step node performing the highest work on the updated critical path, and perform what-if analyses to estimate the parallelism after hypothetically parallelizing the region corresponding to the highest step node. The set of regions that are selected
for what-if analyses in each step of this iterative process, are the regions that have to be parallelized to increase the parallelism of the program.

Theoretically, one can increase the parallelism of the program to any level by reducing the critical path work of the program. However, beyond a certain threshold, increasing the parallelism will have very little effect on the speedup of the program and may even adversely affect the speedup because the program would perform more work in creating tasks than performing useful computation in the tasks. Hence, the task runtime overhead would begin to dominate the execution. To provide a realistic view of possible parallelization opportunities, we factor the task runtime overhead into the iterative process to identify regions to parallelize. Specifically, we compute the average task runtime overhead in the program using the performance model and the total task creation work. Then, in every step of the iterative process we check if the work performed by the step node that is selected becomes lesser than a tasking threshold determined for the execution machine after what-if analyses. If so, we terminate the iterative process even if the anticipated parallelism is not reached, since further parallelization of the regions on the critical path will result in the task runtime overhead dominating the execution. The offline and on-the-fly what-if analyses algorithms (Algorithms 10 and 11) track the total task creation work so that the task runtime overhead can be factored while identifying regions to parallelize.

TaskProf can automatically identify regions to parallelize, while profiling the program in both offline and on-the-fly modes. In the offline profiling mode, TaskProf uses the performance model from a single execution to repeatedly perform what-if analyses and identify regions that must be parallelized. In the on-the-fly profiling mode, TaskProf performs what-if analyses on-the-fly as the program executes. Hence, to identify regions to parallelize, TaskProf executes the program repeatedly to perform what-if analyses. In each such re-execution, the serial work for all the identified regions from the previous iterations are reduced during parallelism computation on node completion, which mimics the effect of parallelization. Irrespective of the profiling modes, TaskProf employs the same iterative technique to identify regions until the parallelism reaches anticipated parallelism or the task runtime overhead reaches a threshold. Next, we describe in detail
our algorithm to identify a set of regions that have to be parallelized to improve the parallelism in the program.

Description of Algorithm to Identify Regions to Parallelize

Algorithm 12: Identify regions to parallelize by parallelization factor $pf$ to increase parallelism to an anticipated level $ap$ in a program with performance model $T$.

Algorithm 12 presents our technique to identify all static regions in the program that need to be parallelized. It takes as input the performance model of the program, an anticipated parallelism that the program is expected to have, and a parallelization factor that determines amount of parallelization feasible for a region in each iteration (line 1 in Algorithm 12). We present the algorithm with the assumption that it takes the entire performance model as input. But in the on-the-fly profiling mode, the performance model will not be available. In the on-the-fly mode, the algorithm takes the program itself as input and executes the program to identify regions to parallelize by constructing the performance model on-the-fly. Further, when the algorithm uses the performance model to perform what-if analyses, the on-the-fly mode executes the program and perform what-if analyses on-the-fly.

The algorithm tracks four quantities in every iteration. They are, (1) the set of regions that have been selected for what-if analyses ($RG$), (2) the static region ($R$) and amount of work ($smax$) of the step node performing the maximum work on the critical
path, (3) the estimated parallelism from what-if analyses ($ep$), and (4) the tasking threshold ($tt$).

In each iteration, the algorithm performs what-if analyses to compute the estimated parallelism from hypothetically parallelizing all the regions in the set of regions that have been selected for what-if analyses (lines 9-10 in Algorithm 12). In the first iteration, the set of regions is empty. Hence, the algorithm computes the original parallelism in the program, without performing any what-if analyses. Along with finding the estimated parallelism the algorithm also computes the static region and the work on the step node performing the maximum work on the critical path (line 11 in Algorithm 12).

In the offline analyses, the algorithm computes the maximum step node on the critical path from the set of step nodes on critical path ($l$) that is computed. The on-the-fly analyses does not compute the set of step nodes on the critical path. To compute the maximum step node on the critical path in the on-the-fly analyses, TaskProf tracks the maximum step node similar to the spawn sites on the critical path in Figure 11.

The algorithm also computes the average task runtime overhead from the total task creation work computed during both offline and on-the-fly what-if analyses. It uses the average task runtime overhead, along with an execution machine dependent constant ($k$) to determine the tasking threshold (line 12 in Algorithm 12). After every iteration the algorithm checks if the estimated parallelism from what-if analyses is lesser than the anticipated parallelism specified by the programmer. It also checks if the work performed in the maximum step node on the critical path is greater than or equal to the tasking threshold when reduced by the parallelization factor (line 7 in Algorithm 12). If so, the algorithm adds the region corresponding to the maximum step node on the critical path, to the set of regions that have been selected for what-if analyses (RG) and repeats the entire process. The process continues until either the anticipated parallelism is reached or the work performed by every node on the critical path is less than the tasking threshold. If the anticipated parallelism is not achieved when our algorithm terminates, it indicates that the program does not have sufficient parallelism for a given input. Finally, the algorithm outputs the set of regions that were considered in each
Figure 4.6: (a) Step-by-step execution of the algorithm to automatically identify regions to parallelize for the example program and performance model in Figure 4.2. The illustration shown is for an input anticipated parallelism of 8, parallelization factor of 2×, and tasking constant k of 3. (b) The regions along with their respective parallelization factors, identified by TaskProf to improve the parallelism in the program. (c) The what-if profile generated by TaskProf.

iteration as the regions that need to be parallelized to improve the parallelism of the program (line 13 in Figure 4.2).

Illustration of Algorithm to Identify Regions to Parallelize

Figure 4.6(a) provides a step-by-step illustration of the algorithm to identify regions to parallelize in the example program shown in Figure 4.2(a). The input anticipated parallelism is set to 8, the parallelization factor is set to 2×, and the tasking constant k is set to 3. The illustration shows the updates performed to the four quantities tracked by the algorithm for each step in the iterative process. The algorithm starts by setting all the four quantities to zero or empty set. Hence, in the first iteration, the algorithm performs parallelism computation with no regions selected for what-if analyses. In the
first iteration, the algorithm computes the parallelism in the program to be 3.26 and identifies the region between lines 16 and 20 as the region corresponding to the maximum step node on the critical path. Since the parallelism of the program is lesser than the anticipated parallelism of 8, in the next iteration, the algorithm performs what-if analyses using the region between lines 16 and 20 and a parallelization factor of 2. It reduces the contribution of the region between the lines 16 and 20 to the critical path work of the program by a factor of 2. The estimated parallelism after what-if analyses is still lesser than the anticipated parallelism set as input. Hence, the algorithm continues find the maximum region of the critical path and perform what-if analyses.

After four iterations the algorithm discovers that performing further what-if analyses to reduce the critical path work would result in the task runtime overhead dominating the execution, since reducing the work of the maximum step node on the critical path would make the work lesser than the tasking threshold. Hence the algorithm terminates the iterative process before the estimated parallelism finally converges to the anticipated parallelism. After the entire process, the algorithm identifies two regions in the program that have to be parallelized to attain a parallelism of the program to 5.24. This is reflected in the what-if regions and what-if parallelism profile shown in Figures 4.6(b) and (c), respectively. It is important to point out that in iteration 4, the algorithm identified a region that is already present in the set of regions. In such a case, the algorithm increases the parallelization factor for the specific region.

4.4 Discussion

The algorithm we propose to automatically identify regions to parallelize is a greedy algorithm where in each step, we select the step node that performs the maximum work on the critical path. We also considered several other heuristic-based approaches to select a region to parallelize. For instance, we considered randomly selecting a step node region from the critical path in each step of the iterative process. But, randomly selecting a region on the critical path does not guarantee that all the identified regions matter in improving the parallelism of the program. Some of the selected regions may not have to be parallelized to increase the parallelism of the program. In contrast, by selecting the
step node region that performs the maximum work on the critical path, our algorithm guarantees that all the regions identified have to be parallelized to increase the parallelism of the program. Further, by selecting the maximum step node in each iteration, our algorithm is optimal with respect to the least number of iterations performed to identify regions to parallelize.

The set of regions identified by our algorithm can be one among the several other sets of regions in the program that when parallelized attain the same parallelism level. But, the set of regions identified by our algorithm are minimal in terms of the least number of regions identified, and maximal in terms of the highest amount of work reduced to attain the set parallelism level. In many programs, there can be other regions that when parallelized increase the parallelism to the level set by the program. The programmer may even have some intuition on how to parallelize those regions. In such a scenario, the programmer can use our annotation-based what-if analyses to determine if the region that can be parallelized increases the parallelism in the program. Our what-if analyses using annotations and our what-if analyses to automatically identify regions to parallelize are complementary techniques that enable the programmer to determine the regions in the program that have to be parallelized.

Our what-if analyses technique assists the programmer in identifying a set of regions that benefit from parallelization. However, it does not determine if the identified regions can be parallelized. The programmer has to design a parallelization strategy for the regions identified by what-if analyses. Further, a region identified by what-if analyses may not be parallelizable due to the presence of dependencies within the region. If the regions reported by what-if analyses are not parallelizable, the programmer will have to manually identify regions that are parallelizable and use what-if analyses to check if those regions matter in increasing the parallelism of the program.

Parallelizing the regions identified by what-if analyses will improve the parallelism of the program. But, the parallelism of a program is an over approximation of the speedup of the program since parallelism defines the speedup of a program in the limit. The speedup of a given execution of the program may not improve after parallelization if the program already has adequate parallelism or if the parallel execution experiences
overhead due to secondary effects. However, the programmer will still benefit from knowing the regions to parallelize, especially to address scalability bottlenecks that might occur when the program is executed at scale.

Our what-if analyses mimics the parallelization of a region of code in a homogenous execution environment where all cores run at similar clock speeds. It divides the serial work in the region by a constant parallelization factor and ensures that each parallel chunk performs the same amount of work. However, our what-if analyses does not mimic parallelization in the presence of heterogeneity both at the micro-architecture level with cores running at different clock speeds [93] (for e.g., ARM big.LITTLE [102]) and at the system level with customized chips. We plan to explore what-if analyses in the context of heterogenous execution environments as future work.

4.5 Summary

When programs do not have sufficient parallelism to achieve scalable speedup, programmers rely on profilers to identify parts of the program that must be parallelized to increase the parallelism of the program. Most existing profilers are useful in highlighting the “hot” code, which are the parts of the program that perform the most amount of work in the program. In this chapter, we argue that identifying regions where the program performs the most work may not be sufficient to identify the parts of the program that must be parallelized. To identify parts of the program that matter in increasing the parallelism, we make a case for identifying regions that reduce the critical path work rather than regions that perform the most work. To accomplish it, we have designed what-if analyses that estimate the parallelism of the program on hypothetically parallelizing regions of code.

The key insight in our what-if analyses technique is that while computing the parallelism of a program, we mimic the effect of parallelizing a piece of code by computing the total work of the code as is, but reducing the critical path work of the code by a parallelization amount. If the parallelism of the program increases on performing what-if analyses, then concretely parallelizing the designated piece of code will improve the
parallelism of the program. Further, we showed that what-if analyses can be applied to identify a set of regions that can be parallelized to increase the parallelism of the program.

Our what-if analyses technique can predict from a single execution, the program regions that must be parallelized to improve the parallelism to a level that is needed to achieve scalable speedup on any machine. This enables programmers to identify the scalability bottlenecks in the program and focus on program regions that matter in addressing them. The combination of what-if analyses and automatically identifying regions to parallelize enable effective performance debugging by quickly identifying the parts of the program that matter for increasing the parallelism of the program.
Chapter 5
Identifying Secondary Effects using Differential Performance Analysis

Beyond parallelism and task runtime overhead, task parallel programs can experience performance degradation due to secondary effects of parallel execution that manifest when parallel tasks contend for hardware and system resources. Secondary effects are perhaps the hardest performance issues to identify and debug since they can occur due to interference in various resources. In this chapter, we present a novel differential analysis technique that uses TaskProf’s performance model to highlight parts of the program that are experiencing secondary effects as well as the likely source of the secondary effects.

5.1 Secondary Effects in Parallel Execution

Task parallel programs are expected to have sufficient parallelism and low task runtime overhead to achieve scalable performance. If a program has low parallelism, then creating additional fine-grain tasks can create more parallelism in the program to keep all the processors busy during execution. In contrast, if a program has high task runtime overhead, then coarsening the tasks can reduce the overhead. However, even if a task parallel program has sufficient parallelism and low runtime overhead, the parallel execution on hardware itself can adversely affect the performance of a program.

Modern computer systems are highly complex with large number of processor cores and deep memory hierarchies comprising multiple levels of caches and memory. In many modern systems, the processor cores are placed on multiple sockets with each socket having a directly attached memory resulting in non-uniform memory access latencies (NUMA). In addition, modern systems are further complicated by custom
hardware accelerators that have their own memory hierarchy. Given the complexity, contention for hardware resources and frequent data movement across multiple sockets or accelerators can degrade the performance of a program. For instance, frequent contention for cache blocks causes excessive coherence traffic that affects the performance. Similarly, frequent remote memory accesses that cause data movement across sockets or accelerators also hurts the performance. We call such performance issues that are caused by contention in hardware and system resources as secondary effects.

While secondary effects can occur during a sequential execution of a program, in this chapter we explore the problem of secondary effects that primarily occur due to a parallel execution of a program. For instance, consider a program that spawns a set of parallel tasks where each task accesses a disjoint dataset during execution. Assume that while each dataset is small enough to fit in the cache, the combined dataset of all tasks does not fit in the cache. Now, if each task is executed sequentially, the dataset of the task fits in the cache and the program has good locality. But when all the tasks execute concurrently, the combined dataset will not fit in the cache. In such a scenario, the parallel execution will have poor locality, which causes frequent cache evictions and affects the performance of the program. Similarly, a program may have memory access patterns during parallel execution that cause frequent data movement across private caches due to true or false sharing. In a multi-socket machine, a program that lacks NUMA-aware design can suffer from excessive remote memory accesses and contention on the memory bus during parallel execution. Such patterns that occur during parallel execution can reduce the performance of the program.

Task parallel programs in particular are vulnerable to secondary effects of parallel execution. The work-stealing scheduler maps tasks to executing threads whenever a thread becomes idle. But due to the randomized mapping of tasks to threads, a task can be mapped to a particular thread on a socket, whereas the data that it operates on might exist in the memory of a different socket. This lack of affinity especially in NUMA systems can increase remote memory accesses and impact the performance of task parallel programs.
Manually detecting such secondary effects in programs is challenging since secondary effects are primarily caused by interactions in hardware and system resources. Consider for instance, the example task parallel program shown in Figure 3.2(a). In the compute function (lines 1-13 in Figure 3.2(a)), the program recursively spawns tasks until the computation in the tasks reaches a pre-defined granularity (GRAINSIZE). Then, each parallel base task performs a computation and writes the result to an array. At the outset, this seems like a reasonable strategy to parallelize the computation. However, the computation is actually experiencing secondary effects due to false sharing in the cache. Although the program has sufficient parallelism, it will not have scalable performance due to the presence of secondary effects of parallel execution. Similarly, secondary effects can occur due to contention in any hardware component, which makes them hard to detect. Moreover, such secondary effects manifest only in specific executions, sometimes intermittently when tasks that cause the secondary effects are scheduled concurrently.

There have been numerous tools that have been proposed to identify specific types of secondary effects. They include tools to detect cache contention \cite{34, 39, 60, 87, 103, 104, 112, 127, 165, 182}, identify data locality issues \cite{105, 107, 110}, and find bottlenecks due to NUMA effects \cite{108, 115}. These tools are tailored to detect particular kinds of secondary effects. But, secondary effects can practically occur due to any hardware or system resource. Hence, we need tools that can detect secondary effects that can occur due to contention in any hardware component. Further, while secondary effects can occur in any part of a program, not all secondary effects impact the performance of the program. Optimizing secondary effects from parts of the program that perform a small fraction of the total work or the work on the critical path will not improve the performance of the program. Hence, reporting such secondary effects is not useful to the programmer. Instead, we need tools that can assess the impact of the secondary effects on the total work and the critical path work of the program and highlight only those that matter in improving the performance.
5.2 Overview of our Approach

We have developed a technique to identify parts of a task parallel program that are experiencing secondary effects due to contention in any hardware or system resource. A program that is experiencing secondary effects performs more work in the parallel execution compared to an oracle execution [8, 111, 131]. Using this insight, our idea is to use TaskProf’s performance model to identify regions in the program that are performing additional work in the parallel execution compared to the oracle execution. The performance model measures the total work performed in the program, as well as fine-grain work performed in various parts of the program. Now, if we perform a fine-grain comparison of the performance model for the parallel execution with the performance model of the oracle execution, the step nodes in the two models that are experiencing secondary effects will have higher work in the performance model of the parallel execution than in the performance model of the oracle execution. We call this analysis to compare the performance models to identify regions experiencing secondary effects as differential analysis. By comparing the work recorded in the two performance models, our differential analysis can identify regions that are experiencing secondary effects due any hardware or system resource. Section 5.3 describes in detail TaskProf’s approach to perform differential analysis.

Along with pinpointing regions in the programs experiencing secondary effects, gaining insights into the specific hardware or system resource that is causing secondary effects can guide a programmer in designing appropriate optimizations. To provide the programmer with such insights, TaskProf performs differential analysis not only with the work measured in hardware execution cycles, but also with any hardware performance counter event supported on the execution machine. For instance, to identify regions experiencing secondary effects due to false sharing in the program in Figure 3.2, TaskProf can perform differential analysis with the HITM performance counter event, which measures the number of cache hits in the modified state. Similarly, we can identify regions experiencing reduced locality in shared caches due to parallel execution by measuring last level cache misses. Hence, TaskProf’s differential analysis enables the programmer to
identifying regions experiencing secondary effects and also the likely source of the secondary effects. Section 5.4 details our technique to perform differential analysis with multiple hardware performance counter events.

To perform differential analysis, TaskProf constructs two performance models - one for the oracle execution and other for the parallel execution - for multiple performance counter events of interest. Using the performance models, TaskProf computes the total inflation and the inflation on the critical path of each event of interest. TaskProf computes the inflation as the ratio of the work in the parallel execution and the work in the oracle execution. Along with the inflation of a metric of interest for the entire program, TaskProf can localize the inflation of the metric at various parts of the program at two levels. TaskProf can either aggregate the inflation in a metric of
interest at each static spawn site in the program or at each static region in the program between task management constructs represented by the step nodes in the performance model. By measuring the total inflation and the inflation on the critical path of a metric of interest, TaskProf highlights the secondary effects that affect the performance of the program. TaskProf finally generates a profile called the *differential profile*, which specifies the total inflation and the inflation on the critical path of each metric of interest for the entire program and for each spawn site or static program region in the program. Figure 5.2(c) shows a sample differential profile generated for the program in Figure 3.2(a).

### 5.2.1 Contributions

In this chapter, we make the following contributions in identifying regions experiencing secondary effects.

1. We present a technique to determine if a program execution is experiencing secondary effects and the possible source of secondary effects by measuring inflation in work and in various metrics of interest for the parallel execution over the serial execution.

2. We highlight the specific regions in the program that are experiencing secondary effects by performing fine-grain differential analysis using the parallel and serial performance models.

3. We identify code regions that matter for addressing secondary effects by highlighting regions that are having work inflation on the critical path.

### 5.3 Profiling for Differential Analysis

A common approach to parallelize a serial program is to perform the same computation as the serial program, but to split the computation on to tasks or threads and execute them in parallel. The expectation is that after parallelization, the parallel version of the program will perform the same amount of work as the serial version of the program, but
the work on the critical path will reduce. This will enable the parallel program to have scalable speedup since the execution time will also reduce as the critical path reduces. However, this is true only when the parallel program is not experiencing secondary effects. When a program is having secondary effects, the parallel version performs more work than the serial version and this can degrade the speedup of the program.

To illustrate how secondary effects cause work inflation in the parallel execution, consider a task parallel program that has four tasks where each task performs $X$ units of work. Figure 5.1 shows the execution of the program when the tasks are executed serially, in parallel without secondary effects (ideal parallel execution), and in parallel with secondary effects. When these tasks are executed serially one after another as shown in Figure 5.1(a), the total work performed in the program will be the sum of the work of all the tasks, which is $4X$. When the same four tasks are executed in parallel on a machine where they are not experiencing secondary effects, the tasks will perform the same amount work ($4X$) overall, but the critical path work reduces to $1X$, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Accordingly, the ideal parallel execution will have scalable speedup over the serial execution of the program.

When parallel tasks are experiencing secondary effects from accessing the same resource concurrently, the tasks have to wait for the resource to become free or perform extra work to ensure consistency. Figure 5.1(c) shows the parallel execution of the same program on a machine where the program is experiencing secondary effects due to contention for a resource. In the parallel execution in Figure 5.1(c), task T1 gets first access to the contended resource and does not perform extra work. But, task T2 has to wait for task T1 to complete accessing the hardware resource and hence, performs extra work by either waiting or moving data after T1 completes. Similarly, the rest of the tasks also perform additional work to access the contended resource. This causes the parallel execution with secondary effects to perform $10X$ amount of work whereas the serial execution and the ideal parallel execution perform just $4X$ work. In addition to the inflation in the total work, the program also experiences inflation in the critical path work with respect to the ideal parallel execution. Hence, a program that is experiencing
secondary effects will perform additional total work and work on the critical path than
the serial execution and the ideal parallel execution.

As work inflation in a program is an indicator of the presence of secondary effects, we can specifically measure the work and check for inflation in the program to determine if it is experiencing secondary effects. One approach is to measure the overall work performed in both the parallel and serial programs. If there is any inflation in the work, then that could indicate the presence of secondary effects. Prior tools [8, 131] used this approach to identify secondary effects in parallel programs. While knowing if a program is experiencing work inflation is useful in understanding the reason for sub-optimal speedup in the program, it is not useful in gaining insight into the parts of the program that are experiencing secondary effects. Hence, to provide actionable feedback to the programmer we need a way to isolate the parts of the program that are experiencing secondary effects.

Our idea is that we can use TaskProf’s performance model to identify parts of the program that are experiencing secondary effects. When a program is experiencing secondary effects, not only will the total work and the critical path work in the program show inflation, the specific parts of the program that are causing the secondary effects will also show inflation in total work and work performed on the critical path. The performance model we designed for TaskProf records the work performed in fine-grain regions of the program between task managements constructs at the corresponding step nodes in the performance model. Consequently, the performance model of the parallel execution of the program that is experiencing secondary effects will record the inflated work in the step nodes. However, by just inspecting the performance model of the parallel execution, we will not be able to distinguish the step nodes that have work inflation from the step nodes that do not have work inflation. Instead, we can isolate the step nodes by comparing the performance model of the parallel execution with the performance model of an oracle execution that is not experiencing secondary effects.

Consider for instance, the performance models shown in Figure 5.2(a) and (b), generated from an oracle execution without secondary effects and a parallel execution of the task parallel program in Figure 3.2(a), respectively. The structure of the performance
Figure 5.2: (a) and (b) represent the performance model generated from the oracle and parallel executions of the program in Figure 3.2 (a) after parallelizing the regions identified by what-if analyses in Figure 4.6 (b) and reducing task runtime overhead identified in Figure 3.2 (c). The step nodes on the critical path of the parallel performance model and the corresponding path in the oracle performance model are highlighted with double edges. The work in the step nodes having secondary effects are highlighted with double-edge boxes. (c) The differential profile showing inflation of various metrics in parallel execution over oracle execution. We show four hardware performance counter event types: execution cycles, HITM, local DRAM accesses, and remote DRAM accesses.

The oracle performance model has to be generated from an execution that is not experiencing secondary effects. Further, to enable us to perform differential analysis, the structure of the oracle performance model has to be the same as the structure of the
parallel performance model. As discussed earlier in this section, one way to generate the oracle performance model is from the parallel execution of the program on a machine where the program is not experiencing secondary effects. But there is no practical way to guarantee that the parallel execution on the different machine does not introduce other secondary effects. Further, the memory access patterns in the program could be such that any parallel execution will experience secondary effects irrespective of the machine of execution. Hence, such a strategy would not be feasible.

The serial execution of the parallel program on the same machine is a good approximation of the oracle performance model. During the serial execution of the parallel program, the parallel tasks created in the program will execute sequentially on the same thread without any interference. As a result, there will be no contention for any hardware resource and the execution will not experience any work inflation. Further, serial execution of the program will create the same parallelism by spawning the same number of parallel tasks as the parallel execution. This ensures that the structure of the performance model of the serial execution is the same as the structure of the performance model of the parallel execution. Hence, to isolate regions experiencing secondary effects, TaskProf’s differential analysis performs fine-grain comparison of the performance model of the parallel execution with the performance model of the serial execution.

TaskProf can perform differential analysis in both the offline and on-the-fly profiling modes. In both the modes, TaskProf executes the program twice to generate the performance models of the serial and parallel executions. In the offline profiling mode, TaskProf writes the performance models from both the executions to a profile data file. Then in an offline post-mortem analysis, TaskProf re-constructs the two performance models and performs differential analysis by traversing the models concurrently.

To perform differential analysis in the on-the-fly mode, TaskProf does not perform the serial and parallel execution of the program simultaneously. In both the executions, instead of writing the entire performance model to a file, TaskProf aggregates the work performed at each static spawn site or static region of code and writes the data to a profile data file. Then, in an offline analysis TaskProf reads the individual files for
each execution, computes the work inflation for each static spawn site or region, and generates the differential profile.

In the remainder of this section we will describe in detail TaskProf’s offline and on-the-fly differential analysis algorithms.

5.3.1 Offline Differential Analysis

In the offline differential analysis mode, TaskProf first constructs the performance model of the serial and the parallel executions from the profile data file. Then, using the performance models, TaskProf performs differential analysis by computing the inflation in the total work and the work on the critical path for the entire program and for each static source location associated with the step nodes in the performance model. A static source location can be the static region represented by a step node or a spawn site associated with the step node.

To compute the overall work inflation and the critical path work inflation for the entire program, TaskProf has to measure the total work and the critical path work from both the serial and parallel performance models. Similarly, to compute the work inflation and the critical path work inflation associated with each static source code location, TaskProf has to compute the total work performed at each source code location and the work performed by each location on the critical path from both performance models.

For example, consider the serial (oracle) and the parallel performance models shown in Figure 5.2(a) and (b). To compute the overall work inflation and the critical path inflation for the program, TaskProf needs to compute the total work in all the step nodes and the work in step nodes executing on the critical path from both the performance models. To compute the work inflation and the critical path work inflation at the region between lines 16 and 20, TaskProf has to compute the total work performed by the region and the work performed by the region on the critical path in both performance models. Since only the step nodes S6 and S7 represent the region between the lines 16 and 20, the total work performed by the region is the aggregate of the work from the two step nodes, S6 and S7 in each performance model. The work on the critical path of the region between lines 16 and 20, is the sum of all the step nodes that correspond to the region
and perform work on the critical path. Since the step node S6 executes on the critical path, the work from S6 is the work on the critical path of the region between lines 16 and 20.

Overall, TaskProf computes four quantities for both the serial and the parallel performance models separately. They are: (1) the total work, (2) the total critical path work, (3) the work at each static code location associated with step nodes, and (4) the work performed on the critical path by each static code location. TaskProf can compute the total work in each performance model by aggregating the work from all the step nodes in the respective performance model. In contrast, computing the critical path work from the performance models is more involved than merely aggregating the work from all the step nodes on the critical paths of the two performance models.

If the critical paths are guaranteed to follow the same path in both the performance models then TaskProf can identify the critical path in the parallel and serial performance models separately and measure the work on the paths to compute the critical path work. However, it is possible that the critical paths can differ since any additional work in the parallel performance model can potentially shift the critical path to a different path. The performance models in Figure 5.2(a) and (b) provide a concrete instance where the critical path differs. The critical path in the serial performance model in Figure 5.2(a) contains the step nodes S0, S2, S6, and S1. Whereas, the critical path in the parallel performance model in Figure 5.2(b) has step node S0, S3, S6, and S1. Although in this instance both S2 and S3 perform additional work in the parallel performance model, S3 performs slightly greater work than S2. Hence the critical path shifts from passing through S2 to S3.

To ensure the comparison is consistent, TaskProf needs to select the critical path of one of the serial or the parallel performance models and find the same corresponding path in the other performance model. One approach is to pick the critical path of the serial performance model and find the corresponding path in the parallel performance model. But, this would not be useful in identifying the regions on the critical path of the parallel execution that are experiencing secondary effects. Instead, TaskProf selects the critical path of the parallel performance model and identifies the corresponding path.
in the serial performance model. Hence, to compute the critical path work for the serial performance model in Figure 5.2(a), TaskProf aggregates the work from the step nodes S0, S3, S6, and S1 which correspond to the step nodes that form the critical path of the parallel performance model in Figure 5.2(b).

TaskProf aggregates the work and the critical path work at each static code location associated with the step nodes by using a hash table. The static code location associated with step nodes can be the static regions of code that correspond to the step nodes, or the static spawn sites to which the step nodes belong. Each entry in the hash table is indexed by the static code location and contains the work at the location in the serial performance model, the work at the location in the parallel performance model, the critical path work corresponding to the location in the serial performance model, and the critical path work corresponding to the location in the parallel performance model. To compute the critical path work at a code location in the parallel performance model, TaskProf aggregates the work of all the step nodes that belong to the location and execute on the critical path. In contrast, to compute the critical path work at a code location in the serial performance model, TaskProf identifies the same step nodes that belong to the location and execute on the critical path of the parallel performance model irrespective of whether they execute on the critical path of the serial performance model. If a static code location does not perform work on the critical path, then the critical path work hash table entries for the code location will be zero.

Consider for instance, the static code location corresponding to region between lines 4 and 6 in Figure 5.2(a) and (b). The total work in the parallel and serial performance models corresponding to the region is the aggregate of the work in step nodes S2, S3, S4, and S5. In the parallel performance model in Figure 5.2(b), only the step node S3 that belongs to the region between lines 4 and 6 executes on the critical path. Hence, the critical path work corresponding to the region between lines 4 and 6 in the parallel performance model consists of the work from step node S3. To compute the critical path work corresponding to the region between lines 4 and 6 in the parallel performance model, TaskProf uses the work from the step node S3, which occurs on the critical path of the parallel performance model.
Algorithm 13: Generate the differential profile from oracle performance model $T_O$, and parallel performance model $T_P$.

```plaintext
1 function DIFFERENTIALPROFILE($T_O, T_P$)
2     foreach $N_O, N_P$ in depth-first traversal of $T_O, T_P$ do
3         $C_O \leftarrow$ CHILDNODES($N_O$) ▷ Return all child nodes
4         $N_O.w \leftarrow \sum_{C \in C_O} C.w$
5         $C_P \leftarrow$ CHILDNODES($N_P$)
6         $N_P.w \leftarrow \sum_{C \in C_P} C.w$
7         $\langle N_P.s, N_P.l \rangle \leftarrow$ CRITICALPATHWORK($N_P$)
8         $\langle N_O.s, N_O.l \rangle \leftarrow$ ORACLECRITICALPATHWORK($N_O, N_P.l$)
9         if $N_O, N_P$ are STEP nodes then
10            AGGREGATEWORK($N_O, N_P$) ▷ Work inflation at step region
11            AGGREGATECRITICALWORK($T_O.l, T_P.l$) ▷ Critical path work inflation
12     END
13     GENERATEDIFFERENTIALPROFILE() ▷ Produce profile
```

Offline Differential Analysis Algorithm Description

Algorithm 13 outlines TaskProf’s approach to perform differential analysis in the offline profiling mode. The algorithm takes the serial and parallel performance models as input and computes the total work and the total critical path work from the two performance models. It also computes the work and the critical path work at each static code location in both the serial and parallel performance models. The algorithm performs these computations by maintaining three quantities with each node in the performance models. They are - (1) work ($w$), (2) critical path work ($s$), and (3) set of step nodes on the critical path ($l$). To track the work and critical path work at each static code location, the algorithm maintains a hash table indexed by the static source code location. The algorithm traverses the two performance models concurrently in a depth-first manner (line 2 in Algorithm 13). At every node in the traversal of both the performance models, the algorithm first computes the work as the sum of work in all child nodes of the node (lines 3-6 in Algorithm 13). To compute the critical path work at each node, the algorithm first computes the critical path from the parallel performance model (line 7 in Algorithm 13). It subsequently uses the set of step nodes on the critical
path under the node in the performance model, to compute the critical path work in the serial performance model (line 8 in Algorithm 13).

TaskProf computes the critical path work and the set of step nodes on the critical path for the parallel performance model in the same way as they are determined in the parallelism computation described in Algorithm 7. TaskProf computes the critical path from all the subsets of step nodes under the input node that have to execute serially. These subsets can be the child step nodes and step nodes on the critical path of the child finish nodes, or serial set of step nodes introduced at each async child node of the input node. TaskProf selects the critical path work and the set of step nodes on the critical path as the subset that has the maximum aggregate of work from all the step nodes.

**Algorithm 14:** Compute work \( s \) and the list of step nodes \( l \) of path corresponding to the critical path \( l_p \) of parallel performance model in the oracle performance model given input node \( N \).

1. function \( \text{OracleCriticalPathWork}(N, l_p) \)
2. \( S_N \leftarrow \text{StepChildNodes}(N) \)
3. \( F_N \leftarrow \text{FinishChildNodes}(N) \)
4. \( l \leftarrow (\bigcup_{F \in F_N} F.l) \cup S_N \)
5. if \( l = l_p \) then
   6. \( s \leftarrow \sum_{S \in S_N} S.w + \sum_{F \in F_N} F.s \)
   7. else
     8. foreach \( A \in \text{AsyncChildNodes}(N) \) do
        9. \( LS_A \leftarrow \text{LeftStepSiblings}(A) \)
        10. \( LF_A \leftarrow \text{LeftFinishSiblings}(A) \)
        11. \( l \leftarrow (\bigcup_{F \in LF_A} F.l) \cup LS_A \cup A.l \)
        12. if \( l = l_p \) then
            13. \( lw \leftarrow \sum_{S \in LS_A} S.w + \sum_{F \in LF_A} F.s \)
            14. \( s \leftarrow lw + A.s \)
     15. return \( \langle s, l \rangle \)

Using the set of step nodes on the critical path for a given node in the parallel performance model, TaskProf computes the critical path work and the list of step
Algorithm 14 describes TaskProf’s approach to compute the critical path work in the serial performance model. Algorithm 14 considers each subset of step nodes that execute serially under the input node in the same order as Algorithm 7 considers the subset in the parallel performance model. It initially checks if the child step nodes and step nodes on the critical path of the child finish nodes are the same as the input set of step nodes that form the critical path in the parallel performance model (lines 2-6 in Algorithm 14). If the set of step nodes are not the same, Algorithm 14 checks if the serial set of step nodes introduced at each async child is the same as the input set (lines 8-14 in Algorithm 14). Finally, Algorithm 14 returns the subset of step nodes that match the input set and the aggregate work on the subset as the critical path work and the set of step nodes on the critical path for the input node in the serial performance model.

After computing the work and the critical path work at a node in the depth-first traversal, Algorithm 13 has to update the hash table that maintains per static source code information. Recall that each entry in the hash table is indexed by the static code location and contains the work at the location in the serial performance model, the work at the location in the parallel performance model, the critical path work corresponding to the location in the serial performance model, and the critical path work corresponding to the location in the parallel performance model. If the node being processed is a step node, then the algorithm adds the work from the step node to the entry corresponding to the static source code location of the step node in hash table (lines 9-10 in Algorithm 13). The algorithm updates only the work from the given node in the hash table, and not the critical path work since the node is not guaranteed to be part of the critical path of the entire program. The algorithm can add the critical path work to the hash table only when the set of step nodes that are on the critical path of the program are computed after the depth-first traversal of the performance models.

After the traversal of the serial and the parallel performance models, the root node of the parallel performance model will contain the work, the critical path work, and the set of step nodes on the critical path. The root node of the serial performance model will contain the total work, and the work and set of step nodes in the serial performance
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the offline differential analysis computation as TaskProf traverses nodes A4, A5, F3 and F0 in the Figure 5.2. The node being visited in each figure is shown with double edge. The figures omit the parts of the performance model that are not being traversed in the illustration.
model that correspond to the critical path of the parallel performance model. The algorithm updates the critical path work in the hash table from the set of step nodes in the root node of each performance model (line 11 in Algorithm 13). Finally, the algorithm generates the differential profile using the total work and the critical path work from the root nodes of the performance models, and the work and the critical path work at each static code location in the hash table (line 12 in Algorithm 13).

Illustration of Offline Differential Analysis

Figure 5.3 provides an illustration of TaskProf’s offline differential analysis algorithm on the serial and parallel performance models shown in Figure 5.2. It shows the changes to the performance model and the per-static location hash tables as the nodes A4, A5, F3, and F0 are traversed in the two performance models. The figure omits the parts that are not traversed in the illustration, and instead replaces them with dashed edges.

As async node A4 is traversed in the two performance models, the algorithm first computes the work and the critical path work at A4 in the parallel performance model. Since, the sub-tree at A4 has a single child step node, the algorithm computes the work, the critical path work, and the set of step nodes on the critical path from child step node S2. Using the set of step nodes on the critical path in the parallel performance model, the algorithm computes the critical path work at A4 in the serial performance model, as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The algorithm would have updated the entry in both the hash tables corresponding to the location L4-L6, with the work from the step node S2 when the node S2 is traversed. Similarly, the algorithm computes the work and the critical path work at async node A5 in both performance models and updates the entry in the hash table, as shown in Figure 5.2(b).

At finish node F3, the algorithm first computes the critical path work at F3 as the work from step node S3 since it forms the serial path that performs the highest amount of work in F3. Now, using the critical path under F3 from the parallel performance model, the algorithm selects the same path with node S3 as the critical path under F3 in the serial performance model (Figure 5.2(c)). Finally, after traversing the remaining nodes in both the performance models, the algorithm processes the root node F0. Although
the algorithm updates the work in the hash table as it traverses through the performance models, it does not update the critical path work. It updates the critical path work of each static code location that executes on the critical path only after the algorithm computes the set of step nodes on the critical path of the entire program in the root node, as shown in Figure 5.2(d).

5.3.2 Differential Analysis for On-The-Fly Profiling

In the on-the-fly profiling mode, TaskProf does not write the performance models of the serial and parallel executions for post-mortem analysis. Instead, TaskProf constructs the performance model as the program executes, either serially or in parallel, and gathers minimum information from the two models to perform differential analysis. A key challenge in performing differential analysis from on-the-fly profile executions is that TaskProf will not have the entire performance models of the serial and parallel executions available to perform the analysis. In the offline profiling mode, TaskProf re-constructs the serial and parallel performance models after executions and stores the performance models in memory. Since TaskProf has access to the complete performance models of the serial and parallel executions, it can traverse the models concurrently to not only compute the work inflation in the program and at each static source code location, but also compute the inflation on the critical path. Having access to the complete performance models was crucial for identifying the critical path in the parallel performance model and finding the same corresponding path in the serial performance model. Hence, to perform differential analysis from on-the-fly profile executions, we need a strategy to (1) compute the work and critical path work inflation when the entire performance models are not available, and (2) identify the same paths as the critical paths of the parallel and serial executions.

One approach to perform differential analysis on-the-fly is to perform the serial and parallel executions concurrently and compute the work inflation whenever the corresponding nodes in the performance models complete. But such a strategy would defeat the purpose of using the serial execution as the oracle execution since interference with the parallel execution could introduce secondary effects in the serial execution. Moreover,
the parallel execution could experience secondary effects due to concurrent execution with the serial execution. Hence, we have to perform the serial and parallel executions separately and record information from the two executions to perform differential analysis. Unlike the on-the-fly parallelism computation and what-if analyses, which perform the computation as the program executes, differential analysis in the on-the-fly mode performs the computation using information recorded from the two executions. So, what is the minimum information that is necessary from the serial and parallel performance models to perform differential analysis?

To highlight regions in the program that are experiencing secondary effects, TaskProf’s offline differential analysis reports work and critical path work inflation at the granularity of the static code region or spawn site associated with the step nodes. If we record the total work and the work on the critical path of each static code location associated with the step nodes from the serial and parallel performance models, it would be sufficient to perform differential analysis even if the entire performance models are not available. Hence, in the on-the-fly profiling mode, TaskProf aggregates the work and the critical path work at each static source code location during both serial and parallel executions and records the per-static source location work and critical path work in a file at the end of the executions.

To identify work inflation on the critical path, TaskProf does not identify the critical path of the serial execution, but instead identifies the path that is corresponding to the critical path of the parallel execution. Hence, along with the work and the critical path work at each static source code location, TaskProf records the set of step nodes that execute on the critical path from the parallel performance model. This implies that TaskProf has to perform the parallel execution first to record the set of step nodes on the critical path and subsequently use them to identify the corresponding set of step nodes in the serial execution.

In summary, TaskProf’s differential analysis in the on-the-fly profiling mode writes minimal information from the two performance models to a file. TaskProf first executes the program in parallel and constructs the performance model. As the program executes, TaskProf aggregates the work and the critical path work at each static source code
location. Once the parallel execution completes, TaskProf writes the work and the critical path work at each location and the list of step nodes on the critical path to a profile data file. Subsequently, TaskProf executes the program serially and records in a separate profile data file, the total work and the work on the path corresponding to the critical path of the parallel execution. Finally, TaskProf reads the two profile data files, and generates the differential profile that specifies the total work inflation and the work inflation on the critical path of the entire program, and at each static region or spawn site in the program.

**On-The-Fly Differential Analysis Algorithm Description**

Algorithms 15 and 16 present our approach to profile the parallel and serial executions, respectively, to perform differential analysis. In the parallel execution of the input program, TaskProf computes the total work, the critical path work, and the set of step nodes on the critical path of entire program similar to the on-the-fly parallelism computation described in Algorithm 8. Additionally, TaskProf also computes the total work and the work on the critical path at each static source code location in the program.

To perform the computations on the fly, TaskProf tracks four quantities with each node in the performance model. They are - (1) the total work \( w \) performed in the sub-tree under the node, (2) the set of step nodes on the critical path \( CS \) in the sub-tree under the node, (3) the set of step nodes that perform the serial work from step and finish children \( SS \), and (4) the set of step nodes that perform the serial work in the left step and finish siblings \( LS \). TaskProf tracks the three sets of step nodes at each node to determine the set of step nodes that execute on the critical path of the parallel execution. Along with these four quantities, the algorithm maintains a hash table indexed by the static source code location to track the work and critical path work at each static code location.

TaskProf updates the hash table and the four quantities when nodes are added to and removed from the performance model. When a node is added to the performance model, TaskProf initializes the left serial work \( LS \) of the node with the serial work \( SS \) of the parent node(line 5 in Algorithm 15). When a node completes, TaskProf
Algorithm 15: On-the-fly differential analysis computation in the parallel execution when parent node $P$ creates child node $N$, and when $N$ completes.

1 procedure OnNodeCreation($N$, $P$)
2     $N.w \leftarrow 0$ ▷ work
3     $N.CS \leftarrow \emptyset$ ▷ set $CS$ tracks critical path work
4     $N.SS \leftarrow \emptyset$ ▷ set $SS$ tracks serial work
5     $N.LS \leftarrow P.SS$ ▷ set $LS$ tracks left serial work

6 procedure OnNodeCompletion($N$, $P$)
7     $P.w \leftarrow P.w + N.w$
8     if $\sum_{L \in N.LS} L.w + \sum_{C \in N.CS} C.w > \sum_{S \in P.CS} S.w$ then
9         $P.CS \leftarrow N.LS \cup N.CS$
10        if $N$ is a $STEP$ or $FINISH$ node then
11            $P.SS \leftarrow P.SS \cup N.CS$
12        if $N$ is a $STEP$ node then
13            AggregateWork($N$) ▷ Aggregate work at spawn site

summarizes the node’s work, critical path work, and set of step nodes at the parent node. TaskProf adds the work of the node to its parent node (line 7 in Algorithm 15). Then it checks if the node contributes to the critical path under the parent node and updates the set of step nodes that perform the work on the critical path accordingly (lines 8-9 in Algorithm 15). If the node is a finish or a step node, TaskProf has to update the serial set of the parent since the step and finish children execute serially (line 11 in Algorithm 15). After summarizing the work and the critical path work at the parent node, Algorithm 15 updates the hash table maintaining per static source code information. If the node that completes execution is a step node, TaskProf adds the work from the step node to the entry corresponding to the static source code location of the step node in hash table (lines 12-13 in Algorithm 15).

Once the parallel execution of the program completes, the root node of the performance model will have the total work in the program in the $w$ variable, and the step nodes on the critical path in the set $CS$. TaskProf attributes the work from the set of step nodes on the critical path to the corresponding static source code locations in the hash table. Finally, TaskProf records the total work, the work on the critical path,
the set of step nodes on the critical path, and the set of entries in the hash table in the profile data file.

Algorithm 16: On-the-fly differential analysis computation in the oracle execution when parent node $P$ creates child node $N$, and when $N$ completes.

```plaintext
1 procedure OnNodeCreation($N, P$)
2 $N.w \leftarrow 0$ \hspace{1cm} ▷ work
3 $N.CS \leftarrow \emptyset$ \hspace{1cm} ▷ set CS tracks critical path work

4 procedure OnNodeCompletion($N, P, l_p$)
5 $P.w \leftarrow P.w + N.w$
6 if $N$ is a STEP node then
7     if $N \in l_p$ then
8         $N.CS \leftarrow \langle N.r, N.w \rangle$
9     AggregateWork($N$) \hspace{1cm} ▷ Aggregate work at spawn site
10     $P.CS \leftarrow P.CS \cup N.CS$
```

In the serial execution TaskProf does not explicitly compute the set of step nodes executing on the critical path. Instead, it computes step nodes corresponding to the critical path of the parallel execution and the total work, as outlined in Algorithm 16. The algorithm tracks two quantities with each node. They are - (1) the total work ($w$), and (2) the set of step nodes on path corresponding to the parallel critical path ($CS$). The algorithm also maintains a hash table that stores the work and critical path work at each static code location.

TaskProf initializes these quantities for each node that is added to the performance model. When a node completes execution, TaskProf summarizes the work from the node at its parent node (line 5 in Algorithm 16). If the node that completes execution is a step node, TaskProf checks if the node corresponds to any of the input set of step nodes on the critical path of the parallel execution (line 7 in Algorithm 16). If the step node indeed corresponds to the critical path of the parallel execution, TaskProf adds the step node to the set of step nodes $CS$ (line 8 in Algorithm 16). For a step node that completes execution, TaskProf also add the work from the step node to the entry corresponding to the source code location of the step node in the hash table (line 9 in Algorithm 16). After the completion of the serial execution of the program, the root node will have the total work in the program in the $w$ variable, and the step nodes
corresponding to the critical path of the parallel execution in the set $CS$. TaskProf attributes the work from the set $CS$ to the corresponding entries in the hash table. Similar to the on-the-fly parallel profile execution, TaskProf records the total work, the work on the critical path, and the set of entries in the hash table to a profile data file specific to the serial execution. In a post-mortem analysis over the parallel and serial profile data files, TaskProf computes the total work inflation and the work inflation on the critical path of the program, as well as for each static region of code or spawn site in the program.

**Illustration of On-The-Fly Differential Analysis Algorithm**

We illustrate TaskProf’s approach to perform differential analysis in the on-the-fly profiling mode using Figure 5.4. The figure illustrates the updates to the performance model and the per-static location hash table in the parallel and serial execution of the program in Figure 3.2(a) having performance models show in Figure 5.2. The figure shows the changes when nodes S2, S3, A5, A4, and S1 complete their execution.

As nodes S2 and S3 complete in the parallel execution, TaskProf updates the work, and the set of step nodes on the critical path of their parent nodes. Further, since S2 and S3 are step nodes, TaskProf adds the work from the two nodes to the entry corresponding to their static source code location in the hash table, as shown in Figure 5.4(I)(a). When async node A5 completes, TaskProf adds the work in A5 to its parent node and determines if the path through A5 forms the critical path under the parent node. When async node A4 completes, TaskProf performs the same check and finds that the path through A5 containing step node S3 is the critical path since it performs greater work. Since both A4 and A5 are async nodes, TaskProf does not update the hash table after the completion of the two nodes (Figure 5.4(I)(b) and (c)). Finally, after the final node in the sub-tree under the root node S1 completes, the root node F0 contains information about the step nodes on the critical path of the parallel execution. TaskProf uses the set of step nodes on the critical path and updates the entries corresponding their static location in the hash table, as shown in Figure 5.4(I)(d). Subsequently, TaskProf uses the set of step nodes on the critical
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the on-the-fly differential analysis computation using the performance models in Figure 5.2. Figures (I) and (II) show the updates to the performance models and hash tables after the completion of nodes S2 and S3, A5, A4, and S1 during serial and parallel executions, respectively. The nodes and the quantities for the nodes that have already completed are grayed out. The figures omit the parts of the performance model that are not being traversed in the illustration. The changes to the LS and SS quantities in the parallel execution are also not shown.
path of the performance model of the parallel execution to identify the corresponding path in the performance model of the serial execution.

Figure 5.4(II) shows the changes to performance model and the hash table in the serial execution. In the serial execution, TaskProf does not compute the critical path, but checks if each step node belongs to the path corresponding to the critical path in the parallel execution. Therefore, after the completion of step nodes S2 and S3 in Figure 5.4(II)(a), TaskProf adds S3 to the critical path under A5 since S3 is a part of the critical path of the parallel performance model. TaskProf also adds the work from S2 and S3 to the respective parent nodes and the entries in the hash table corresponding to their source code locations. Similarly, after the completion of async nodes A5 and A4 (Figure 5.4(II)(b) and (c)), TaskProf updates the work in their parent nodes to propagate the total work. Finally, after the last node in the sub-tree under the root node S1 completes, the root node F0 contains the set of step nodes that are on the path corresponding to the critical path of the parallel performance model. Using this set, TaskProf updates the critical path work in the entries in the hash table, as shown in Figure 5.4(II)(d).

5.4 Differential Analysis with Multiple Performance Counter Events

Our differential analysis technique measures the inflation in the work at various parts of a task parallel program and highlights regions that are experiencing significant inflation due to secondary effects. To observe the inflation in the work, TaskProf measures work in terms of hardware execution cycles. Hardware execution cycles generally show an increase in the presence of secondary effects, irrespective of the hardware or system resource that is causing secondary effects. For instance, if a program is experiencing secondary effects due to either true or false sharing of cache lines, then there will be an inflation in cycles measured for the program. Similarly, if a program is having reduced locality, or performing greater remote memory accesses either to another socket or a heterogenous accelerator, it will experience an increase in hardware execution cycles. However, while measuring work inflation in cycles can indicate the presence of secondary
effects, providing information about the hardware or system resource that is the likely source of the secondary effects will be beneficial to a programmer.

Modern processors contain hardware performance counters that provide an insight into the execution of a program. These performance counters can record events from various hardware and system components. For instance, performance counters can measure cache misses, cache references, branch misses, page faults, TLB misses, remote memory accesses, and numerous other events from various components. Our idea is that if a program is experiencing secondary effects in the parallel execution due to some component, then along with the work inflation in hardware execution cycles, a performance counter event corresponding to the component will also show inflation. For example, if a program is experiencing secondary effects due to true or false cache sharing, then the parallel execution will show an inflation in the HITM counter which measures the number of cache hits in the modified state. Similarly, if a program is experiencing reduced locality in shared caches due to parallel execution then the counter measuring last level cache misses will show inflation. Also, inflation in the counter measuring remote DRAM accesses can indicate the lack of affinity between the processor producing the data and the one using it. Therefore, in addition to differential analysis with hardware execution cycles, TaskProf can perform differential analysis with any hardware performance counter event that is available on the execution machine.

TaskProf can perform differential analysis with any performance counter event in both the offline and on-the-fly profiling modes. The programmer specifies the set of events to measure as input to TaskProf. In either profiling modes, TaskProf executes the program serially and in parallel for each performance counter event to be measured and compares the two performance models. The measurements from the performance counters are recorded as the work in the step nodes, and TaskProf performs differential analysis in the same approach as shown in Algorithm 13 for offline profiling and Algorithms 15 and 16 for on-the-fly profiling. In either modes, TaskProf generates a profile for each performance counter event highlighting the inflation in the work and the critical path work of the entire program and at the different code regions or spawn sites in the program. Once TaskProf generates the profiles for each performance
counter event specified as input, it produces the complete differential profile that shows the inflation for each counter for the entire program and for each region or spawn site in the program. Figure 5.2(c) shows the differential profile for the program in Figure 3.2(a). It shows the inflation in four performance counters - cycles, HITM, local DRAM accesses, and remote DRAM accesses. From the profile, we can notice that the region L4-L6 is experiencing inflation in the total number of hardware execution cycles and the HITM events. This means that the program is likely experiencing secondary effects due to true or false sharing in the region L4-L6.

TaskProf’s differential analysis, by measuring inflation in work and critical path work for numerous performance counter events at a fine-granularity, provides an insightful technique to identify regions in a program experiencing any kinds of secondary effects and also the possible source of the secondary effects.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we introduce TaskProf’s differential analysis technique to identify parts of a task parallel program that are experiencing secondary effects of parallel execution due to contention in hardware or system resources. Secondary effects are a common cause of performance degradation in task parallel program. They are also hard to detect since they are caused by contention in hardware and system resources. When a program has secondary effects, the parallel execution shows inflation in the total work and work on the critical path over the serial execution. Using TaskProf’s performance model which captures work performed in a program at a fine granularity, our differential analysis technique compares performance models from the serial and parallel executions to highlight regions experiencing secondary effects. We also show that by performing differential analysis over a range of hardware performance counter events, we can identify the hardware or system resources which are possibly the source of the secondary effects.

While TaskProf highlights regions where the secondary effects are seen, these regions could just be the symptoms of the problem. The root cause of the secondary effects in the program could as well be some other region of the program that may be
dominating the hardware or system resource that is the source of the secondary effects. We do not claim that TASKPROF identifies the root cause of the secondary effects. To perform root-cause diagnosis, techniques like blame shifting have been proposed to identify causes lock contention analysis [157], and idleness in hybrid programs [38]. We intend to explore it in the context of root-cause analysis of secondary effects.
Chapter 6
Experimental Evaluation

We have so far presented techniques to compute the parallelism of task parallel programs, identify regions that matter for increasing parallelism through what-if analyses, and identify regions experiencing secondary effects of parallel execution. We have implemented concrete instantiations of these techniques in our profiler, TaskProf. In this chapter, we evaluate the effectiveness and performance of TaskProf on a suite of benchmarks and describe how TaskProf guided us in identifying performance bottlenecks in the benchmarks.

We begin this chapter by providing a detailed description of the prototype implementation of TaskProf (Section 6.1). We then discuss the experimental setup including the system used for our evaluation, the list of benchmarks that we evaluate, and also the runtime settings used in our evaluation (Section 6.2). Then we present our evaluation of TaskProf on the following four parameters: (1) Is TaskProf effective in identifying regions that matter for parallelism and addressing secondary effects? (Section 6.3) (2) How does TaskProf compare with the state-of-the-art profilers that identify parallelism bottlenecks and secondary effects? (Section 6.4) (3) Is TaskProf efficient in profiling task parallel programs with low overhead? (Section 6.5) (4) Is TaskProf useful for average programmers in quickly identifying parts of the program that must be parallelized? (Section 6.6)

6.1 TaskProf Prototype Implementation

We have built a prototype of TaskProf for task parallel programs written using the Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) task parallel library [49]. The prototype is made up of (1) the TaskProf library, (2) analysis tools to perform offline what-if
and differential analyses, and (3) driver tools for on-the-fly what-if and differential analyses. The TaskProf library implements TaskProf’s functionality to profile the input task parallel program in both offline and on-the-fly modes. In the offline mode, the TaskProf library constructs the performance model, and records work measurements in the step nodes, as well as in the regions selected for what-if analyses. It then writes the performance model and work measurements to a profile data file. In the on-the-fly mode, along with constructing the performance model and recording work measurements, the TaskProf library also performs the parallelism, what-if and differential analyses computation. The offline analyses tools re-construct the performance model and implement the functionality to perform what-if and differential analyses. The prototype also includes tools written in Python to repeatedly drive the program execution to perform on-the-fly what-if and differential analyses.

Along with the TaskProf prototype, we also provide an extended TBB library that contains calls to the TaskProf runtime library. Intel TBB provides library functions to create and manage tasks in C++ programs. Underneath, the TBB runtime library uses the randomized work stealing technique to map the tasks to the threads for execution. Similar to the spawn and sync constructs, Intel TBB provides the spawn and wait_for_all functions to create a new task and wait for the child tasks, respectively. In addition to the spawn and wait_for_all functions, Intel TBB implements several generic parallel patterns like parallel for, parallel reduce, parallel invoke, etc., using the spawn and wait_for_all functions. The extended TBB library that we provide overrides these TBB functions to insert calls to the TaskProf library. In addition, the extended TBB library tracks file name and line information at each spawn site to attribute the parallelism from the performance model to the static source code locations.

The TaskProf library uses hardware performance counters to perform fine-grained measurement of various metrics. It uses the perf_events module in Linux to read hardware performance counters. The prototype can use any available hardware performance counter: dynamic instructions, execution cycles, HITM events, local and remote DRAM accesses, last level cache misses, and floating point operation cycles. We have made the entire prototype open-source [176].
Table 6.1: Applications used to evaluate TaskPROF, the benchmark suite each application belongs to, a short description of each application, and the inputs used for evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Suite</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coral</td>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>MIMD Lattice Computation</td>
<td>2^18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>Shock Hydrodynamics problem</td>
<td>1.728M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBBS</td>
<td>comparisonSort</td>
<td>Generic sort</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>integerSort</td>
<td>Sort key-value pairs</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removeDuplicates</td>
<td>Remove duplicate value</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dictionary</td>
<td>Batch dictionary operations</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>suffixArray</td>
<td>Sequence of suffixes</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>Breadth first search</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximalMatching</td>
<td>Maximal Independent Set</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minSpanningForest</td>
<td>Minimumspanningforest</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spanningForest</td>
<td>Spanning tree or forest</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>convexHull</td>
<td>Convex hull computation</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nearestNeighbors</td>
<td>K-nearest neighbors</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delaunay’Triang</td>
<td>Delaunay triangulation</td>
<td>2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delaunayRefine</td>
<td>Delaunay Refinement</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rayCast</td>
<td>Triangle intersection</td>
<td>10M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nBody</td>
<td>Calculate Nbody force</td>
<td>1M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsec</td>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>Stock option pricing</td>
<td>native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>Tracking of a human body</td>
<td>native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>Simulate fluid dynamics</td>
<td>native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>Clustering algorithm</td>
<td>native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>Price a portfolio</td>
<td>native</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Experimental Setup

Our experiments were conducted on a 16-core dual-socket Intel x86-64 2.1Ghz Xeon server with 64 GB DRAM and hyper-threading disabled. The machine has a 32KB data cache, 32KB instruction cache, 256KB L2 cache, and 20MB L3 cache. Each cache line is 64 bytes. We execute each application five times while performing speedup experiments and consider the average execution time. To perform what-if analyses, we use 128 for both anticipated parallelism and possible parallelization factor because we want the application to have large enough parallelism to obtain scalable speedup on a machine with a large number of cores. We use $10 \times$ the average tasking overhead ($k = 10$ in Algorithm 12) as the tasking overhead threshold.
6.2.1 Benchmarks

We present our evaluation on a set of twenty three applications listed in Table 6.1. The applications include the MILCmk and the LULESH applications from the Coral benchmark suite \cite{1}, sixteen applications from the Problem Based Benchmark Suite (PBBS) \cite{152}, and five TBB applications from the Parsec benchmark suite \cite{24}. MILCmk and LULESH applications were originally written in OpenMP. The PBBS applications were written in Cilk. We converted them to use the Intel TBB library.

6.3 Effectiveness in Identifying Performance Bottlenecks

To evaluate TaskProf’s effectiveness in highlighting performance issues due to inadequate parallelism, task runtime overhead and secondary effects, we used TaskProf to profile all the twenty three applications. Table 6.2 provides a summary of the results from profiling all the applications.

Parallelism and Task Runtime Overhead

Table 6.2 shows that the speedup of all the applications is less than 16, which is the number of processors on our evaluation machine. However, the parallelism reported by TaskProf shows that applications that have reasonable parallelism exhibit speedup closer to the scalable speedup ($16 \times$) than applications with lower parallelism. For example, nbody has a parallelism of 126.18. Consequently, it exhibits a high speedup of 12.21$\times$. In contrast, blackscholes, suffix array, and minimum spanning forest applications have low parallelism of 1.39, 6.84, 8.18. Thereby, these applications exhibit low speedups of 1.14$\times$, 2.09$\times$, and 3.49$\times$, respectively.

While most of the twenty three applications have a task runtime overhead of less than 10%, four applications have relatively high task runtime overheads (> 10%) as seen in Table 6.2. Along with highlighting the task runtime overhead in the entire program, TaskProf helped us identify the exact static lines of code corresponding to spawn sites that were experiencing high overhead in all four applications. We designed optimizations to reduce the task runtime overhead in three of the four applications, which we describe
Table 6.2: For each application, we list the initial speedup on a 16-core machine, the logical parallelism, total tasking overhead in the program in contrast to total useful work, the number of regions reported by our what-if analyses to increase the parallelism to 128, and the inflation in work and critical path work in terms of cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Initial speedup</th>
<th>Parallelism</th>
<th>Tasking overhead</th>
<th># of regions reported</th>
<th>Work inflation in cycles</th>
<th>Critical path inflation in cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>2.18X</td>
<td>43.83</td>
<td>40.12%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.21X</td>
<td>3.58X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>4.23X</td>
<td>42.48</td>
<td>7.56%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.02X</td>
<td>4.53X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compSort</td>
<td>4.74X</td>
<td>29.72</td>
<td>2.82%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.32X</td>
<td>1.32X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integerSort</td>
<td>4.97X</td>
<td>35.19</td>
<td>8.27%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.18X</td>
<td>1.06X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remDups</td>
<td>8.11X</td>
<td>48.13</td>
<td>2.61%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.13X</td>
<td>1.08X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary</td>
<td>8.78X</td>
<td>41.29</td>
<td>2.78%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.36X</td>
<td>1.07X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixArray</td>
<td>2.09X</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>6.12%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.32X</td>
<td>1.15X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>6.69X</td>
<td>25.92</td>
<td>3.37%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.22X</td>
<td>1.18X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxIndSet</td>
<td>8.39X</td>
<td>26.65</td>
<td>7.67%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.27X</td>
<td>1.10X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxMatching</td>
<td>9.43X</td>
<td>46.17</td>
<td>7.24%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.21X</td>
<td>1.17X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minSpanForest</td>
<td>3.49X</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>2.11%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.28X</td>
<td>1.16X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spanForest</td>
<td>7.43X</td>
<td>38.17</td>
<td>6.23%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.41X</td>
<td>1.16X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convexHull</td>
<td>8.11X</td>
<td>67.17</td>
<td>3.15%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.59X</td>
<td>1.12X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearestNeigh</td>
<td>4.69X</td>
<td>17.37</td>
<td>7.23%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.48X</td>
<td>1.01X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delTriang</td>
<td>5.91X</td>
<td>58.72</td>
<td>7.24%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.31X</td>
<td>1.43X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delRefine</td>
<td>2.98X</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>3.26%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.58X</td>
<td>1.16X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayCast</td>
<td>9.29X</td>
<td>53.21</td>
<td>21.41%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.34X</td>
<td>1.07X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nBody</td>
<td>12.21X</td>
<td>126.18</td>
<td>16.36%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.12X</td>
<td>1.73X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>1.14X</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.02%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.02X</td>
<td>1.01X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>6.29X</td>
<td>31.16</td>
<td>2.71%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.16X</td>
<td>1.22X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>10.13X</td>
<td>64.42</td>
<td>2.41%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.02X</td>
<td>1.02X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>12.25X</td>
<td>76.86</td>
<td>9.17%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.47X</td>
<td>1.43X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>12.21X</td>
<td>73.75</td>
<td>47.36%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.39X</td>
<td>1.37X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

below in application case studies. We were unable to reduce the tasking overhead in rayCast because the computation to determine the cut-off was closely intertwined with actual computation and it was not straightforward to reduce the tasking overheads.

**Regions Reported by What-If Analyses**

Table 6.2 shows that none of the applications have a logical parallelism of 128. Hence, when we ran TASKPROF’s what-if analyses with an anticipated parallelism of 128, we expected TASKPROF to report regions in all the benchmarks. However, for two applications, convexHull and swaptions, TASKPROF did not report any regions. This
was because parallelizing any region on the critical path would have increased the
task runtime overhead in both the applications beyond the threshold determined by
TaskProf. Hence, these two applications do not have sufficient parallelism for execution
on a 128-core machine for the given input.

While TaskProf reported regions to parallelize in twenty one applications applica-
tions, we were able to design concrete parallelization strategies for regions in nine
applications. TaskProf identifies regions that matter for improving parallelism. How-
ever, it does not determine if the regions can be parallelized. Further, TaskProf also
does not perform automatic parallelization. The programmer has to concretely optimize
the regions reported by TaskProf. We carefully inspected the regions reported by
TaskProf in all the applications and found that only regions in nine applications did not
have dependencies and could be parallelized. We devised various strategies to parallelize
the regions reported by TaskProf ranging from simple techniques like reducing the
task grain size to create more parallelism and parallelizing sequential loops to relatively
complex techniques like parallel reduction and introducing parallel algorithms. We
discuss how TaskProf’s what-if analyses guides us to parallelize the regions in the
application case studies in Section 6.3.1.

Applications with Secondary Effects

Table 6.2 shows that a majority of the twenty one applications are experiencing less than
significant inflation in both the total work and the work on the critical path. However,
two applications, MILCmk and LULESH, show relatively high inflation in both the total
work and the work on the critical path. Using TaskProf’s differential profile, we
were able to identify the regions in the program that were experiencing the secondary
effects. The differential profiles also clearly highlighted the hardware performance counter
metrics that were showing an inflation and thereby, enabled us to design optimizations
to mitigate the secondary effects in these applications.
Table 6.3: Summary of the speedup improvements after addressing the performance issues and the techniques of TaskProf that enabled us to identify the performance issues. We truncate the technique names for brevity. Task overhead stands for task runtime overhead, what-if stands for what-if analyses and diff stands for differential analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Initial Speedup</th>
<th>Speedup after optimization</th>
<th>Technique used to identify performance issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>2.18X</td>
<td>5.92X</td>
<td>task overhead, what-if, diff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nBody</td>
<td>12.21X</td>
<td>14.32X</td>
<td>task overhead, what-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minSpanForest</td>
<td>3.49X</td>
<td>9.92X</td>
<td>what-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixArray</td>
<td>2.09X</td>
<td>7.38X</td>
<td>what-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>6.69X</td>
<td>8.16X</td>
<td>what-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compSort</td>
<td>4.74X</td>
<td>6.41X</td>
<td>what-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spanForest</td>
<td>7.43X</td>
<td>8.34X</td>
<td>what-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delRefine</td>
<td>2.98X</td>
<td>7.13X</td>
<td>what-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>4.23X</td>
<td>5.90X</td>
<td>diff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>12.21X</td>
<td>14.19X</td>
<td>task overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>1.14X</td>
<td>8.15X</td>
<td>what-if</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.1 Improving the Speedup of Applications

We demonstrate the effectiveness of TaskProf by describing the insights provided by TaskProf that enabled us to design code optimizations. Overall, TaskProf enabled us to improve the speedup of eleven applications. Table 6.3 lists the improvement in speedup of each application and the techniques of TaskProf that enabled us to address the performance issues in the applications.

Optimizing MILCmk

The MILCmk program is a scientific application from the LLNL Coral benchmark suite with 5000 lines of optimized code. This application had a speedup of 2.18× on our 16-core evaluation machine. Figure 6.1(a) shows the parallelism and task runtime overhead profile reported by TaskProf. The profile shows that the program has high task runtime overheads (40% of total useful work) and sufficient parallelism (43.83). The program is spending close to one-third of the execution time in orchestrating parallel execution. The profile also showed that six parallel_for calls in the program together account for almost 98% of the task runtime overhead. Figure 6.1(a) shows top three
We carefully analyzed the program and increased the cut-off points for these six `parallel_for` calls until the task runtime overhead was less than 10%. As a result, the speedup increased from $2.18 \times$ to $5.37 \times$.

We subsequently used TaskProf’s what-if analyses with the input anticipated parallelism set to 128. Figure 6.1(b) presents the three regions reported by TaskProf and the parallelism after hypothetically parallelizing these regions. After carefully examining these reported regions, we found that a part of each reported region was serially computing the sum of a large array of numbers. We parallelized a part of these reported regions with the `parallel_reduce` function in the Intel TBB library, which increased the parallelism to 47.27 and the speedup to $5.67 \times$. Figure 6.1(c) reports the parallelism profile after parallelizing these three regions and reducing the task runtime overhead.

Subsequently, we used TaskProf’s differential analyses to determine if the application is experiencing secondary effects. Figure 6.1(d) shows the differential profile, which reports significant inflation with four events (cycles, local HITM events, remote HITM
events, and remote DRAM accesses) in the parallel execution when compared to the serial execution. The differential profile in Figure 6.1(d) shows the inflation in top three parallel_for regions. On examining them, we found that all the parallel_for calls were being made multiple times in a sequential loop. An inflation in remote DRAM accesses in the differential analysis profile led us to suspect that TBB’s work stealing scheduler was likely mapping tasks operating on the same data items from multiple invocations of the parallel_for to different processors. We explored techniques to maintain affinity between the data and the processor performing computations on the same data over multiple invocations of a parallel_for call. We used TBB’s affinity partitioner that provides best-effort affinity by mapping the iterations of parallel_for to the same thread that executed it previously. We changed the six parallel_for calls to use TBB’s affinity partitioner. Figure 6.1(c) shows the differential profile after this optimization. It shows a significant decrease for all the four performance counter events. The profile still shows some inflation because the affinity partitioner is a best-effort technique. After this optimization, the speedup of the program improved from 5.67× to 5.92×.

In summary, TaskProf’s what-if analyses and differential analyses helped us increase the speedup of MILCmk from 2.18× to 5.92×. The parallelism of the program after all the optimizations also increased from 43.83 to 47.27. Increasing the parallelism further would have resulted in the overhead from creating tasks dominating the execution.

**Optimizing nBody**

The nBody application takes an array of 3-D points as input and computes the gravitational force vector of each point due to all other points. The initial speedup on our 16-core evaluation machine was 12.21×. The parallelism profile (Figure 6.2(a)) generated by TaskProf shows that the program has high parallelism of 126.18. However, the profile also reports a relatively high task runtime overhead of 16.36% of total useful work and three spawn sites corresponding to parallel_for calls accounting for 90% of this task runtime overhead. The profile in Figure 6.2(a) shows two such parallel_for calls at CK.C:300, CK.C:289. On careful examination of the code, we observed that these
**Figure 6.2:** The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for nBody application.

`parallel_for` calls were nested within other parallel tasks and they were using TBB’s default partitioner, which was partitioning the iteration sub-optimally. We changed the code to use a simple partitioner and increased the cut-off until there was reduction in the task runtime overhead. Eventually, we reduced the task runtime overhead to 4.78% and the speedup increased to 13.88×.

Subsequently, the TaskProf’s what-if analyses identified a region of the code that when parallelized can increase the parallelism to 202.16 (see Figure 6.2(b)). The region corresponds to the body of a `parallel_for` call at CK.C:675, which performs close to 80% of the work on the critical path (see Figure 6.2(a)). We decreased the cut-off to reduce the serial work done by the body of the `parallel_for` call at CK.C:675. Figure 6.2(c) reports that the parallelism of the program improved to 168.93 and the task runtime overhead reduced to 4.78% (Figure 6.2(c)). The speedup of the program improved from 12.21× to 14.32×. In summary, we had to increase the cut-off for some spawn sites and decrease the cut-off with a few others to improve speedup. TaskProf enabled us resolve the trade-off between parallelism and task runtime overhead.

**Optimizing minSpanningForest**

The minimum spanning forest program in the PBBS suite is a parallel implementation of Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm. The initial speedup of the program is 3.49× over the serial execution. Figure 6.3(a) presents the parallelism profile generated by TaskProf, which reports the program has a parallelism of 8.18. Our what-if
Figure 6.3: The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for minimum spanning forest application.

analyses identified three regions that can be parallelized to increase parallelism to 54.83 (Figure 6.3(b)) without increasing tasking overheads. On examining the source code for the two regions in MST.C, we found that the regions were performing a serial sort. We replaced them with a parallel sort function, which increased the parallelism to 33.12 from 8.18. The third region reported by TaskProf’s what-if analyses contained a function that was partitioning edges into multiple blocks. We parallelized the function by recursively spawning tasks and partitioning the edges in parallel. After this optimization, the parallelism of the program increased to 52.16 (Figure 6.3(c)) and the speedup of the program increased to 9.92×.

Figure 6.4: The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for suffix array application.

Optimizing suffixArray

The suffix array program from the PBBS suite takes a set of strings and computes the sorted sequence of all suffixes of the input strings. When we executed the program
Figure 6.5: The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for breadth first search application.

on our 16-core execution machine it had a low initial speedup of $2.09 \times$ over the serial execution. The parallelism profile generated by TaskProf indicated a low parallelism of 6.84 (see Figure 6.4(a)). Our what-if analyses identified two regions of the program that can increase the parallelism to 68.36 (Figure 6.4(b)). The first region pointed to a merge function that combined results from the parallel suffix computation using recursive divide and conquer. The second region was performing a transpose function to divide the input string into multiple blocks using recursive divide and conquer. We parallelized both these regions by recursively spawning tasks. After parallelizing them, the parallelism of the program improved to 61.31 (Figure 6.4(c)). The speedup of the program increased from the original $2.09 \times$ to $7.38 \times$ on a 16-core machine.

**Optimizing breadthFirstSearch**

The breadth first search program in PBBS computes the breadth-first-search tree given a connected undirected graph. The program has a speedup of $6.69 \times$ and a parallelism of 25.92 (Figure 6.5(a)). TaskProf’s what-if analyses reported three regions that can be hypothetically parallelized to improve the parallelism of the program to 66.07 (Figure 6.5(b)). Among the three regions reported by TaskProf, we were able to design concrete optimizations for two regions.

The breadth first search program performs multiple copy and delete operations on the input graph. TaskProf’s what-if analyses highlighted two regions within the copy and delete functions as the regions that will improve the parallelism of the program. In
Figure 6.6: The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for comparison sort application.

The copy operation, the program creates a new set of vertices and initializes the neighbors of each vertex sequentially in a for loop. We parallelized the for loop that was initializing the neighbors sequentially, using TBB’s `parallel_for` function. Similarly, in the delete operation the program was sequentially deallocating all the vertices in the graph. We parallelized the sequential loop in the delete function after determining that the vertices can be deallocated safely in parallel. After the two optimizations, the parallelism of the program increased from 25.92 to 41.12 (Figure 6.5(c)) and the speedup increased from 6.69× to 8.16×.

**Optimizing comparisonSort**

The comparison sort program in the PBBS benchmark suite implements a parallel algorithm to sort a sequence of elements given an arbitrary comparison function. The initial speedup of the program is 4.74× over the serial execution. Figure 6.6(a) presents the parallelism profile generated by TaskProf which reports the program has a parallelism of 28.32. TaskProf’s what-if analyses identifies a single region that can be parallelized to increase parallelism to 58.38 (Figure 6.6(b)). On examining region reported by TaskProf’s what-if analyses, we noticed that the region was sequentially partitioning the elements into separate blocks. We parallelized the region by recursively spawning tasks in parallel, where each task handled the partitioning of a chunk of elements. After this optimization, the parallelism of the program increased to 49.37 (Figure 6.6(c)) and the speedup of the program increased to 6.41×.
Figure 6.7: The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for spanning forest application.

Optimizing spanningForest

The spanning forest application in PBBS implements a parallel greedy algorithm to find the spanning forest from an undirected graph. The initial speedup of this program was $7.43\times$ over the serial execution. TASKPROF’s parallelism profile (Figure 6.7(a)) showed that the program has a parallelism of 38.17. TASKPROF’s what-if analyses (Figure 6.7(b)) reported a single region in the program that would increase the parallelism to 54.12 if parallelized. The region highlighted by TASKPROF was computing the maximum entries of two vector sequentially. Since finding the maximum of a vector is an associative operation, we used Intel TBB’s `parallel_reduce` function to divide the vectors in multiple chunks, compute the maximum of each chunk in parallel, and combine the results of each individual chunk to obtain the maximum of the two vectors. This optimization increased the parallelism of the program to 54.12 (Figure 6.7(c)) and the speedup improved to $8.34\times$. We also separately measured the execution time of the region before and after optimization. Interestingly, the execution time of the specific region improved by $6.45\times$ after our optimization.

Optimizing DelaunayRefinement

The delaunay refinement PBBS application takes a set of triangles that form a delaunay triangulation and produces a new triangulation such that no triangle has an angle less than a threshold value. TASKPROF’s parallelism profile for this program reports a parallelism of 16.17 (see Figure 6.8(a)) and it had a speedup of $2.98\times$. TASKPROF’s
Figure 6.8: The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for delaunay refinement application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Parallel -ism</th>
<th>Tasking overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.C:249</td>
<td>44.81</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.C:260</td>
<td>53.18</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.C:273</td>
<td>31.35</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasking overhead : 3.26%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Parallel factor</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ref.C:149-175</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.C:260-273</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>ref.C:249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ref.C:336-366</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>ref.C:273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.9: (a) The differential profile for LULESH showing the inflation in cycles, last level cache misses, local DRAM, and remote DRAM accesses. (b) The profile after reducing the secondary effects at lulesh.c:2823 and lulesh.c:2847.

what-if analyses reported three regions (see Figure 6.8(b)) that would increase the parallelism of the program to 54.32 on parallelization. On carefully inspecting the source code, we found that the identified regions were sequentially processing disjoint sets vertices of the triangles using a for loop. Since these vertices could be safely processed in parallel, we replaced the sequential for loops in all the three regions with TBB’s parallel_for calls. This optimization improved the parallelism to 52.57 (see Figure 6.8(c)) and the speedup increased from 2.98× to 7.13×.

Optimizing LULESH

LULESH [94] is an application developed at Lawrence Livermore National Labs and is widely used to model hydrodynamics in scientific applications. The program had a speedup of 4.23× on our 16-core machine. The parallelism of the program was 42.48. We wanted to understand the reason behind low speedup even when the program has a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Parallel -ism</th>
<th>Tasking overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>73.75</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HJM_SimPath.cpp:135</td>
<td>38.74</td>
<td>82.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HJM_Securities.cpp:297</td>
<td>74.21</td>
<td>17.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tasking overhead:</strong></td>
<td>47.36% of total work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Initial parallelism profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Parallel -ism</th>
<th>Tasking overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>49.77</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HJM_SimPath.cpp:135</td>
<td>18.29</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HJM_Securities.cpp:297</td>
<td>48.39</td>
<td>52.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tasking overhead:</strong></td>
<td>6.74% of total work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Final parallelism profile

Figure 6.10: (a) The parallelism profile for swaptions that highlights high tasking overhead. (b) The profile after reducing the tasking overhead by increasing the grain size at HJM_SimPath.cpp:135.

parallelism of 42.48. We profiled the program with TaskProf’s differential analysis. Figure 6.9(a) shows the differential profile generated by TaskProf. Overall, the program has $4.02 \times$ inflation in cycles when compared to serial execution. The inflation in the critical path is also relatively high at $4.02 \times$ (see Table 6.2). The profile also shows significant inflation in last level cache misses and remote memory accesses. The profile highlights two parallel_for calls (llesh.c:2823 and llesh.c:2847 in Figure 6.9(a)) for having high inflation in last level cache (LLC) misses and remote DRAM accesses. Further, these parallel_for calls were performing almost 30% of the work on the critical path. Since these regions had high inflation in LLC misses, we checked whether the working set of the program was larger than the LLC during parallel execution. We noticed that both the parallel_for regions were performing computations on two large arrays. Accessing the arrays in parallel was causing a large number of last level cache misses. We rearranged the computation to reduce the working set size while ensuring that the transformation was correct. Figure 6.9(b) shows the reduction in inflation for all events after this optimization. The optimization improved the speedup of the program to $5.9 \times$.

**Optimizing swaptions**

The swaptions program from the Parsec benchmark suite has an initial speedup of $12.21 \times$ on our 16-core machine. Although this program has relatively higher speedup, the profiler reported that the program has a tasking overhead of 47.36% (Figure 6.10(a)).
Figure 6.11: The initial parallelism profile, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for blackscholes application.

The parallelism profile generated by TaskProf highlights the parallel_for call at HJM_SimPath.cpp:135, which accounts for more than 80% of the tasking overhead. On examining the code, we found that the cut-off for recursive decomposition was too small. We increased the cut-off with the help of TaskProf until the overall tasking overhead reduced to less than 10%. Figure 6.10(b) presents the parallelism profile after reducing the tasking overhead. The speedup of the program increased to 14.19×. TaskProf’s what-if analyses subsequently reported that the program cannot be parallelized any further without increasing the tasking overhead.

Optimizing blackscholes

The blackscholes application from the PARSEC suite [24] computes the price of a portfolio of options using partial differential equations. The initial speedup in the program was 1.14× over the serial execution. TaskProf’s parallelism profile indicates that blackscholes has low parallelism of 1.39 (see Figure 6.11(a)). This program has a single parallel_for that has reasonable parallelism of 51.23. TaskProf’s what-if analyses in Figure 6.11(b) highlights two regions that must be parallelized to reach a maximum parallelism 59.27. Our examination of the code for the two regions revealed that the regions were reading and writing serially. We split the input and output into multiple files and parallelized the input and output operations which increased the parallelism to 41.21 (Figure 6.11(c)) and the speedup increased from 1.14× to 8.15×.
Figure 6.12: For all applications we sped up using TaskProf, graph shows the increase in the speedup after optimization over the original speedup (speedup after optimization/original speedup) for executions with 2, 4, 8, and 16 threads. An increase in speedup greater than 1X implies that optimization sped up the execution.

**Speedup Improvements on Varying Thread Counts**

While all the programs we optimized improve the speedup in the execution with sixteen threads, we also evaluate if the optimizations improve speedup on varying number of threads. Figure 6.12 shows the increase in the speedup after optimization over the original speedup for all the programs we sped up using TaskProf. For each program, the figure shows four bars representing the increase in speedup on executions with two, four, eight, and sixteen threads. We compute the increase in speedup as the ratio of the speedup after optimization over the original speedup on a execution with a given number of threads. Hence an increase in speedup that is greater than 1× indicates that the optimization improved the speedup for the execution.

Figure 6.12 shows that the optimizations do not slowdown the programs on any number of threads, since the increase in speedup for all the programs is at least 1×. Although, in executions with lesser number of threads (two or four threads), most of the programs show a nominal increase in speedup. This is because the programs before optimization have sufficient parallelism to achieve scalable speedup on execution with lesser number of threads, and introducing the optimizations does not increase the speedup significantly. For programs like suffix array, delaunay refinement, and
Table 6.4: The parallelism computed and the number of regions identified by TaskProf while executing each application using 4 threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Parallelism</th>
<th>No. of regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>51.27</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>49.14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compSort</td>
<td>28.26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integerSort</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remDups</td>
<td>46.29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary</td>
<td>40.79</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixArray</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxIndSet</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxMatching</td>
<td>47.24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minSpanForest</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spanForest</td>
<td>38.71</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convexHull</td>
<td>68.26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearestNeigh</td>
<td>16.35</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delTriang</td>
<td>58.45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delRefine</td>
<td>17.28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayCast</td>
<td>51.68</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nBody</td>
<td>128.24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>31.45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>64.16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>74.26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>74.13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

blackscholes, which have relatively lower parallelism the execution with lesser number threads (two and four threads) shows a significant increase in speedup.

Among all the programs that we sped up, six programs show a near constant increase in speedup for executions with increasing number of threads. For all of these programs, the speedup of the original program scaled similar to the speedup of the program after optimization. In contrast, for programs like suffix array and blackscholes the increase in speedup scales as the number of threads are increased. This is because the speedup in the programs before optimization does not scale with the number of threads. In addition to increasing the speedup in these programs, the optimizations we implemented with insights from TaskProf enabled the programs to attain scalable speedup.
6.3.2 Identifying Scalability Bottlenecks with Lower Thread Counts

TaskProf’s parallelism computation and what-if analyses provide the programmer the ability to profile the program on a given number of processors and identify scalability bottlenecks that can occur when the program is executed on a larger number of processors. To evaluate the effectiveness of TaskProf in identifying scalability bottlenecks, we profiled all the twenty-three applications on the same sixteen-core machine but restricted the execution to four cores.

Table 6.4 presents the parallelism measured and the number of regions identified by TaskProf when the applications are executed with four threads. The table shows that the parallelism computed by TaskProf when executed with four threads is similar to the parallelism computed with sixteen threads for most of the applications. The parallelism of two applications, MILCmk and LULESH, is slightly higher for the execution with four threads than the execution with sixteen threads (see Table 6.2 for parallelism on sixteen threads). The two applications have higher parallelism in the execution with four threads because the four-threaded execution is not experiencing the secondary effects that are present in the execution with sixteen threads. The secondary effects in the execution with sixteen threads are causing an inflation in the total work and a higher inflation in the critical path work, which results in the parallelism being lower than the four-thread execution.

We ran TaskProf’s what-if analyses on all the applications using four threads with the anticipated parallelism set to 128 (same as the execution with sixteen threads). In all the applications except nBody, TaskProf’s what-if analyses identified the same number of regions in the four-threaded execution as the execution with sixteen threads (see Table 6.4). The parallelism of nBody in the four-thread execution increases slightly over the parallelism in the sixteen-thread execution, which results in the parallelism being greater than the anticipated parallelism of 128. Since, the parallelism measured in the four-thread execution is already greater than the anticipated parallelism, TaskProf’s what-if analyses does not report any regions.
**Effectiveness Summary**

The case studies demonstrate that TaskProf is effective in identifying the parts of the program that are the performance bottlenecks in task parallel programs. We show that TaskProf identifies scalability bottlenecks by profiling the programs on smaller numbers of processors and identifying the bottlenecks that occur in an execution with a larger number of processors. TaskProf provided us simple, yet, crucial insights into the performance of the programs that were profiled and directly guided us to the code optimization that we eventually implemented. Overall, TaskProf enabled us to quantify the logical parallelism of programs, find sources of task runtime overhead, and identify parts of a program that matter for improving the parallelism and addressing secondary effects.

6.4 Evaluation with Other Profilers

To highlight the effectiveness of TaskProf, we also evaluated all applications with three other profilers: Coz [51], Intel Advisor [47], and Intel VTune Amplifier [48].

6.4.1 Evaluation with Coz

Coz is a profiler for multi-threaded programs that quantifies the possible speedup of the program from optimizing a line of code in the program. Coz highlights the lines of code that speed up the program as the parts of the program that matter for optimization. Coz provides three modes for profiling applications: (1) end-to-end sampling, (2) latency profiling, and (3) throughput profiling. In the end-to-end profiling mode, Coz profiles the entire program execution and reports the lines of code in the program that have the most impact on the speedup of the entire program. In the throughput and the latency profiling modes, the programmer is required to annotate the input program with *progress points* that represent the primary functionality of the program (for *e.g.*, the primary for loop in a program). Coz treats the progress points as proxies for the whole program speedup. In the throughput profiling mode, Coz reports the lines of code that impact the speedup based on the change in the rate of visits (throughput) to a progress point.
Table 6.5: Summary of the results from profiling all applications with Coz in end-to-end, throughput, and latency profiling modes. For each profiling mode, table shows the number of profiling runs, the number of lines highlighted, and the speedup estimated by Coz. Negative speedup indicates that Coz estimated a slowdown from optimizing the corresponding lines. For applications that did not report any lines to optimize after 90 runs, the entry for the number of lines highlighted is set to 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>End-to-end profiling mode</th>
<th>Throughput profiling mode</th>
<th>Latency profiling mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of runs</td>
<td>No. of lines</td>
<td>Speedup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compSort</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integerSort</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remDup</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixArray</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxIndSet</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxMatching</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minSpanForest</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spanForest</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convexHull</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearestNeigh</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delTriang</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delRefine</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayCast</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nBody</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the latency profiling mode, Coz reports the lines of code that impact the speedup based on the change in the latency between progress points.

Table 6.5 presents the results from profiling all the twenty three applications with Coz. For each profiling mode, it shows the number of profiling runs taken by Coz to produce a profile, the number of lines of code highlighted in the profile, and the maximum speedup or slowdown estimated by Coz from optimizing the highlighted lines. To generate a profile with Coz in any profiling mode, we had to execute the input program with Coz at least 20 times and in many cases up to 90 times. We were unable to generate a profile for the spanning forest (in end-to-end and throughput modes) and convex hull (in throughput and latency modes) applications even after 90 executions with Coz.
In the end-to-end profiling mode, Coz highlights 1-4 lines of code in all applications as the parts of the program that either increase the speedup or cause a slowdown on optimization. In most applications where Coz identifies an increase in the speedup, it estimates an increase in the speedup between 1-8%. On examining the lines of code highlighted by Coz, we found that the changes required to optimize the lines would modify the program’s output. For instance, in the convex hull application Coz highlights a parallel for loop that initializes a large array to zero based on a condition (if statement). But, optimizing the parallel for loop with a call to memset was not feasible since elements in the array that were initialized to zero were not consecutive. Furthermore, in most of the applications the lines highlighted by Coz did not belong to the regions highlighted by TaskProf’s what-if analyses. In swaptions, Coz identifies a line of code in the parallel for loop that TaskProf highlighted as having high task runtime overhead (see Figure 6.10(a)). The goal of Coz is to identify lines of code that matter in increasing the speedup. In contrast to Coz, TaskProf provides additional feedback about the factors affecting the speedup like task runtime overhead, which are useful in designing concrete optimizations.

Subsequently, we profiled the applications with Coz in both the latency and the throughput profiling modes by placing progress points in the regions where the programs are performing their primary computation. The latency profiles generated by Coz showed a slowdown for most of the applications with the remove duplicates program showing the maximum slowdown of 80%. For six applications, the latency profiles showed a nominal increase in the speedup in the range of 1-3%. In the throughput profiling mode, Coz reports an increase in speedup for all of the applications. In five applications, BFS, suffix array, delaunay refinement, blackscholes, and swaptions, the lines highlighted by Coz lie within the regions identified by TaskProf’s what-if analyses. However, the estimated speedup reported by Coz was lesser than the actual speedup we achieved after parallelizing the regions. For instance, Coz reported a speedup of 20% for the suffix array program. However, we improved the speedup by 253% when we concretely parallelized the region reported by TaskProf.
Table 6.6: Summary of the results from evaluating all applications with Intel Advisor. For each application, the table presents the number of regions highlighted by Intel Advisor, the speedup predicted by Intel Advisor on parallelizing the regions highlighted by it, and if parallelizing the regions highlighted by Intel Advisor improved the actual speedup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>No. of regions</th>
<th>Predicted speedup</th>
<th>Did parallelization increase speedup?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compSort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integerSort</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remDups</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixArray</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxIndSet</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxMatching</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minSpanForest</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spanForest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convexHull</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearestNeigh</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delTriang</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delRefine</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayCast</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nBody</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the goal of Coz is to measure the effect of optimizing a line of code on the overall speedup of the program. In optimizing a line, Coz does not consider other effects on the performance like adding parallelism, reducing task runtime overheads, and addressing secondary effects. Further, Coz estimates the speedup from optimizing lines individually. In our experiments with TaskProf, we found that optimizing regions of code in isolation may not increase the parallelism and the speedup of the program. The programmer will have to optimize multiple regions together to increase the speedup.
6.4.2 Evaluation with Intel Advisor

Intel Advisor is an analysis tool for tuning the performance of both multi-threaded programs and task parallel programs. It consists of a survey analysis that reports the regions in the program that consume the highest amount of time. Based on the regions reported by the initial survey analysis, programmers can select certain regions of code and assess the impact of parallelizing the regions on the speedup of the program. The programmer can use annotations to specify the selected regions to Intel Advisor. Intel Advisor reports the estimated speedup from parallelizing the annotated region on systems with various processor counts. Further, Intel Advisor checks the suitability of the region of code for optimization to address load imbalance, lock contention, or runtime overheads.

We first ran Intel Advisor’s survey analysis on all the applications to identify the regions that consume the highest amount of time. Table 6.6 shows the number of regions reported by Intel Advisor for each application. In all the applications, Intel Advisor reported serial and parallel for loops as the most time consuming parts of the program. To identify the loops that matter for parallelization, we annotated the loops and executed the programs with Intel Advisor to check if the annotated regions improve the speedup on parallelization. Intel Advisor reported a speedup in range of 18-81% on parallelizing the loops reported by the initial survey analysis (see Table 6.6). On examining the for loops we found that the serial for loops in all the applications, except comparison sort, were not parallelizable due to existing dependencies across loop iterations. Except the parallel for loop reported in nBody, further parallelizing all the other parallel for loops did not increase the actual speedup of the programs. The loops reported in nBody and comparison sort by Intel Advisor were the same regions that we identified using TaskProf’s what-if analyses. All other loops reported by Intel Advisor were not the regions highlighted by TaskProf’s what-if analyses.

Subsequently, we annotated the regions identified by TaskProf’s what-if analyses to obtain an estimate of the improvement in speedup of the program on parallelizing the regions identified by TaskProf. Of the nine applications that had parallelism bottlenecks, Intel Advisor reports a speedup in the range 28%-65% for five applications (applications
BFS, suffixArray, spanForest, compSort, and nBody). If the annotations are within loops, Intel Advisor predicts a reasonable speedup (e.g., nBody application). For the remaining four applications Intel Advisor reports a nominal speedup in the range of 1%-6% (MILCmk, LULESH, delRefine, and blackscholes). The annotated regions in these programs were serial sections of the program between the parallel loops, which we eventually parallelized by recursively spawning parallel tasks. Overall, we found that Intel Advisor’s speedup prediction is useful if the annotated regions are within loops and are also hot-spots in the program. If the annotated regions involved serial sections which can be parallelized by other approaches like recursive fork-join, Intel Advisor can underestimate the speedup from optimization.

6.4.3 Evaluation with Intel VTune

Intel VTune Amplifier is a comprehensive commercial profiler that identifies various sources of performance inefficiencies in parallel programs. VTune uses sampling to profile the input program and identify the hot-spots in the program, which are the regions in the program where the program execution spends the most time. In addition to identifying the hot-spots, VTune indicates if the input program is experiencing low parallelism, high task scheduling overhead, and secondary effects.

Table 6.7 shows the results from profiling all the applications with VTune. It specifies the number of regions reported by VTune, and indicates if VTune flagged the program as having low parallelism, high task scheduling overhead and high secondary effects. When VTune profiles an application, it identifies hot-spots in the entire application including in any runtime libraries that are used by the application. We found that the hot-spots reported by VTune profiles in all applications include regions that belong to runtime libraries like the Intel TBB library, and libc. Reporting regions other than application program is not useful and can often mislead the programmer.

Among the twenty three applications, VTune identifies that thirteen applications have low parallelism (see Table 6.7). However, the parallelism measured by VTune is based on the CPU utilization during a specific execution and does not measure the logical parallelism expressed in the program. To address performance issues due to low
Table 6.7: Performance bottlenecks and hotspots reported by Intel VTune. For each application, the table uses a checkmark (✓) to indicate if Intel VTune reports low parallelism, high task scheduling overhead, or high secondary effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Hotspots</th>
<th>Low parallelism</th>
<th>High scheduling overhead</th>
<th>High secondary effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILCmk</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULESH</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compSort</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integerSort</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remDups</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dictionary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixArray</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxIndSet</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxMatching</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minSpanForest</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spanForest</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convexHull</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearestNeigh</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delTriang</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delRefine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayCast</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nBody</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

parallelism, VTune identifies the hotspots in the program. However, optimizing the hot-spots, which were primarily `parallel_for` parts of the code did not improve the speedup for the programs.

Of the three applications that TaskProf reported as having high task runtime overhead, VTune identified the scheduling overhead in two out of the three applications. It did not identify the scheduling overhead in nBody. Intel VTune reports that eleven out of the twenty-three applications are experiencing some kind of secondary effects (see Table 6.7). While VTune highlighted various causes for the secondary effects in the programs, it did not provide specific code regions that were experiencing the secondary effects. Overall, VTune is a useful tool to identify hot-spots, secondary effects, and
scheduling overheads. However, it does not report whether optimizing these hot-spots matter in improving parallelism or speedup of the program. Further, it does not provide feedback about the specific regions in the program that are experiencing secondary effects.

6.5 Efficiency in Profiling

In this section, we evaluate the performance and efficiency of TaskProf using the set of twenty three applications listed in Table 6.1. To evaluate the efficiency of TaskProf, we measure the execution time overhead and memory overhead in profiling all the applications with TaskProf. We measure the overheads in the parallel as well as the serial executions since TaskProf executes the input programs serially and in parallel to perform what-if and differential analyses. For all the timing and resident memory measurements, we execute the program five times and consider the average of the five executions.

In evaluating the efficiency of TaskProf, we measure the overheads from both the offline and the on-the-fly profiling techniques. In the offline profiling mode, we measure the overhead from constructing the performance model, measuring work using hardware performance counters, and writing the performance model to a file. In the online mode, in addition to constructing the performance model and measuring the work using hardware performance counters, we also perform the parallelism and what-if analyses computations. Our goal is to ascertain the extra overhead added by the on-the-fly computation over merely measuring the work in the offline profiling mode.

6.5.1 Execution Time Overhead

Figure 6.13 shows the execution time overhead of profiling all the applications in parallel over the baseline parallel execution of the applications without any profiling. We measured the overhead while executing the program in parallel using 16 threads on our evaluation machine. For each application, the figure shows two bars. One, showing the overhead of the offline profiling mode, and the other showing the overhead of the
on-the-fly profiling mode. Smaller bars are better as they represent lower execution time overheads. The mean overhead of TaskProf’s offline and on-the-fly profiling modes are 2.13× and 2.71×, respectively. As expected, the overhead of the on-the-fly profiling mode is greater than the offline profiling mode, since the on-the-fly mode performs computation to measure the parallelism and perform what-if and differential analyses while profiling. However, with only a nominal increase in overhead, the on-the-fly analysis enables TaskProf to profile large applications, which would not have been possible with the offline mode which requires the entire performance model to be written to disk.

Although the mean execution time overhead of all the applications is lesser than 3×, two applications (LULESH, and swaptions) have overhead greater than 5×. The performance model for these applications contains a relatively large number of nodes (greater than a 100 million nodes in contrast with a 100 thousand nodes in the other applications). However, the overhead in these applications is not from constructing the relatively large performance model. Rather, it is from starting and stopping the hardware performance counter measurement relatively frequently at the starting and ending every async and step node in the performance model.

The largest component of the execution time overhead in the applications is from using the perf_event API to measure the work in every step node and async node. In
Figure 6.14: Execution time performance overhead of the serial execution of TaskProf’s offline and on-the-fly profiling compared to the serial baseline execution without any profiling.

In fact, we measured the overhead with just measuring the work in the step nodes and without measuring the task creation work in the async nodes. The average execution time overhead by measuring just the work in the step nodes reduced from $2.71 \times$ to $1.56 \times$. Hence, we provide a command-line option to measure just the work in the step nodes if the programmer is just interested in knowing the parallelism of a program.

Figure 6.14 shows the execution time overhead of profiling the applications serially over the baseline serial execution of the applications without any profiling. To measure the execution time overhead of the serial execution, we perform the same amount of computation and spawn the same number of tasks as the parallel execution, but execute the program using a single thread. The geometric mean of the overhead of the offline and on-the-fly serial executions are $2.01 \times$ and $2.5 \times$, respectively. The mean execution time overhead of the serial profile execution is slightly lesser than the mean execution time of the parallel profile execution. This is because of two factors. (1) Our implementation uses a lock to synchronize the transfer of a performance model node from the thread that is creating the node to the thread that is actually executing the task corresponding to the created node. The threads can be different because of randomized mapping of tasks to threads by the runtime scheduler. (2) Our implementation of the on-the-fly profiler uses atomic variables to maintain the quantities on each node of the performance model.
To measure the memory overhead of a program execution, we use the `proc` utility available on Unix-based systems to read the resident memory set size. Figure 6.15 shows the memory overhead of profiling the applications in parallel over the baseline parallel execution without profiling. For each application, the figure shows two bars which represent the memory overheads in the offline and the on-the-fly profiling modes. The mean memory overhead of the offline profiler is $1.12 \times$ and that of the on-the-fly profiler is $1.22 \times$. The memory overhead of the on-the-fly profiler is slightly higher than the overhead of the offline profiler since the on-the-fly profiler maintains data with each node in the performance model to perform the parallelism computation.

Among all the applications, only the `swaptions` application has a relatively high overhead of $2.6 \times$. While the performance model for `swaptions` has a large number of
Figure 6.16: Memory overhead of the serial execution of TaskProf’s offline and on-the-fly profiling compared to the serial baseline execution without any profiling.

nodes (144 million), a majority of these nodes are created in two parallel_for calls. Hence, a large fraction of the nodes in the performance model is resident in memory together, which is causing the high memory overhead. Other applications like LULESH and MILC.mkl have a low memory overhead despite having a large number of nodes in their respective performance model. This is because the nodes in the performance models are spread over multiple parallel_for calls and only a small fraction is resident in memory together.

Figure 6.16 shows the memory overhead of profiling the applications serially over the baseline serial execution of the applications without any profiling. The geometric mean of the memory overhead of the offline and on-the-fly serial executions are 1.11× and 1.22×, respectively. The low memory perturbation of the serial profile execution in both the modes makes it an ideal approximation for the oracle execution.

6.6 Usability Study with Programmers

We conducted a user study to evaluate the usability of TaskProf’s what-if analyses with average programmers. The user study had thirteen participants: twelve graduate students and one senior undergraduate student. Among all the participants, two students had 4+ years of experience in parallel programming, five students had some prior experience, four students had passing knowledge, and two students had no prior experience with parallel
programming. The total duration of the user study was four hours. To ensure that every student had some knowledge in parallel programming, we provided a 2-hour tutorial on task parallelism, and on writing and debugging task parallel programs using Intel TBB. We gave multiple examples to demonstrate parallelism bottlenecks and described various ways in which parallelism bottlenecks can manifest in task parallel programs.

After the tutorial, the participants were given a total of four applications and were asked to identify parallelism bottlenecks without using TaskProf in a one hour time period. Among them, three applications — minSpanForest, convexHull, and blackscholes — were from Table 6.1 and one application was a simple treesum program that spawned recursive tasks to compute the sum of all the values in the nodes of the tree. We chose these applications as they had varying levels of difficulty in diagnosing parallelism bottlenecks. We asked the participants to identify the static region of code in the programs causing low parallelism and record the time they spent in analyzing each program. The participants were simply required to identify the bottlenecks and were not required to design any optimization to speed up the programs. Some participants used gprof [72] and others used fine-grained wall clock based timing for assistance. At the end of the time period, twelve of them did not correctly identify parallelism bottlenecks in any of the four applications. One participant, who had 4+ years of experience in parallel programming, identified the bottleneck in one (minSpanForest) application.

Subsequently after the first part, we gave a brief tutorial of TaskProf’s what-if analyses on a simple example program. The participants were then asked to identify bottlenecks in the four applications using what-if analyses within an hour. All the participants used the annotation-based approach to what-if analyses where TaskProf would estimate the improvement in parallelism of the annotated regions. Our user study uses a repeated-measures experiment, which can introduce order effects. Students had an opportunity to study the code and attempt to optimize it during the first phase before they were given TaskProf.

Using TaskProf, seven participants found the parallelism bottleneck in all the four applications, one participant found the bottleneck in three of them, four participants found the bottleneck in two of them, and one participant did not find the bottleneck
in any application. Among the participants who identified at least one bottleneck for any application, it took them 12 minutes on average per application to identify the bottleneck using TaskProf. The participants indicated that once they became familiar with the tool by identifying a bottleneck in one application, subsequent tasks were repetitive. A common feedback comment from the participants was whether it would be possible to extend TaskProf to identify regions in a program that must be parallelized. This led us to design the adviser feature of TaskProf where TaskProf uses what-if analyses to automatically identify regions that must be parallelized. In summary, our user study suggests that programmers can quickly identify parallelism bottlenecks using TaskProf.
Chapter 7

Related Work

Performance is a primary concern for parallel program developers. However, given the myriad of factors that influence the performance of parallel programs, it is often challenging to extract the best possible performance. Consequently, over the years, numerous performance analysis tools have been proposed to assist developers in diagnosing performance issues in parallel programs. These tools range from generic performance profilers that calculate various metrics from a program execution to tools that identify specific kinds of performance issues in parallel programs. While there has been extensive work on performance analysis tools, there have also been some approaches proposed to automatically mitigate performance issues at execution time by designing intelligent runtime systems. This chapter describes the relevant prior work in identifying and addressing performance issues in parallel programs.

We begin this chapter by presenting an overview of all the widely used performance profilers for parallel programs in Section 7.1. We then present the related work on profilers for identifying serialization and scalability issues, performance estimation tools, critical path analysis tools and tools for identifying secondary effects in Sections 7.2 and 7.4. Finally, we conclude the chapter by discussing related work on other approaches to address performance issues (Section 7.5) in parallel programs.

7.1 Generic Performance Profilers

Generic performance profilers monitor the execution of a program and highlight code regions where the program performs the most work. Generic profilers typically use sampling or instrumentation to measure various metrics during an execution and attribute the metrics back to the program source code. There are a number of profilers that have
been proposed based on generic profiling \cite{2, 3, 10, 23, 48, 56, 68, 72, 91, 150, 151}. These profilers mostly differ on the programming models supported, the technique used for measurement (sampling or instrumentation), or the kinds of performance insights that are provided to the programmer.

One of the earliest generic profilers to be proposed was Gprof \cite{72}, which identifies regions where a program spends its time. Gprof uses both sampling and instrumentation to measure the execution time of various functions in a program. It then ranks the functions based on their execution time to highlight the parts of a program that consume the most amount of time. Extensions to Gprof proposed ways to attribute timing measurements to calling contexts and not just syntactic program components \cite{14, 19}.

Gprof was a seminal tool that enabled programmers to quickly identify where a program spends time. Following Gprof, many profilers \cite{10, 48, 69, 91, 150, 151, 158, 168} have been proposed that measure various metrics using hardware performance counters and attribute them to the program source code. Profilers like HPCToolkit \cite{10}, Intel VTune Amplifier \cite{48}, OpenSpeedShop \cite{150}, and PGPROF \cite{158} use sampling to measure hardware performance counter events and attribute the samples to the source code. In contrast to sampling based profilers that have low measurement overhead, profilers like Periscope \cite{69}, TAU \cite{151}, Scalasca \cite{168}, and Vampir \cite{91} use heavy-weight instrumentation to obtain precise metrics. However to reduce measurement overhead, these profilers provide a method to annotate parts of the program that need to be profiled.

All of these profilers are useful in understanding the performance of parallel programs. They highlight the most resource consuming parts of the program and can point to hardware related issues such as cache misses, cycles per instruction, latency memory and floating point operations, branch mis-predictions, etc. Profilers like Scalasca \cite{168}, Paraver \cite{3}, and Intel VTune Amplifier \cite{18}, also provide a thread-based view of the execution which can be useful to pinpoint code regions where the threads are waiting and thereby identify performance issues due to load imbalance.

However, by measuring resource utilization at various parts of a program, these profilers may not be able to identify the parts of a program that matter for improving the
performance. Further the thread-based view provides an insight into a specific execution of the program. It is useful when performance issues like load imbalance manifest in the specific execution. None of these profilers are able to identify scalability bottlenecks that may occur in a different execution with a larger thread count. Hence, these profilers at best can point to the symptom of a performance problem. In contrast, by computing the logical parallelism and performing what-if analyses TASKPROF can assess the scalability of programs and identify the parts of a program that matter for increasing the parallelism of the program.

7.2 Identifying Serialization and Scalability Bottlenecks

There is a large body of work on analyzing parallel programs for serialization and scalability performance bottlenecks [31, 54, 57, 58, 61, 66, 83, 89, 130, 145]. They involve techniques that quantify idleness [12, 155, 156], propose visualizations that highlight scalability [58, 61, 135] and measure logical parallelism [92, 146].

Tallent et al. [155, 156] proposed techniques to quantify insufficient parallelism and parallelization overhead in the context of both thread-based parallel programs and task parallel programs. These techniques use a novel concept called blame shifting to identify causes of insufficient parallelism and parallelization overhead. The key idea of blame shifting is to attribute the waiting time of idle threads to other parallel threads that are executing concurrently. The insight is that the thread that is executing has excessive serial work which is causing load imbalance and serialization in the computation. Liu et al. [109] extended the blame shifting technique in the context of fork-join programs written in OpenMP. Chabbi et al. [38] use the blame shifting approach to identify serialization issues in parallel programs executed on heterogenous architectures.

There have been multiple efforts on identifying performance problems due to serialization and load imbalance in large scale distributed parallel programs. Bohme et al. [31] propose an analysis in the Scalasca profiler suite to identify wait states in parallel MPI processes which indicate load imbalance or serialization in the computation. While the core idea of wait states is similar to blame shifting, Bohme et al. [31] address challenges
that arise from wait states due to communication bottlenecks in multi-process, multi-cpu executions. DeRose et al. [54] design multiple metrics that can highlight load imbalance issues with a goal of identifying load imbalance with low overhead in large scale applications while executing the program in production.

While all of these approaches focus on serialization in threads and processes, LIME [130] explores serialization and load imbalance stemming from syntactic constructs in a program, like control flow structures. They propose a statistical method to count dynamic decisions at control points and use a divergence in the decision count of two concurrent control points to flag load imbalance issues in a program.

All of the above techniques, including techniques that identify wait states or root causes of serialization using blame shifting are not sufficient to identify all the parts of a program that matter for addressing load imbalance or serialization issues. At best these techniques are the first steps in addressing serialization problems. Even if the programmer optimizes the code causing the serialization, the wait states can shift to a parallel thread and thereby not improve the overall performance of the program. Hence, as observed with our what-if analyses technique we need to iteratively identify all the parts of a program that matter for addressing serialization and load imbalance problems.

Analyzing the scalability of parallel programs has been widely studied. Speedup stacks [61] and bottle graphs [58] propose intuitive visualization techniques to diagnose scalability bottlenecks. Speedup stacks presents a method to visualize the speedup of a program in the form of a stack. The stack is then divided on various scaling delimiters to identify the the specific delimiter that is causing low speedup. Bottle graphs presents a similar visual technique to identify the threads in a program that are causing the scalability bottlenecks. Both speedup stacks and bottle graphs represent orthogonal approaches to visualize scalability problems. While bottle graphs presents a method for identifying threads that cause scalability problems, speedup stacks focuses on identifying the cause for the loss of scalability. Roth et al. [145] propose a technique to pinpoint parallel performance factors like delay in software, hardware or work distribution that introduce overhead leading to scaling losses. However, all of these techniques focus on isolating the cause of scalability losses in applications. They do not identify either the
parts of the program that are causing the scalability loss or the parts of the program that matter for improving the scalability of the program.

CilkProf [146] and CilkView [77] are profilers that use logical parallelism to identify scalability bottlenecks in task parallel programs. While CilkProf instruments the program at the bytecode level using the compiler, CilkView performs dynamic binary instrumentation. Our on-the-fly algorithm resembles CilkProf’s algorithm. Both CilkProf and CilkView require the program to be executed serially, wherein at every spawn statement the newly spawned task and its descendants have to complete before the parent task can continue execution beyond the spawn statement. While such serial depth-first execution is feasible in task parallel models that have serial semantics (e.g., Cilk, Habanero Java), it is not possible in library based task parallel models, like Intel TBB. In contrast, our approach computes the parallelism while executing the program in parallel and is applicable to any task parallel model. Further, CilkProf and CilkView do not identify the parts of a program where the overhead of creating tasks is high with respect to the work performed by the tasks.

In contrast to approaches that have explored increasing parallelism to improve scalability, there are many approaches that have explored techniques to identify sources of excessive task runtime overhead [75, 86, 142, 143]. These approaches on diagnosing sources of runtime overheads have explored profiling techniques to identify optimal task granularity [132, 143] and compiler based techniques to suggest optimal cut-off points for recursive task parallel programs [75, 86, 131]. Improving parallelism or addressing parallelization overheads in isolation is not sufficient to improve the speedup of a program. The programmer has to carefully balance parallelism and the overhead for orchestrating the parallelism to obtain optimal performance.

7.3 Tools to Identify Optimization Opportunities

There have been many tools that have been built for identifying parallelization and optimization opportunities in parallel programs. The goal of such tools is similar to what-if analyses, i.e., to identify parts of the program where the programmer must
focus optimization efforts to improve the performance. These tools can be broadly divided into three categories - (1) tools that estimate the improvement in performance on optimization [47, 51, 144], (2) tools that use critical path analysis to identify code that will benefit from optimization [11, 29, 33, 79, 80, 82, 120, 134, 159, 164], and (3) tools that focus on identifying candidates for parallelization [16, 67, 76, 88, 100, 163, 180].

7.3.1 Performance Estimation Tools

Coz [51] is a profiler for multi-threaded programs that estimates the speedup of a program on optimizing a line of code. Coz measures the virtual speedup of a progress point (which indicates the completion of piece of computation) by slowing down all other concurrently executing threads and by building an analytical model to estimate the speedup. It runs periodic experiments at execution time that virtually speed up a single randomly selected program fragment. Virtual speedups produce the same effect as real speedups by uniformly slowing down code executing concurrently with the fragment, causing the fragment to run relatively faster. Based on the virtual speedup experiments on various lines of code, Coz identifies lines of code that speed up the program as the ones that matter for optimization. Coz has a clever idea and our what-if analyses is inspired by it. In our experiments with Coz, we found that it reported pessimistic estimates of speedup with task parallel programs. The improvements suggested by Coz are specific to an execution with a given number of threads. Specifically, it does not indicate whether the program will have scalable speedups when executed on a machine with a different core count.

Similar to Coz, Intel Advisor [47] provides an estimate of the speedup of a program on parallelizing a programmer-annotated piece of code. It also provides information on the scalability of the program by estimating the speedup on machines with larger processor counts. Intel Advisor uses the hotspot analysis to guide the programmer on regions to annotate. However, hotspot analysis does not highlight regions that matter for improving the performance, which makes identifying regions to annotate challenging.

profilers have explored performance modeling to predict performance on a large number of cores [36, 140] and identify critical paths in parallel programs [11, 148]. The
Roofline model is a visual performance model to identify the upper bound of a kernel’s performance on a given machine by measuring metrics such as floating point performance, off-chip and on-chip memory traffic [85, 114, 166]. Yu et al. [179] combine performance modeling with data mining to identify general performance problems. However, these approaches do not provide feedback on concrete program regions to focus on.

### 7.3.2 Critical Path Analysis Tools

There have been numerous prior approaches that have explored identifying optimization opportunities by finding code regions that execute on the critical path. While some approaches propose a post-mortem critical path analysis on traces [35, 82, 119, 120, 171, 172], other approaches propose online analysis [79, 80, 134] to identify code executing on the critical path. IPS [119, 172], and IPS-2 [120, 171] are trace-based approaches that propose techniques to apportion the work on the critical path of an execution to the corresponding functions in the context of both shared and distributed memory parallelism. Slack [82] proposes a metric to estimate the improvement in execution time from optimizing a function that executes on the critical path. Bohme et al. [35] extend the approach to find wait states in traces to quantify activity on the critical path in MPMD programs. They identify the critical path as the longest path in the trace without any wait states. Tools that perform online computation of the critical path construct variants of the program activity graph for shared memory [79, 134] and message passing programs [80]. Identifying code regions that execute on the critical path can provide useful information to the programmer on optimization opportunities that can impact a program’s performance. However, these approaches do not provide information on how the critical path changes when code regions are optimized.

To identify optimization opportunities when the critical path changes, Hollingsworth and Miller proposed a metric called logical zeroing [81] which quantifies the reduction in the length of the critical path for each function before the critical path changes. Similarly, Alexander et al. [11] proposed a technique to identify a finite set of the k-longest execution paths, called near-critical paths, along with the critical path in a program. Since these approaches track only a limited set of paths, they will not identify all the regions that
matter for increasing the performance of a program. Further, all of these approaches consider the critical path based on a program’s activity in a given execution. They do not consider the critical path based on parallelism constructs expressed in the program.

### 7.3.3 Tools to Identify Parallelization Candidates

Tools for identifying optimization opportunities have also explored identifying code that can potentially be parallelized [16, 67, 76, 88, 100, 163, 180]. Such tools typically execute the program and track dynamic dependencies between code fragments like, for instance, loop iterations. These tools are different from automatic parallelization approaches [162, 167] which identify parallelization opportunities statically.

Kremlin [67] is a tool for identifying regions of code that can be parallelized in serial programs. It uses a technique similar to critical path analysis to compute the parallelism of code regions in a serial program. Kremlin then ranks the code regions based on their parallelism to identify regions that can potentially be parallelized. Kismet [88] builds on Kremlin to estimate actual speedups for specific machines on which the serial program is executed. DiscoPoP [100] is similar in spirit to Kremlin and can find parallelization opportunities in code regions beyond loops. There have been similar proposals to find parallelization opportunities in sequential Java programs [76] and programs for heterogenous systems [71]. While all of these tools identify code regions that can potentially be parallelized, they do not provide information on regions that will improve the performance of the program on parallelization. Further, these tools cannot identify parallelization opportunities in programs that have already been partly parallelized. In contrast, TaskProf can identify performance issues in parallel programs and identify regions of code that can benefit from parallelization.

### 7.4 Tools for Identifying Secondary Effects

Techniques to identify secondary effects in parallel program execution have been widely studied. They include tools to detect cache contention [34, 39, 60, 87, 103, 104, 112, 127, 165, 182], identify data locality issues [105, 107, 110], detect lock contention problems
and find bottlenecks due to NUMA. Unlike TaskProf, these tools are tailored to detect specific kinds of secondary effects. Further, they either use binary instrumentation or sampling. TaskProf does not explicitly sample while performing measurements (PMU units employ precise event sampling).

Prior profilers have explored using differential analysis to find scalability bottlenecks in parallel programs. eGprof extends Gprof to identify scalability bottlenecks by comparing the profiles generated from multiple executions. Similar to eGprof, HPCToolkit provides the ability to compare performance metrics from different executions to identify scalability bottlenecks. ScaAnalyzer is a tool for identifying memory scalability bottlenecks in parallel programs. It samples memory accesses and attributes the latency of the accesses to the corresponding data object. It then compares executions with different threads and isolates data objects that have high increase in latency as the source of memory scalability bottlenecks. These tools focus on using sampling to identify data objects that cause scalability bottlenecks. Since accesses are sampled, these techniques can miss data objects that do not occur frequently but have high access latencies. In contrast, TaskProf collects precise counts of performance metrics which enables it to identify memory scalability bottlenecks in regions with very few accesses but high latencies.

There are tools that measure work inflation to identify if the program is experiencing secondary effects. But these tools neither pinpoint parts of the program with secondary effects nor its relation to program parallelism. In contrast, our differential analyses can highlight regions that are experiencing any type of secondary effect and probable reasons for them by examining inflation in various metrics of interest.

### 7.5 Performance-Aware Runtimes

One approach to addressing the performance challenges in task parallel programs is to engineer runtimes that can mitigate the performance problems during program execution. The general idea here is to design intelligent runtimes that are “aware” of how performance issues can occur and steer the execution to avoid such issues. The advantage of such an
approach is that the programmer would be relieved from diagnosing performance issues and designing code optimization strategies to address the issues.

There has been significant research on designing intelligent runtimes to mitigate many of the performance issues. Acar et al. [6] proposed a technique to automatically control the amount of parallel computation in task parallel programs. The technique proposes a novel concept called oracle-guided scheduling, where the asymptotic cost of a piece of code is used to estimate the execution cycles required to run the code. Based on this estimation, the runtime decides to either execute the piece of code serially or promote the code to other threads and execute it in parallel. Along similar lines, there are runtime techniques that explore limiting the amount of parallel computation to an optimum amount during execution. These techniques either coarsen parallel computation from multiple tasks [4, 7, 9, 59, 86] or explicitly create tasks only on demand when threads become idle [70, 78, 121, 160]. Apart from techniques that deal with controlling the amount of parallel computation, there have been other techniques that focus on mitigating secondary effects. These include techniques to mitigate NUMA effects [25, 27, 55], reduce private [5, 62] and shared cache misses [28], increase locality [74, 101, 113, 124, 153, 169], and reduce latency [125].

The disadvantage of such runtime based approaches is that they are best-effort. Many approaches base their decisions solely on certain heuristics or dynamically collected data, like recursive task creation depth and dynamic execution load, which can adversely affect the performance of a program. Further, these approaches have to constantly monitor the execution, which can add significant overhead. In addition, the frequent poling for execution cycles could perturb the execution and introduce unintended secondary effects that affect the performance. Such secondary effects are particularly frustrating for the programmers to diagnose, as they must determine that secondary effects originated due to the runtime. For this reason, most programmers prefer to use profilers over heavyweight abstractions to address performance challenges.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

This dissertation makes a case for using logical parallelism to identify parts of a program that matter in improving the parallelism and the speedup of the program. We first summarize this dissertation’s key technical contributions and then present directions for future work.

8.1 Dissertation Summary

Traditional profilers for parallel programs highlight performance issues by identifying the parts of a program where the program’s execution spends the most time (or other metrics like execution cycles). However, they fall short of providing actionable information about the parts of the program that matter in improving the performance of the program. In this dissertation, we propose a set of techniques to identify the parts of the program that matter in increasing the parallelism and the speedup of the program.

To identify the parts of the program that matter in improving the parallelism, we first propose a technique to measure the parallelism of a program. The parallelism of a program defines the speedup of the program in the limit. Computing the parallelism requires us to determine the total work performed in the program and the work on the critical path in the program. Since parallelism quantifies the speedup in the limit, the key challenge is in computing the work on the critical path by considering the parts of the program that execute in series based on the series relations expressed in the program. We address the challenge by designing a performance model that records the logical series-parallel relations expressed in the program and the work performed in various fine-grain code fragments in the program. We describe a technique to construct the
performance model from an execution of the program by tracking the logical series-parallel relations as task runtime constructs are encountered and by measuring fine-grain work using hardware performance counters. Leveraging the series-parallel relations and fine-grain work in the performance model, we compute the total work performed in the program and the work on the critical path to measure the parallelism of the program.

The performance model for long running applications can be significantly large making it infeasible to store the performance model in memory and perform the parallelism computation over the entire performance model. One of the key contributions of this dissertation is an on-the-fly technique that performs the parallelism computation by maintaining only parts of the performance model corresponding to the active tasks.

In addition to computing the parallelism, we propose a technique that measures the task runtime overhead in the program to determine if the parallel work in the program is too fine-grain to be worth executing in parallel. Computing the logical parallelism and task runtime overhead enables the programmer to assess if a program has adequate parallel work to exhibit scalable speedup on machines with any number of processors. Further, we design a method to attribute the parallelism and the task runtime overhead from the performance model to various static code locations in the program. This enables the programmer to quickly identify the specific parts of the program that have low parallelism and high task runtime overhead.

While our parallelism computation technique highlights parts of the program that have low parallelism, it is still challenging to identify the parts of the program that the programmer should parallelize to improve the parallelism. Parallelizing a part of the program that has low parallelism may not improve the overall parallelism of the program if the part of the program is not performing work on the critical path. Even if the part of the program is performing significant work on the critical path, parallelizing it can shift the critical path to another path and not improve the overall parallelism of the program.

To address these challenges, we propose what-if analyses, a technique that identifies parts of the program that matter in increasing the parallelism of the program. Our insight is that the performance model for computing parallelism contains information about the various code fragments in the program and the series-parallel relations between the
code fragments. Using the performance model, we can mimic the effect of parallelizing a code fragment and estimate the parallelism on hypothetically parallelizing the code fragment. The key essence of what-if analyses is that it enables the programmer to determine if a part of the program will benefit from parallelization even before designing a concrete parallelization strategy. We leverage the performance model and our parallelism estimation technique to extend what-if analyses to automatically identify a set of regions that matter in increasing the parallelism of the program. To make what-if analyses practical, we consider the task runtime overhead in the program and perform what-if analyses only if the work after parallelization amortizes the overhead from the runtime to create parallel tasks.

Even if a program has adequate parallelism, it may not exhibit scalable speedup due to the presence of secondary effects of parallel execution that manifest due to contention in hardware or system resources. We propose a technique to identify the parts of the program that matter in increasing the speedup of the program by highlighting code regions that are experiencing secondary effects. It is our insight that a program that is experiencing secondary effects will perform greater amount of work in the parallel execution than the amount of work in an oracle execution that is not experiencing secondary effects. Leveraging this insight, we propose a differential analysis technique that performs a fine-grain comparison of the performance models of the parallel and oracle executions to highlight code regions that are showing an inflation in the work in parallel performance model over the oracle performance model. To highlight code regions that matter in addressing secondary effects, we use the performance model to highlight code regions that are having inflation in the critical path work and are performing a significant fraction of the total work and the critical path work. We also show that by performing differential analysis over a range of hardware performance counter events, we can identify the hardware or system resources which are possibly the source of the secondary effects.

Using the techniques proposed in this dissertation, we have developed TaskProf, a profiler and an adviser for task parallel programs. The insights provided by TaskProf enabled us to identify performance bottlenecks and design optimizations to improve the
speedup of a range of applications. The user study we conducted shows that TaskProf enables parallel program developers to quickly identify regions to focus on for improving the performance. Overall, this dissertation demonstrates that techniques to identify parts of the program that matter in improving the performance are useful and necessary for effective performance analysis of parallel programs.

8.2 Directions for Future Work

This dissertation makes a case for analyses that identify the parts of a parallel program that matter in improving the performance of the program. Building on the ideas presented in this dissertation, there are several potential avenues that can be explored to further enhance the performance analysis of parallel programs.

Estimating Maximum Speedup for a Given Number of Processors

In this dissertation, we measure the logical parallelism to determine if a program has sufficient parallel computation to exhibit scalable speedup. For a program to have scalable speedup on a given execution machine, the logical parallelism of the program must significantly exceed the number of processors on the machine. However, it is challenging for the programmer to determine the precise parallelism that is necessary for scalable speedup on a given number of processors. Schardl et al. [146] determined through experimentation that the parallelism should be at least $10 \times$ the number of processors on the execution machine. In our experiments, there are programs that have significantly high parallelism but do not exhibit scalable speedup on the execution machine. At the same time, there are programs that have relatively lower parallelism but exhibit scalable speedup.

One possible approach to determine the required parallelism is to estimate the maximum speedup that can be expected from the program on a given number of processors. Estimating the maximum speedup on a given number of processors will provide the programmer the ability to tune the performance on a given machine. If a program does not have scalable speedup, then the programmer can determine if the
actual speedup is due to low parallelism in the program or other factors that can affect the speedup (for e.g., secondary effects). Prior tools like Kismet [SS], explored estimating the speedup from parallelizing sequential programs using a range of parameters. However, estimating the maximum speedup for a given number of processors can be challenging in the context of task parallel programs, since we would need some means to explore all the ways in which parallel tasks can actually get mapped to threads. A new abstraction that can estimate the maximum speedup would probably be necessary.

Parallelism Profiling for Other Parallel Programming Models

In this dissertation, we focused our attention on measuring parallelism and designing what-if and differential analyses in the context of task parallel programs. For wider adoption by the parallel programming community, an attractive avenue to explore would be to extend these techniques to other parallel programming models, like thread-based shared memory models (pthreads [129]), message-passing models (MPI [44]) and hybrid programming models (CUDA [128], OpenCL [154], etc.). The key challenge in extending the techniques proposed in this dissertation to other frameworks is in handling arbitrary dependencies that can exist between code fragments which would otherwise execute in parallel. Most task parallel frameworks constrain the program execution to disallow such arbitrary dependencies although, recent versions of Cilk [46, 52] and OpenMP tasks [133] provide support for such arbitrary dependencies. Hence, designing techniques to measure parallelism and perform what-if and differential analyses in the presence of arbitrary dependencies would be beneficial for all parallel programming models.

Synthesizing Concrete Optimizations

Improving the performance of programs requires the programmer to first identify the parts of the program that have to be optimized. Once the programmer identifies the parts of the program that need to be optimized, the programmer has to design concrete optimizations that will improve the performance. The what-if and differential analyses techniques that we have proposed in this dissertation assist the programmer in identifying program regions that have to be optimized. But, the programmer still has to manually
design concrete optimizations. A potential avenue to explore would be to automatically synthesize concrete optimizations for the program regions highlighted by what-if and differential analyses. The key challenge in synthesizing such optimizations is to determine dependencies between code fragments that may execute in parallel in the synthesized code. Further, evaluating the performance implications of various optimizations for the same code fragment will be interesting to explore.
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